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of being forgiven, and is not complete
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WASHINGTON CORRESPONDENCE.

burdens, that must be borne by the farm cally known as cow-boys. They are a not but that their interest has been se‘WASHINGTON, D. C., Jan. 2, 1879.
cured for life.” And thenhe added: “I
Washington is undergoing a somewhat idvel
A WEEKLY RELIGIOUS
, believing is receiv- and mechanical laborer. And yet it is wild, reckless set, generally armed to the
except we believefor
’
ISSUED BY THE
teeth, generous to those who humor their am glad to think that I was enabled to experience for this ordinarily mild and generous
' No one can teach, comfort, or be true that country ministers (in the main)
preewill Baptist Printing Establishment, ing.
foibles, but ready to shoot down their start them on such a course. With the climate. A genuine snow storm of regular
of
incomes
the
fellowship with us, only as we have receive their support from
in
sher,
Pybli
ART,
STEW
D.
I.
Rev.
hearts of the children we secure a promise New England proportions is a rarity, and is
seized upon for its ' opportunities with am
of confidence in him. The very presence of such labors. To be a little more difinite man on slight provocation. A few of the
business, remittances
To whem all lettersbe onaddres
for
future missions."—Chrisitan Inielli- avidity engendered only from so rare an occattle-men are of the same character as
sed, at Dover, N. H.
one in whom we have no faith, distresses let me ask, who are the ministers who
money, &c., should
gencer.
currence.
:
ed for publication
us. But faith in a person makes him a think it proper for their daughters to their herders, the cow-boys. But the
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Morning Star,
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On December 5th, the first snow fell, a cold
"re
should be addressed to Editor The
most
of
them
are
gentlemen
of
culture
milk
cows,
to
make
butter
and
cheese,
delight to us; we receive from him acDover, N. H
snap set in, continuing steadily cold smce that
.
cording to our faith. So itis between us and do house work in general, for a liv- and of humane instincts.
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time, and causing much suffering among the
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WATERMAN.
But homesteaders are constantly pressing
ing? ‘Who of that class are willing to
and God.
poorer clusses, especially among the colored
PROF. J. FULLONTON, D. Duy
D.,
have their sons suffer equal privations, forward, and so pressing the cattle-men
PROF. J. J. BUTLER, D.
people, proverbial for their improvidence.
PROGRESS MADE.
A wayward son robbed and forsook his
Rev. W. H, BOWEN, D. D,
Naturally, and
and endure equal hardships, suffered and farther and father back.
Every fair day, under the shadow of the
REV. J. M. BREWSTER,
waiting,
of
Years
mother.
Probably
most
of
our
readers
read
with
widowed
REV. A. H, HULING.
Washington monument, upon the surface of
almost
necessarily,
a
conflict
arises
beborne
by
the
sons
of
farm
and
mechanical
er
er —
interest and gratitude the note in the last its surrounding waters known as * Babcock
praying, hoping passed, the door never
laborers, as a means to a livelihood? But tween them.
The stock of the cattle-men
1—$2.50 per year if paid strictly
Terms
page of bolted ; a plate always set for the lost one.
Sth
Star from Prof. Brackett, telling of the Lake,” yonng Washington is enjoying
the
See
the finest
$2.20.
IN TDVANCE,
rather, is it not true that while the sons often eat up the crops of the homesteadthis paper..
Mless the prodigal? Not
skating. It is peculiarly a Metropolitan scene.
work
already
done
on
Myrtle
Hall
and
Did all of this
of farm and mechanical laborers (from ers, with very little chance of redress,and
We remember when aboy, in the glory of
At last a rough,
while he wandfred.
necessity), toil at home, or serve abroad, the cow-boys badger and bull-doze them of what needs to be done at once. We country-made skates, with the inevitable brass
the
sailor stood before
certainly
hope
that
the
work
begun
last
‘weather-beatefé
suffering many privations in regard to lit- in numerous ways that are often very
acorn turned over the toe, and complicated
The mother
‘year in faith and love will not be allowed system of straps and strings, how supremely
open door, fgaring to enter.
erary advantages, ‘as well as in home hard for human nature to bear.
rushed to embrace him, and led him into
to stop until the whole building is finish- happy we were with a log for a seat and the
comforts, the sons and daughters of minAt first, the homesteaders are at a disWEDNESDAY, JANUARY 8, 1879.
Had she to make
ed and furmshed ready for use,and thatit broad expanse of river for our kingdom.
the habitation of love.
isters are well provided with home com- advantage—arising from the greater numwill be done right speedily in order that Here, Washington, fresh from the Avenue,
ready to receive him? Her forgiveness forts, and placed in high schools, that
bers and desperate character of the cowBY THE DEAD.
disports on the ice with all the comforts and
the school may have the use of the rooms,
had waited for him, ready and more than they may be fitted to fill, not the more
boys, who are not generally much recontrivances of modern fashion and invention.
So it
BY EDWIN F, NASON.
ready, &ince the day he departed.
and that we may have the satisfaction of
useful, but the thore honored and easy strained by their owners. Tn fact, the
Luxurious chairs and cushioned foot-stosls
while
penitent
knowing that it is not simply a good work are at your command, obsequious smiling
is with God. He meets the
stations in life ? And yet, generally, it owners, in accordance with their interests,
Divided? Yes, in life, 'tis true
begun, but done. And friends who did colored boys are waiting to array your feet in
a great way off, the moment he believes. would be true, had country laborers treat
That we could never meet;
are generally supposed to encourage
not feel able to finish a room will now see the finest and most complete appliances
We may all look up through our tears and ed their children to the same fare, they
The whirl of earthly circumstance
rather than repress them—though they
" Impelled our feet
a way to help just as truly by furnishing known to this exhilarating exercise.
testify, **, There is forgiveness with thee
have but little or no means:to give somelimes proceed to lengths that the
would
To ache and bleed in diverse paths,
that thou mayest be feared.”
the rooms finished. Fifteen or twenty * Now that we are in this locality, let uslook
to support preaching.
cattle-men dare not approve, and proba- dollars will be sufficient for this, and at the monument located on: a. spot nota
And lips may never know
How changed are all things by clear
Country ministers demand and receive bly have no disposition to.
The pangs which rent the heart that yet
money may be sent at once to Rev. N. C. thousand yards, from the bankof the Potomae,
views of pardon. It mellows, beautifies a yearly salary for preaching, fully equal to
Could not but let thee go.
selected by Washington himself, where should
After a while,as the homesteaders multhe whole realm of justice, the yearly income from thirty years of tiply, becoming owners of the soil and Brackett, Harper’s Ferry, W, Va.; let be erected a statue voted. by the Continental
glorifies
and
dim,
are
eyes
And now—alas! my
the responses come thick and fast for a Congress in commemoration of his services.
To
law, holiness, duty and fellowship.
prosperous farm labor, and more than therefore having right and law on their
I can not see to trace
The original design was a plain marble shafc
few days and that work will be done.
religion
our
blot remission of sin from
three times the amount in salary, paid on side, the cattle-men are compelled to reThe deep-worn lines I know so well
that should attain to an ‘altitude of 600 feet,
into
world
:
moral
whole
ROOMS
FOR
THEOLOGICAL
STUDENTS.
the
would turn
In that loved face;
an average, to the best farm laborers. In tire before them, Ere they do, however,
and intended to be the highest structure ever
°
But thou dost know it all, dear heart,
gloom, and make it rigid with severity. explanation of the first statement, I would a good many more or less serious con-'
We have more than once spoken of the reared by man, with possibly the exception of
Now thou canst understand,
Those legalists who deny forgiveness say, it is estimated by farmers capable of flicts arise—occasionally resulting in the great need of having the rooms for stu- the tower of Babel. The uncertaintyof the
And soul to soul doth make response
have but half a God, a one-sided govern- judging, that farms only pay about four loss of life, on one side or the other, or dents in our Theological Schools supplied foundation, which important matter seems to
As strong as hand to hand.
ment, an inexorable law,a slave's service , per cent., and the farmer, who, as the both.
with all needful furniture. Few of these have been overlooked in its inception, together
|
with failing funds, has caused a suspension of
Our avails of thirty years of his ‘farm labor,
0 thot canst mark, beyond the veil
a limping hope, a cold morality.
Of this character were the hanging and students can easily afford the expense of work. Congress has now appropriated a
That shutteth heaven from earth,
necessaus
holds a clear land investment of $15,000,
views of (tod’s dealings with
burning referred to. Two homesteaders, furnishing comfortably the room they sufficient sum, and work has been’ resumed.
How fate-crush’d hopes,like wind-bent flowers,
feelings toward each is truly regarded as a man who has been Mitchell and Ketchum, had settled in. the occupy while in school. It is well for
our
influence
rily
A great trench, some 20 to 30 feet deep, bas
Rise in new birth,
other. ¢ If God so loved us, we ought prosperous in farming. That statement vicinity of the cattle-men, One of these individuals and churches to do this for been dug around its base,filled alternately with
And as I lay thee to thy rest,
I murmur under breath,
also to love one another,” is self-evident, is made, allowing that $600 a year is the nearest them; was one Olive, from Texas, the school when they can and will, but rock and sand, and then solid blocks which
Divided? Yes, in life, perchance,
and of great practical force. Christians average salary, paid to country ministers. owning 20,000 head, and one of the rough, it seemsas if the plan of furnishing by a shall solidify its foundation. The new design
carry it to the hight of nearly 500 feet, 174
But not—thank God !—in death. feel its power. A hating Christian is an The average salary paid the best farm brutal sort. His ¢ Boss Herder” went by Quarterly Meeting is one which may be isof towhich
EE
are already completed. In this conEEE
3%.
A few . dollars nection, we -give the following for what it is
apostate ; loyal disciples are stocked with laborers about here, would not exceed the name of Stevens. But it transpires used to good advantage.
FORGIVEN.
pardons, * ready made,” eager for deliv- 2160, or $170, a year. Notwithstanding that his real name was Olive—a brother sent to the next session of the Q. M. worth: Some years ago in conversation with
ery to all that harm them, the moment
the notorious facts above named, only a of his employer—even rougher and more from each church composing it, will en- a gentleman (Catholic in faith), oecupying &
BY REV. GEO. 1. BALL, D:D.
they consent to receive.
few weeks ago, I noticed a statement in brutal than he—a perfect specimen of a able the Treasurer of many of our Q. Ms. position under the Government, he stated is
Christ
solved the problem of ages | Thy we feel; and thus-we-pray;tobe
a.
mat er of faith” with him, that the
-the satary-paid for Texan desperado.
-Ster-that-the
4-For—t
Morning
Washington monument would never be comwhen he preached the remission of sin.
give us our trespasses as we forgive those ministerial labor is comparatively a mere
These Olives accused Ketchum of steal- suitable furniture for a room. Will not pleted, giving as a reason, that the stone
It is a great thing to be forgiven. ProGod's rule is pittance. For one I should have regard- ing cattle, probably with little or no some pastor in each of the larger Q. Ms., donated by the Pope (as a part of the contrius.”
against
trespass
who
found and conscientious thinkers have
at least, set the matter moving without bution by foreign potentates and powers) had
Yea, more, it is ours to for- ed the statement with much more comour rule.
foundation, and by some means induced
ever felt it to be so, Socrates sighed for
with
never been sent, being withheld on account of
ed
e.
accompani
misjudg
been
it
we
had
lest
placency
judge,
to
give, but not
the sheriff of an adjoining county to dep- delay ?
it with uoutterable longings, ** but died
certain conditions placed upon it,which had not
and
save,
to
good
proof.
;
but
judge,
to
not
A
WORD
TO
THE
WISE.
came
Jesus
utize Stevens, alias Olive, to arrest him.
been accepted by those in charge of the
without the sight.” Justice has seemed to
be
to
This
By profession, ministers claim
the disciples represent his plans.
Such a word is said to be sufficient. matter. Whether his ‘‘ matter of belief” or
It was known there was so much bad feelpreclude hope, by its inflexible and allthe
for
possible
sacrifices
best
great
the
make
to
cherish
willing
requires that we
ing between the men, that a meeting We feel very sure that the wise men of prediction will hold good with the prophecy
pervading behests. ‘* Whatsoever a man
of others ; give them the bene- cause of Christ. But really, what sacri- would probably result in blood. Indeed, the West will not let the word from the of the Downfall of Jerusalem and its attemptthoughts
ts
confron
reap”
also
soweth that shall he
fit of the best possible interpretation; fices do they make? We have noticed that it is supposed that Olive secared the war- Trustees of Hillsdale College, in their ed rebuilding by the Roman emperor, will
us on every haid, is wrought into unikeep their good qualities in cheerful re- country ministers ask and receive far larg- rant simply as an excuse for shooting his Circular published last week, go unheed- probably be a matter of the near future to
senversal consciousness, permeates our
determine.
:
membrance, and forgive their offenses at er salaries for their labor, than country man.
ed. Itis easy to see that through no
sibilities, tinges the imagination, castsa
The Old Year passed out with signs of a
laborers
who
help
support
them.
Why
Offenses
‘¢
moment.
possible
earliest
the
Olive and some of his men rode up to fault of theirs, and in spite of the most meaningless, frivolous drizzle from the East.
shadow upon thought, clings to the mem** forgiven” should be in should they charge more, to work for the the house of Mitchell where Ketchum was careful management,
the
most rigid Give us a roaring Nor’ Wester and we will do
ory, begets fearful forebodings, environs will come,” but
for an open- Lord, than they would, were they to en- hung, and firing commenced between economy, and great sacrifice, they have justice to the subject and call it by a sensible
search
and
waiting,
constant
ns
impriso
k,
and
net-wor
a
the soul as by
it be- gagé in worldly business? Should we Olive and his mer and Ketchum and become greatly embarrassed, and are in name. The new day of the year dawned with
Philosophy hus ing to impart it never cease, till
it in hopeless’ unrest.
offender
and
d
offende
of
wonder that infidelity flourishes,as it were,
joy
the
comes
Mitchell. “It is in dispute as to who fired danger of being sorely crippled. The arosy hue, but soonthe overcast sky gave
never found a remedy, logic has striven in
it
churches?
our
Does
of
.
shadow
restored
very
is
ip
the
under
and fellowsh
vitality and vigor of the College are waraing of a chill and cloudy day, and then
first. Olive said Ketchum did,and Ketchvain to bring relief and religionists have alike,
could more suc- um and Mitchell say Olive did, and that marvelous. But help must be given at snowed steadily, until the last band was
duty,
obstacle
this
teach
greater
Christ
What
of
mission
the
not
only aggravated the distress by their crude
grasped and the last visitor had departed from
and inspire the heart to perform it? Ave cessfully impede the progress of Bible he, or his men, fired among Mitchell's once, hefore too heavy a drain is made the White House.
inventions.
not these peaceable fraits of righteous- truths, than the nullification of the Chris- children. The result was that Olive was on the life forces, before all power to
The etiquette of the national capital en New
By a word, Christ dispelled the darkness better than the fruits of. cold unbeprofession, at the hands of the pro- mortally wounded and Ketchum shot in rally is exhausted, and that means that Year’s day differs from that of other countries
tian
hope.
of
basis
firm
a
shed
ness and establi
fessed disciple of Christ? Now I am not the arm.
relief must be afforded immediately. We and people. After the official courtesies to the
:
He' did not speculate ; there were no signs lief?
gosto
salaries
(x. i. cnvsseedmssn fol
Ee.
ample
paying
to
opposed
have
alluded to the West, but Hillsdale highest dignitaries have been extended, then
Ketchum
and
Mitchell
proceeded
to
an
proce
with
of effort; no toilsome struggl
the Executive mansion is open to all who deout
carry
who
men,
To
pel ministers.
adjoining county and gave themselves up College is not exclusively a Western sire to gratify their curiosity and pay their
esses of reasoning; no grapplings with OONSISTENCY IN SPIRITUAL THINGS.
their profession in practice, who follow
to the authorities. In the meantime, the institution. She has received, in days respects to the chief magistrate. No cards of
BY T. J. WAFUL.
hard problems by labored approach and
who,
Testament,
New
the
of
teachings
the
gone by, a great deal of sympathy, not a admission are required, the humblest individua
surviving Olive offered $700 for them,
subtle analysis; no climbing to reach
For a time past, I have felt the need of in their life work, imitate the apostolic dead or alive. Fnally, one Gillan, Him- little money and some patronage from the «l known to American society can walk freely
as
spoke
He
tion.
fit altitude of observa
more light in regard to Christian duty. I example and, asa Christian duty, suffer self a herder, and sheriff of one of the Eastern, and, perhaps, more from the in with no ceremony but to keep in line so as
one who knew, and had only to reveal;
obedient to the Word of God but equal privations with those who support most remote frontier counties, got posses- Middle States. We all love her. We all to prevent confusion.
he declared conclusions and made them would be
Thanks to our relations with the Star we were
difficult in these times, them, salaries should be paid sufficiently sion of them, and wiih only one assistant pray for her. We all rejoice in her
exceeding
it
find
sure. It became plain the moment he
admitted to the interior of the honse before the
determine what to do. The religious ample to enable them to provide, not only took them straight to the neighborhood of splendid record and the great possibilities ceremonies, which was decorated in elegant
said it, that justice is supplemented by to
speaks highly of supporting the gos- for the present, but also for future neces- the Olives and their Texans. = Of course, of her future. But she naturally appeals taste. In the Red, Blue and Green Rooms,
press
mercy, compensation by grace, where
home and abroad, but how can we sities, if they are as economical as other the men were taken from him, and then most strongly to what was the West when brilliantly lighted, were blooming plants and
at
pel
need, rather than merit, is the condition
under the present state of things? laborers must be, in order to make the the terrible tragedy occurred. This fiend she was young. ~ There she has found her flowers in vases and on stands. All the
this
do
of favor.
‘Che two dispensations abide
seems to be a wide contrast be- same provisions. But to pay more than Gillan deserves the execration of all de- students ; there live most of her alumni , mirrors and chandeliers were: festooned with
There
in force, and each soul may choose whethsmilax,and the perfume of tropical productions
the humility taught by Jesus and by this for ministerial labor, is, in my opin- cent men. He could not help knowing there her influence is felt as nowhere else, pervaded all parts of the building.
er to receive desert, or live by grace; tween
of
the apostles, as an absolute condition
jon not only unscriptural, but corrupting that in taking his men to that neighbor- and we doubt not that in those broad and
At 11 o’clock President Hayes, with the
trust to meni, or appeal for mercy ; work
Christian character, and that which to- in its tendencies.
A high salary, paid for hood, he was taking them to their doom. fertile regions will be found hundreds who Vice-President and Mrs. Hayes, entered the
for wages, or'seek a gift.
Since he has
day seems to meet the approval of pro- ministerial labor, can hardly fail to pro- Let us hope he did not suspect the atroci- will again respond with great liberality Blue Parlor, and the ceremony commenced.
spoken, God’s government would seeminto her call for help and who will not only A constant stream of carriages enters by the
Christians generally, The one (in duce the same results, as it does political- ties Olives cow-boys could be guilty of.
complete without this scheme of grace. fessed
Eastern gate and approaches the covered porpractice) consisted in self-denials, in pri- | ly. It would induce men, who covet the
Having narrated this matter at such do what she asks now, but will put her tals of the White House. Carpets are laid from
Penalty and pardon are both seen to be
and
spend
¢
to
to
ess
being,
speedily on asolid foundation for future the marble landing to the doors, over which
in a willingn
spoils rather than the good of
length, as a picture of one phase of westnecessary to fill out the measure of per- vations,
be spent” for the salvation ef others. The fill the divine appointment, but such men eru life, this is to be added: The men work and increased usefulness.
pass the Diplomats in all the rich and varied
fection, to express the fullness of God's
From Vermont.
other; perhaps, is equally glorious in pro- would only serve in ministerial functions, who did this deed are all Texans—the
costumes of their respective countries, together
excellence, to exercise the wealth of his
but apparently in practice,is self- to obliterate more fully the line of diswith their accompanying
ladies
in richer
fession,
The
remarks
of
Bro.
W.
L.
Noyes,
to
the
leading spirit at the outset, now dead, an
nature, and satisfy the strong demands of
drapery of ermiie and sables,while the beautiish, and worldly in its aspirations. To- tinction between those * professing godVermont churches, in the Star of Dec, 11th,
his heart.
outlaw, who had found it convenient to
relative to the support of Miss Crawford, I ful strains from the Marine Band, stationed in
day the professed disciples of Jesus and liness” and the world, so forcibly, and
God longs to forgive.
The gift of his
go under an assumed name. Then it was hope we may all respond to. I have been the vestibule, pour forth the grandest of
the worldings bow down together, with clearly indicated, in the Word of God.
Son is the measure of his desire.
He
on the extreme frontier, in a part of the asked the question several times, will this have melody.
equal reverence, at the shrine of fashion.
0-0-0
+4044
The representatives of the great foreign
seeks opportunity ; presses his case; is inState having very few permanent settlers. anything to do with our W’s. Mission? We
Hence, a part of the money paid to suspowers of course make the most extensive and
NEBRASKA LAWLESSNESS,”
'‘
would say, not one mill should it detract from
tensely eager, and always on the alert.
The
state
of
things
there
has
no
counter|
work, is used to purchase
elegant display, but the chief attraction was
our Auxiliary Societies.” Our Woman’s MisIndeed, the covenant of pardon is made tain Christian
BY A. D. WILLIAMS, D.D,
part in any settled part of the State.
ble apparel. The
the appearance of the moon-eyed envoys from
fashiona
and
jewelry,
sion
Society
is
an
organization
we
must
out, signed and sealed for every soul, and
Our society here is as far removed from sustain, but individually, as church-members, the * Flowery Kingdon” and Chin-Lan-Pin
through his gold
A most atrocious case of lynching ocmeekly
looks
an
clergym
only waits delivery.
His part of the
as he rises in the desk to talk curred recently in western Nebraska. such an act, and views it with as much we should pay the twenty-five cents, or the and suite, with celestial dignity, are the center
work is ¢ finished,” all things are ready, spectacles,
sum it may be.
If there are ladies who feel of all eyes. What characters they are and what
about Christian humility, Two homesteaders were taken from the horror, as would any in New England.
#¢ the gates ajar,” the ransom paid. One to his audience
this
extra
tax
too
much, betrue to the Society. a singular people. Oddly but extravagantly
Texan
Even
the
great
mass
of
the
cattle-men
of
band
a
by
upon the desk at the same time his hands of the sheriff,
dressed they appearin the midst of this splenhindrance remains, the sinner’s unrecep- laying
Mzs. F. P. EATON, Dis. Sec.
their
disavow
it
with
the
utmost
avidity,
and
by
pole
a
over
wearitoo
hung
be
and
cow-boys,
did scene as calm and dignified as the best.
At
Corinth, Dec. 21st, 1878.
tiveness.
The Lord can not give this gold watch, lest he should
111.30a long list of officials and .ex-officials is
td
he holds in his hand manacled arms, their feet hanging a short will help to bring the perpetrators of it to
> ro-re
blessing to the unweceptive.
He sends some. But the paper
admitted and then at 12 the officers of the Army
fire justice. In fact, Nebraska and Nebras- |
suggests to his congregation that he has but way above the ground, and then 'a
Although the danger most generally and Navy, here in the city, “arrayed in the
rain upon the evil and the good; many
kans
are
no
more
implicated
in
it,
nor
until
burned
they
and
the
them
brilliant uniform of their respective arm of
e, to regulate
built under
favors come to the thoughtless and un- little need of a timepiec
responsible for it, than were the people of lies in the direction of too long sermons, service, advance with disciplined step and
and
d,
consume
were
*
limbs
time
the
lower
During
their
e.
discours
his
of
‘
|
thankful. But pardon implies reconcilia- length
Minnesota or of Northfield for the tragedy and prayers and exhortations, yet they mein.
his wife and daughters occupy their entrails dropped out.
From 12 to 1, various !associations—the
may
be
too
short.
Five
or
seven
minutes
tion, in which both parties must share. of service,
wars (1812 and 1846) together
To understand the true character of the enacted at the Northfield bank by the arbitrarily taken from a sermon may rob veterans of*¢ two
a conspicuous seat. The glove is removed
oldest inhabitants,” approach and
with the
Hence, the stupid, indifferent and rebelAt
from the hand abounding with gold fin- affair, some other things need to be known. Janeses and Youngers.
the Presidential hand.
grasp
itof its chief value. In the midst of a tremblingly
lions can not receive it. Not because it
Hastings, Neb.
1, the people of the United States, represented
ger rings. Their gold watches, gold Western Nebraska, where this terrible
prayer meeting a stanza is as much as can here by its citizens and strangers;are admitted,
is not offered, but because access to their
PERRET
dividing
along in. one
chains, gold breastpins, gold earrings,and deed was done, just now is the
be profitably sung, but sometimes the and until 2 o’clock, they surge
souls is impossible; they lack the frame
catgreat throng, the rulers of the country howing
and fashionable habiliments, line between what are here called the
A GOOD START.
costly
their
The last
whole
of
a
hymn
may
do
more
good
than
servant.
chesen
their
nsable
ng
of mind indispe
to accepti it..
in respeet to”
be coveted by the most fastid- tle-men and the homesteaders. These
A brother minister recently forwarded all the other exercises put together. But reception we attended,'another central figure
Repentance and faith are conditions of may well
the contrast from the stolid
are owners of herds of cattle,
a donation from two young ladies to aid who can lay down rules? Not man, was there, and
votaries of fashion. Is it any wonder cattle-men
: remission, simply because they are ele- ious
appearance and military training of the. one,
hundred
few
a
from
numbers
to
in
aught
have
varying
should
Paul,
manner of the
an important. portion of Christ's work.
surely. When the Spirit moves, itis not with the quiet and pleasing
ments of receptiveness, the reaching out that he, unlike
of the
‘gold, or to fifty thousand, or more. They do not He wrote in reference to the givers that length or shortness, ‘not in this ' or that’ other, was marked and emblematical
of
wearing
the
against
say
of the soul after God; a prayer for reconmeh.. After the hourof2, the crowds depart,
such
upon
predetermined
way,
but
in
the
Lord's
s
squatter
are
but
own the land,
pearls, or costly array” ?
when they were little children he came as
thronging “to the
and are hither and thither
ciliation ; a response to the offer of mercy ;
close the fesof the western plains as they find pastor into the place where they lived. own way, that all religious services will thousand ofher receptions that
portions
pro=
ial
minister
the
g
standin
:
Notwith
+
ge
a grasp of the helping hand extended from
be so conducted that sinners are convict= ‘tivities of the day.
other
such
by
d
occupie
or
ied,
Year are upunoccup
Naw:
love,
of
the
«T
induced
them
to
plant
a
patch
in
the
ent
of
embodim
duties
ed and converted and Christians edified. 1. And now the
the skies; a signature of the covenant fession, which is the
can buy off, or not un- garden for money to give 'to Christ's Can we not with safety again adopt some ‘6 us. ’ Congress re-assembles in a fw todays,
the
niade in blood, long since signed hy God. of purity, of beaevolence,of equal burden- squatters as they
Préciotis public time ‘must be‘ utilized
a
off.
drive
tly
service. This was continued from year of the phrases of the fathers? To speak utmost in order thatthe affairs of the country
Pardon implies two persons, giver and bearing, I think it may be said with due frequen
this
of
interests
or
keep
silence
as
the
Spirit:
moves
is
the
and'the
may not be neglectéd
s, and to year, aml now they have grown up,
ELLioTT"
receiver; two acts, giving and receiving; deference to truth, that at least, a- large hey build temporary: building
gredt people protected.
to take but they have got into the way of giving root of the mattor.
Texans,
y
generall
men,
majority
‘of
ministers
are
unwilling
to
employ
two results,the joyof forgiving and peace
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should survive change of location.
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any pérplexity or need.
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God

of heaven, he

us ; therefore
we his servants

will arise and build.”—Neh. 2:20.

spect for the place of their burial. = (4)
That the God of heaven will direct others

so as to secure

to us answers

to our

prayers.
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poorest

time, says the Sunday" School Times, to
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Communications,
THE SEOOND 0OMING OF OHRIST.
BY

REV.ALEXANDER

after

it.

‘heryears’

sage, which in form of paradox fitly
describes the condition and experience of
all Christians in allages; “As sorrowful
yet always rejoicing.”
Another argument strongly urged at

and even the beasts of burden, according

multiplied.”

DICK.

NO. I.
I propose to consider, briefly, whether
the personal coming of Christ will be
before the millennium, or

and Samaria, and were edified; and
walking in the fear of the Lord, and in
the comfort of the Holy Ghost, were

That

there is to be a personal coming of Christ
is so clearly taught in several passages of
Scripture, and is held so generally by

the late N,

And so likewise that pas-

Y,

« Prophetic

Conference,”

is that the ‘New Testament nowhere
states that the intenged result of preachinggthe gospel in thik
dispensation is the
conversion of the world to God,” but only
‘for a witness ;" and,** When this witness
shall have reached all nations, then shall
the end come;"” Matt. 24: 14.—A strange
statement. The passage,
and misapplication of Scripture,
refers to the
end of the Jewish polity; as is clearly
shown by the verses that follow, one of
which reads, *¢ Verily I say unto you,
this generation shall not pass, till all these
things be fulfilled.” Which was historically true.
Paul to the Colossians
-speaks of the gospel as having then come
unto ‘“ all the world,” which fact was ‘a

Sundays are nearly exactly the

same. Oh, itis wrong, all wrong! She nas
not even the liberty of a servant. God said,
¢¢ Thy manservant

nor thy maidservant”

to divine law, are to rest.

But in favor of Sunday visiting, some
say they have no other time to visit. Is

Sunday their time ? Is it not the Lord's

day ? The day the great Jehovah set
apart—for himself ? He says plainly, *¢ It

REQOLLEOTIONS.
BY

DEXTER

WATERM AN.

.

Having in a previous article mention~

ed some things that I have seen of a gen:
erul denominational character, I will now
give some recollections of the past, of a
personal character,
:
_ My earliest religious impressions were

atabout 10 years of age.

‘A revival ‘was

in progress in the neighborhood of my
father, but I do not recollect as that af-

prepare for a quarterly review is at the
is the Sabbath of the Lord, thy God.”
close of a quarter. The best time for it the Christian church, that
Have we any right to use it for worldly fected me till one evening at home I sat
I do not disNehemiah 2, 1-8.
is at the quarter's beginning. Ifyou have cuss but assume the point. I
first conpleasure because the law forbids us to reading in a hymn book, and read thia
given
no
thought
to
the
main
points
of
the
sider
the
main
arguments for the preNotes and Hints.
labor ? Some give themselves up to line “ Have mercy, Lord, on me.” I soon
series of lessons week by week as you millenarian view.
novel reading and letter writing; per- began to weep, and felt that I needed
Connected History. The events of this
went over them, you can not hope to have
mercy from God on account of my sins.
Christ
says
in
the
Gospels
hapsthey
and
in
think also to keep the Sabbath
the
lesson occurred eighty years afier the
those main points in prominence as you Revelation, that he will ** come
So
deeply was I impressed with a sense
holy, but to me it seems like saying,
quickly,”
dedication of the temple.
During this look back on them. A quarterly review first
of
my
need of a Saviour that I rose in
and
tells
his
disciples
to look for his com‘ Lord, keep thy Sabbath,but I do not detime the colony at Jerusalem and vicinity arranged for at the
end of a quarter is too ing watchfully.
meeting
and asked the prayers of ChrisIn
obedience
sire to have anything to do with thee.”
to this
was in a feeble condition. Ezra, a learn- much like a death-bed
repentance. Itcan command the early Christians
tians. I used to retire in secret and pray,
did look
Several instances have come to my
ed scribe, brought a re-inforcement of
not supply amy past deficiencies.
It for his coming
but was unwilling that any one should
in their time.
observation, where people, preoccupied
men and money to the aid of the colony,
And,
comes too late to make good what has alknow
that I was seeking for Christ. I
though
we
know
not
with worldly affairs have forgotten when
reformed it, and brought it into conformi- ready gone.
the time of his
If a superintendent or a coming,
kept
up
secret prayer until I thought I
it is equally our duty to look for
ty with the usages of the Mosaiclaw. He
Sunday came, and went forth to sow or
teacher wants a satisfactory review of the it in our day;
could
conceal
it no longer, and then
began his work in the seventh year of the
and so throughout all the
reap, as usual.
The neighborhood deemlessons of the first quarter of 1879, he
gave
it
up,
thinking
I could pray to myages
to
come.
But we can not look for
king, Artaxerxes Longimanus, 458—459
ed it a joke, but said there was no harm
must plan for it as early as the first Sunhis coming watchfully if we believe it to
done, since they had forgotten. Did not self after I retired at night, but.I soon
B. C., and continued it for a period of 33
day of the new year, and he must have it
be at least a thousand years in the witness to the.Jews in all nations,” that the Being who instituted the Sabbath gave that up, and my religious interest
years. He and Nehemiah were associatin mind every Sunday thereafter during
soon passed away, and I engag:d in the
future.
command us to remember it P
ed in their patriotic work twenty years.
the end of their sacred -city was near.
January, February and March.
How
This argument is not conclusive. It is But if the end spoken of was the end of
God bless the peaceful, Bible-reading, recreations of the young, embraced the
*¢ In the month Nisan.” The first month
are these lessons to be linked together?
granted that there are passages that the gospel
of the Jewish year, corresponding nearly
dispensation, by
Christ's church-attending families, whose Sunday pleasing doctrine of Universalism, and
Whatis to be their grouping? What relaseem to teach the possibility of his com- personal coming, then it should have ac- home is fitted for that Almighty Pres- for seven years lived a prayerless, Christto our April. ‘ Twentieth year of Artaztion do they bear, each to the other, and
ing
erzes.”
in the days of the apostles: but in companied the destruction of Jerusalem. ence, who makes sacred the very . air we less life. Had I given my heart to Christ
The youngest son of Xerxes,
all toa common theme or thought? What
the face of all these the Apostle Paul That the object of preaching the gospel breathe. It is his day, and he is there, ‘at that time, it would have saved me
called Longimanus, * the long-handed.”
place has this lesson in the series? What
says expressly, 2 Thes. 2: 2, 3, that the 18 the conversion of the world to God,
He reigned forty years, 465—425 B. C.
purifying, possessing and blessing that from many sins, and the bitterest reflecfacts or teachings are now to be brought
tions, atthe time I submitted myself to
day
‘“ Took up the wine.”
of Christis not at hand; ‘Let no appears very clearly from the words of home.
:
Nehemiah was into prominence, that they may be
recall- man deceive
O--O-0-b
God.
cup-bearer to the king. This was an ofyou
by any means; for hat our Lord, John 3: 16, 17, and Mark 16:
ed in their due relations at the end of the
S400 0-0
fice of great honor in Eastern courts.
day
shall
not
come,
15;
“For
except
God
there
sent
REV.D, V. ROSS.
not- his Son into
come a
quarter? These questions and others like
The duties of it consisted, among other them
David Valoy Ross was born in PennsylTHE LOOKING GLASS.
ought to be asked as each lesson is falling away first, and that man of sin be the world to condemn the world, but that
things, in preparing and passing the studied
revealed, the son of perdition.”
As we gaze into a mirror we see an imPaul the world through him might be saved.” vania, Jan. 10, 1842, and came with his
and taught during the passin
wine for the king.
never expresses an expectation that he *‘Go ye into all the world and preach the parents to Ohio when about five years age of our selves more or less perfect,
Oriental monarchs three months. Some superintendents as
were constantly on guard against the in- from the desk each Sunday sach ques- would live to see his coming, but he does gospel to every creature.”
old. His
father
settled in Clermont upon which we, can look and behold the
troduction of poison inte their food or tions—few and well considered—as “will speak expectantly of the hour of his own
county, where Brother Ross grew to man- external man.
Could we but have anPr
>
bring into distinctness before all the departure
drink; hence, the office of cap-bearer,
hood. He was very correct in his habits other for the reflection of the ifiner man,
to be with Christ. In this, as
school the lesson topic, an important fact,
KEEPING THE SABBATH.
which was conferred only on persons a spiritual truth,
in childhood.
He was converted and would we see God's desires, commands
and a personal duty, out in other things, Paulis a good example
whom the king could trust.
Joined the M. E. church atthe age of six- and entreatis working there forhis pleasBY MBS, L. x. THORPE.
:
And so also Peter says,
The cup- of the day’s lesson; all these having re- to follow.
bearer,in tine, came also to be a royal
lation to the superintendent’s plan for the * Knowing that shortly I must put off
‘If there's one thing that gets me out teen. He honored his profession, and ure, as we would see our outward appearcounsellor and ambassador.
Gen. 41 9; quarter’sreview. In this way the school this my tabernacle, even as our Lord of patience,” said my little neighbor, Mrs. preserved his Christian integrity, through ance, which he has given, working for
is preparing to look back upon these les2 Kings 18:17.
sons intelligently in their relation to each Jesus Christ hath showed me.” In the Sears, “it's getting up late Sunday morn- all the trials, afflictions, and burdens of ours P Let us ask him to give us a hum* Sad in his presence.”
In the previ- other as a series. Something of this kind Revelation there is a distinct intimation ing, and having company!”
ble spirit that we may look at ourselves
life.
ous year, in the ninth month, Nehemiah ought to be attempted by every .Superinthat the death of the righteous should
His school advantages were very limit- as we are, and for-grace to serve him acAnd there must be, weekly, more than
learned from some “men of Judah”how de- tendent and every teacher, in order to continue, as under the
present gospel one little woman out of patience or worse, ed. It was not until he reached man- cording to his mercies and blessings
fenseless Jerusalem was, that her walls permanently fix a definite impression con- dispensation, for a
long
period. After out of heart; this custom of Sunday visit- hood, that he undertook to educate him- which are as sands of the ocean.
were not rebuilt. This made him sad. cerning the lesson facts and the lesson visionsthat no doubt would
CYRUS A. JORDAN,
teachings in the minds of all who study
require a long ing is so monopolizing the country, parti- self; yet he made a success.
** Twas sore afraid.” It was dangerous them, Of course,” there will
PW
WN
cularly West and South. Now see what
In 1861, he enlisted in the army as a
be after
to be sad in the presence of the king. He thoughts for use in reviewing the lessons;
Sunday rest a farmer's wife gets. I will private soidier, and served his country
:
THOUGHTS.
thought that the wealth, honor and pleas- but the first thing to be sought is a good saying
unto me, write, Blessed are the give you a faithful picture. To begin with, three years in the ranks, showing his deA mind that is nothing but practical,
ures of his palace were enough for the beginning.
dead which die in the Lord from hence- she is one of the thousands of our American votion to his country as well as honor to
accomplishes the duties of life as does a
happiness of a loyal courtier. The king,
women who have no hired help.
Ezra.
The Christian fathers, as well forth.”
The his God.
;
raachine. A mind that is fiothing but imagtherefore, might strike off the head of as the
He was licensed to preach in 1868,
As a matter of fact, taking the meaning farmer, waking at the usual hour with
Jewish church, have regarded, Ez-|
Nehemiah for his sadness.
inative,
is incapable
of fully comprehendra and Nehemiah as one book.
Modern %iven it by ‘the pre-millenarian, Christ the satisfied exclamation, * It's Sunday,” and served the church as local preacher ing
*¢ Let the king live forever.” - This was criticism looks
and creditably performing the varied
upon them as distinct from did ‘not
faithfull
y
for
about
turns
to
-four-y
indulge
rior
ears.—in—
in
re poten.
;
on
the first, and therefore deserving and re- whom the wordstwere first spoken. But sun is shining when they get up, and the 1871, he married Miss Hannah Far- duties of life. But a mind that is practical
enough for ordinary purposes and tinged
his sovereign, denoting, like the English
quiring separate treatment.
in another sense
he did come quickly ; good house-wife bustles about to prepare quer; and in Sept. 2, 1872, hie joined the with enough
*“ God save the king,” good will to the
of the imaginative to be
The Book of Ezra, called in the 39 ar- and in some sense he will come quickly breakfast. It over, she leaves all to dress Cincinnati Conference, and was appointable to see beauty, and an intelligent
throne. * Place of my fathers sepul- ticles of the English
church ‘The First toall. He came quickly for judgment the children for Sabbath-school. They ed assistant preacher for two years on
thought in all creation, is one that is
_¢hres.” From this expression it has been Book of Esdras,”
is a continuation of the upon the Jewish capital when her cup of are off at a late hour, and she returns to different circuits, and did efficient work.
capable
of making the dull routine of
"inferred that Nehemiah belonged to the Books of Chronicles.
It narrates the his- iniquity was full; See Matt. 24th chap. her work. Though it is Sunday, the At the close of the second year, he was
life's
tribe of Judah, and to the royal family. tory of the chosen
duties
a constant source of enjoydishes are to be washed, the beds to be discontinued, because he did not pass
people after their re- Mark 13th chap. and Luke 21st chap.
a ment, and one that, if rightly directed,
The language might be employed by any turn from the seventy
made,
the
rooms
satisfac
to be swept, the chilyears’ captivity.
tory examination to the Bishop in
Let it. be specially observed that the
aids more in the enjoyment andlenlightloyal Jew to whom all their distinguished
dren’s every-day garments to be gathered their prescribed course of study. But
As Ezra 2, 3:1 is found word for word,
languag
Broth- ment of those with whom it is brought
e
employ
ed
to
describe
this
“his
predecessors were * fathers.”
with
up and put away, dnd things dusted and er Ross was still deeply impress
the exception of clerical errors, in coming
« Whose
ed with in contact than can any mind that is cais in kind also descriptive of his
are the fathers,” says Paul of the Jews of Neh. 7, we may not unreaso
straightened up generally. At intervals the Lord's appointed life-work ;and
nably Sup- coming at the last
not to pable of nothing but practical thoughts.
day.
The
his day.
Lord
pose that Nehemiah was the author of
:
in her work the baby must be taken up preach would be afailure to discharge
threaten
s
to
‘come
quickly” unto
*“ So I prayed to the God of heaven.”
the and soothed, and
* Tis nobler far to soil the hand with
both passages.
then it must be taken the highest duty imposed upon man.
Ofthe history of Ezra we have but lit- church of Ephesus, for their punishment ;
Silently he prayed, when he saw that one
stains
of honest toil, than live a live of
upand
Hence,
dressed
and washed. Her hushe began to inquire, ** What
word from his king would determine the tle certain knowledge. For that we are Rev. 2: 5. So also he threatens the band with his'paper, suddenly
ease, if ease was bought by stains of sin
shall
Ido;
or
whither
remembers
indebted to the last four
shall Igo ?” At
future of Jerusalem. The habit of ejacu- book and to Neh. 8 and chapters of his church in Pergamus; ‘ Repent, or else I it is Sunday, and inquires for his
different times, he met four ministers of | upon the soul. :
* clean
12:26.
There will come unto thee quickly.”
And he shirt” and other garments,
- latory prayer characterized Nehemiah.
we are told that he was 'a learned and
Would-be-friends are oftentimes our
forgetting they the F. Baptist denomination, and he inNeh. 4:4;6:9, 14. 1tis a habit that re- pious priest, a resident at Babylon in the says unto the church in Sardis: «If are always in the same place, week after quired into the
worst
enemies.
doctrine
and polity of
time of Artaxerxes Longimanus, and a therefore thou shalt not watch, I will
inforces virtue in its need.
week. She goes and gets them for him; the same. After due deliberation he united
* Send me descendant from Hilkiah,
Utter
unselfishness is the consummation
the high pres come unto thee as a thief, and thou shalt
unto Judah.” Not only allow him “to go, so famous
puts baby to sleep, and begins her own with the Pleasant Plain F. B. church
in Josiah's reign.
by of godliness.
e had not know what hour I will come upon
but to go protected and commissioned to great influence with the king, from whom
toilet. She hears a wagon, perhaps two, letter. He was baptized by the writer,
No one can conquer impossibilities,
he obtained, in the seventh year of his thee.” And in the closing up of the and flies to the window with hairpins in Nov. 6, 1876, and
do the work desired.
licensed by the church but most seeming impossibilities can be
Apocaly
pse
we
read,
reign,
‘
He
permissi
which testifieth her teeth. There they come stringing
on to go to Jerusalem, to* May build it.” Building the walls
up to improve his gift. His labors were so made possible.
gether with priests, Levites,
C.L.
singers, these things saith, surely I come quickly.” the path—a
was really building the city ; for, at that porters
brother-in-law, cousin or well received that he was recommended
and Nethinims, one thousand sev- This could not mean that
he
was
ror
then
time, no man would collect stores,or keep
somebody—and his whole family. Down to the \Quarterly Meeting for
en hundred and thirty-four persons in all
license
to come quickly to raise the dead and for
treasures in an unwalled town.
—8. 8. Teacher.
she goes to meet them. She was hurried which-was given. He preached what
A PERSEQUTED PEOPLE.
he
the
final
judgmen
t.
For
the
things and over-worked Saturday and has very could in connec
* The queen also sitting by him.”
I
recently
Her
tion
received a letter from a
with
teachi
ng
durtestified showed most clearly that for their
name was Damaspia. The Persians praclittle prepared, and all the time she is ing the year. His purpose to be active
SUNDAY-SCHOOL NOTES.
Christian lady residing in Placerville,
ly
fulfillm
ent
a long period must transpire ‘ seeming ” a welcome,
ticed polygamy, but the king had a chiet
and taking the engagedin his Master's work
Thereis a great deal more for the before
was con- Cal., who is interested in mission work
that final consummation—yea, |
wife on whom, as in the case of Esther,
ideal Sunday-school to do than merely to
¢ things,” she is striving to solve her life tinually growing stronger, and his use- among the Chinese of that place ; speakeven before his coming, taken in the pre- problem of what
the honor of queen was conferred.
The true.
she shall cook. It is fulness becoming more apparent,
I ¢¢ get a lesson” once a week.
children, and their
and in ing of the
atset him a time.” That is a time when he Sunday-school is not simply a receptacle millenarian sénse. It must therefore Sunday, and the best and fusdsiest dinner view of
his
promis
ing
efficiency, the tendance at the school, she said, *“ It has
for
informa
tion.
It
mean,
should
be
as
the
in
center
his
threatenings to the of the weeklis the rigid custom, particular- church
might expect Nehemiah back.
But the of manifold and innumerable influen
requested the Miami Q. M. at been very hard to reach them, as their
ces; churches, that he would come surely and
event shows how little able we are to the organized agency
Often there must the January session, 1878, to examine parents dare riot risk them on account of
ly ifthere is company.
for a thousand actiy- quickly for the executi
on of the things be chickens
forecast the future. Nehemiah was ab- ‘ities. Docility comes first; but activities
dressed, and vegetables Brother Ross for ordination, which was 80 much persecution.”
must follow and multiply.
sent from Persia twelve years.
There is testified, in their appointed order, until brought from field or garden.
granted, and a council was appointed, of
Some of
us
remember
how
much to learn ; there is also much to do, the last great day, when he should come
our
“ The governors
beyond the river.”
The children are home from Sunday- which Rev. R. J. Poston was chairman. blood has chilled in our veins
Modern society abounds in dangerous in bodily. presence, and sit in judgmen
as we have
The chief rulers of Persian provinces tendenci
t.
school, generally bringing company with The council reported a very satisfactory read of the treatment our ancesto
es. Troublous times confront us. | To all of
rs rewhich the Christian responds,
were called satraps, under whom were The Sunday-school should underst
thera, It is Sunday, and they don’t want examination, and he was ordained at the ceived {from the barbarous savages
and “ Even so, come,
inLord
Jesus.”
And he to mind
the governors. Both the satraps and gov- well the world that has been, the world
baby, but with their visitors, close of the session, according to the habiting this country when
they came
looks for his coming, watchfully, and
that
now
is,
and
be
ready
ernors are here
to
meet
the
meant.
The river age
here.
that is ever. now comingtor us.— 4d- prayerfully. It was even thus that the scatter what Sunday thoughts she was usages of the denomination,
was the Euphrates.
The king was at vance.
trying to dovetail into the day, with their
Soon after his ordination he had an atHow willit be when the world has beChristia
ns
in
Jerusal
em
watched
the |
Shushan or Susa, now the capital of PerThere is no patent process, says a gathering of the Roman armies, and at wild havoc on garden and orchard, and tack of inflammatory rheumatism, which come more deeply imbued with the spirsia, originally the capital of Elam.
It is writer inthe Baptist Teacher, by which the
through the house. At oneor two o'clock confined him to his room for several days. it of Hin. who came
appointed time they fled,'as directed,
to save it? Will
supposed to have been founded as early teachers may learn. They must bend
dinner is ready. When she has poured Afterthis,we noticed the symptoms
to to a place of safety. And
not
they
who
of
come
the
after
us read with
thus,
too,
it the coffee,she slips away to give * pieces”
as the time of Chedorlaomer, B. C. 1900, it, just as their pupils must.
If they
fatal disease, consumption,
and so fast astonishment the historical account of
Ruins of the palace still remain to excite would prepare to teach, they must be being * appointed unto man once to die, to the little ones to keep them from
did it prey upon his system, that he was the persecuting: spirit of
the children of
the wonder of the traveler, and to teach willing to learn. They mustseek knowl- but after this the judgment,” the Chris- teasing around the table and annoying
not
able to preach a sermon after his those ancestors. What good reason
edge, heart aud skill.
No one, no two,
tian now watches and prays |that he may
can
history to explorers.
of these will suffice.
her guests. They have finished and she ordination. He bore his affliction with be given, why one
The three must
man had notas good
*¢ Till I come into Judah.” Judah was combine. Normal classes and kindred “die in the Lord.”
and
children,
the
for
table
the
re-sets
Christian patience and resignation. He a right
Another pre-millenarian argument is,
to sail from China to America in
due west of Sushan twelve or fourteen helps may aid the teacher in this preparawaits on them. Then she clears the table said, ‘‘ 1 have always desire
d to dis- 1878, as another man has to sail from
degrees. ‘‘ Keeper of the king's Jorest.” tion; but the real work must be by “him- that, the New Testament representations
and washes the dishes, and talks with her charge my duty, and here itis,”
and he England to America in 1620 P Letus be
Literally, ¢ of the kings park,” or * par- self, if the real fruits are to be found in of the condition of the church till Christ
guests who stay in the kitchen and hold pointed to his siek bed. He loved
him.
comes
are
his consistent. If we wantto choose where
that it is ‘‘ one of sorrow and
adise.” In the Persian, the word signitheir handkerchiefs and fold their arms family with a deep, abidin
g affection. we shall go, and when we shall go, let us
The Bible is the chart of the church humiliation ;” and reference is made to
fies, says the Speaker's Commentary, “ a
and
visit. Then she sweeps the floor and His wife and three little
and the text book cf the Sabbath-school. Matt. 9: 15, where Christ in answer to
boys were the accord to all others the same right.’ The
walled enclosure, ornamented with trees,
takes the baby, who has been making strongest ties that bound him to earth,
The true ideal with both is the training John’s disciples
says, ‘Can the children
same kind of blood flows through a Chiand containing wild animals.” This park
of all the people in Bible thinking and
her heart ache with its crying, and would and the greatest trial of his faith, was
to naman’s veins that flows through an
was extensive, else trees to the amount
Bible living. Old and young, wise and of the bride-chamber mourn, as long as sit down ; but her guests want
to see her commit them freely and wholly to God.
American’s veins, for God has made of
wanted by Nehemiah could not have been unwise, ‘rich and poor, all, may find here the bridegroom is with them? but the
goes with
she
so
flowers,
and
garden
He died Sept. 6, 1878.
days
will
come when the bridegroom
taken without injury to it.
The messen- one blood all nations of men.
The place their chart and guide; their ‘“open sesame” for all door-ways to hidden treas- shall be taken from them, and then shall them, carrying twenty pounds on her arm, ger found him ready, with sustaining
was kept for pleasure.
Oh, that the Holy Spirit may come to the
:
to garden, orchard and lawn. When they grace to bear
ure; their lamp of salvation in this life they fast.”
him over the river, to the heart of this great nation, and
Iam surprised that so much
“Palace which appertained to the house.” and the life to come.
/
operate
gathering
is
Sabbath{sun
bright
the
return
stress is laid on this passage. It had a
land of eternal rest. His perfect integ- with suchmight as shall prepare
More literally, the fortress which apperhis beamsjup from the hills,and the guests
it to be
Mr. Moody said the other day that
rity and Christian worth endeared him to a God-saving
the
disciples must hurry home. She follows
tained to the house. By house is meant many of the old folks stay away from Sab- literal fulfilment when
nation! Meanwhile letthose
them to all who
wept?”
and
“mourne
d
knew him. In his death, the who have felt the divine impress seize
after
Christ's
bath-school
nowadays because they do
the temple. The fortress connected with
the gate to see them off. She hurries
the temple was the one into which Paul not want to expose their ignorance; for death. Andit is a gratuitous assump- back, remembering the evening duties, world has lost a great benefactor, the upon this golden opportunity to help in the
Sabbath-school teaching is more thorough tion to make the period ef such mournchurch a promising minister, his wife a evangelization of China by leading those
was carried by the soldiers, called An- now than formerly. Since
the Interna- ing continued till he again comes in straining and skimming the milk (not nn- loving companion, and his
children a to Christ who come within their reach.
tonia.
Acts 21:37.
For the wall.” tional Lessons have been in use, it has
besides), getting
frequently [milking,
person.
It
also
shows
kind
a
-total
father.
lack
of
May
the
Lord
grant
That is, for the gates.
come
that
to
pass
that many boys of ten years
supper, doing up. the supper work, un* The house that
Who feels the missionary spirit inspirof age know more of the Scriptures “than appreciation of the nature and object of dressing the children,
his
mai
l)
fall
on
anothe
1. shall enter into.”
r,
worthy
ing him ?
The residence to be
putting
the
clothes
the gift bestowed by Christ in sending
to bear the * glad tidings;” and thut |
built for Nehemiah. ** The good hand of their parents.
to soak for the Monday wash.
"Who has physica], mental and moral :
Comforte
the
r.
Certain
it
is
that
imgrace
It
is
impossib
may be given his friends to comle
to
treat
the
manage
The day is gone, but to her it has not
my God upon me.”
The protecting and
power to consecrate to this work ?
ment of Sabbath-schools without touching mediately after thes outpouring of the
fort
and sustain them in their bereaveguiding of God is thus denoted. ~ Similar often upon church affairs.
been a golden day of rest to link the
Who has the Master's silver and gold
The one or- Spirit on the day of Pentecost, there was
prosy weeks of toil. She is tired because ment. Hig funeral services were attend- placed within his haids that he may enforms of expression, though not qualified ganization is the necessary accompanigreat joy and gladness in the church;
shehad company. She has not read a ed by a large concourse of people. The Jjoy the ¢ more blessed” privilege of givby the word ‘‘ good,”
are used in the Old ment of the other. Itisa very sin
Testament to denote chastisement. Sep church which does not support 'its school, Acts 2: 46, 47; and the passage found in word because she had company. She sermon was preached by Eld. Mahan, ing for the support of missions ?
snd an equally singular school which Acts 9: 31, is sufficient to overthrow the
from Heb. 4: 9, assisted by Rev, I. H.
1 8am. 5:11; Job 19:21.
Let there be one grand rally to take for
does not in time raise up the elements of whole argument ; “Then had the churches has not been to church because she had Dudley, and the writer.
Practical Lessons. (1) That patriotism a church, if none existed there
company. This isa very ordinary SunChrist all who come among us.
before.
rest thronghout all Judea and Galilee

dayfwith her.

Perhaps three-fourths ot

A. M. SiMoNTON,

A.J. F.

ns

- THE MORNING
(2.) He is the celestial patron of polyg-

Selections.
THE CROWDED STREET.

(5.) Mothers should be responsible for

Filled with an ever-shifting train,
Amid the sound of sibs that beat

the support of their children.
6.) Mother and daughter may be the
;
wives of one husband.
This is the Mormon ulcer, fattening
itself on the intermural basin between
the Rocky Mountains and the Sierras.
What is the strength of Mormonism? I

like autumn rain,

The murmuring w

: How fist the flitting figures come!
The mild, the tierce, the stony face—
Some bright with thoughtless smiles, and some
‘Where secret tears have left their trace.

pass to toil, to strife, to rest—
hey
T To falls in which the feast is spread—
To chambers where the funeral guest
In silence sits beside the bed.
And some fo ha]

find that this cancer has five

cheekto cheek,

With mute caresses shall declare
The tenderness they can not speak.

And some who walk in calmness here

Shall shudder as they reach the door,

Where one who made their dwelling dear,
Its flower, its light, is seen no more.

Youth, with pale cheek and tender frame,
And dreams of greatness in thine eye,
Goest thou to build an early name,

Or.early in the task to die?

Keen son of trade, with eager brow,
‘Who is now fluttering in thy snare?

1'hy golden fortunes, tower they now,
Or melt the glittering spires in air?

from on high

Some, famine-struck, shall think how lon
the light;

And some who flaunt amid the throng
Shall hide in dens of shame to-night.

Each where his tasks or pleasures call,
They pass and heed each other not;

Mr. Jones, who were

you

once

the peasants addressed,

Are eddies
of the mighty stream
That rolls to its appointed end.
=
William Cullen Bryant.

in Utah, and

that the

now

AGGRESIVE MORMONISM.
On Thursday evening, Dec. 26,the Rev.
Joseph Cook lectured im New York.
In
his}prelude he reviewed the rise and prog-

rights. = Of course the clamor is becom-

ing very loud for the ‘admission of Utah,
since she now has 130,000 people, and
Nevada was admitted with 40,000. That

historic political party which denounced

and polygamy as twin relics of

barbarism and cut
the former .of these
cancers off the breast of America by the

Mormon

church.

through

In

his

class of

distant,

however,

are the lightnings that peer fitfully at the
East from over the stern shoulders of the
Sierras and the Rocky Mountains, that we
hear

little

of

the

local

thunders,

aud

dream that both the black and the copper
cloud

will dissolve

soon,

and

without

storms.
In precisely this indifference of
ours to these distant threats lie their
chief dangers:
What is Utah worth to the United
States ? Bend a bow along the Pacific
Coast, its middle

at San

Francisco

and

one of its ends at Yellowstone Park and
the other onthe southern hills of New
Mexico, and this colossal arc represents
a volcanic rift along which are found the
best gold and silver mines of America.
. The Pacific Railway is the arrow, and
the Rocky Mountain range
is the drawn
strand of this bow. San Francisco is the
barb of the arrow, and Salt Lake City is
the chief feather on the shaft. The string
of the bow has twisted among its strands
many

threads of silver and

gold.

Utah,

in short, has a central position in the
most important mining
region on the
planet. Utah is'central in a group of undeveloped
commonwealths
containin
nearly a third of the territory of the
United States. The New West is a region apparently set apart by geological
circamstances for self-rule. It is certainly destined t+ exhibit anomalous political and social traits, unless it is pierced

with lines of inter-communication from
hoth sunrise and sunset.
After giving
a sketch of the rise and
progress of Mormonism until the death
of Brigham Young, Mr. Cook continued :
Notwithstanding the death of Brigham
Young in 1877, the hierarchy he founded
is successful in carrying onward his
work,

both in its political and

its

social

aspect. There have been more Mormon
marriages in Utah in the last two years
than ever before in the same lengih of
time. Polygamouns marriages are contracted in endowment houses called temples. These are being erected throughout the. Territory in large numbers and at

great expense.

to enter them.

No Gentile is permitted

Even apostates will not

reveal the oaths taken in the Mormon endowment houses, and .to maintain contracts ‘made there witnesses and, juries
perjure themselves. I’hree or fou hundred missionaries are constantly at work

abroad, and they induced some two thousand Mormon emigrants to come to this
country -between April and October, in

1878.

The Mormons

have the balance

of power in Idaho, and are acquiring

in-

fluence rapidly in Arizona and Colorado.
It is estimated that there are now 100,000
Mormons in Utah and its vicinity, and
50,000 in other countries. Thus it happens that between the Rocky Mountains
and the Sierras there is a district, larger
than New England, in which a majority
of the: population teaches its children
that—
(1.) God has a hodily form.

Indeed,

ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1879.
In placing the Morning Star before the
public for another year we do so with a
firm conviction of its increased usefulness
as a family visitor and religious - instructor.
bi
SR,
n
‘We mean that it shall continue to stimulate the growth of all that is true and

good in the daily life.
WHAT

if I

they

the

Mormon

hierarchy,

and

it will

reading matter, that costs the subscriber
only a fraction over four cents. = This
reading matter embraces correspondence
from the principal countries of the world,
contributed articles on topics of interest
in social, national .and religious life,
stories adapted to the entertainment. and
profit of the family circle, the best select

be

against polygamy. The Mormon problem
1, for one, do not expect to see settled,
unless by the school or by the sword. The
choice is between the keen edge of the
sword and the keen edge of the Christian
school.’ God give us such wisdom that
He may not need to send the sword to cut
at the last the Mormon cancer out of our
sunset shoulder.

it

he ascertains that
the Homestead Law of the United States
has been behind this Mormon trick. It is
understood perfectly well that the Mormon agents abroad promise in their own
name what the Government promises to
emigrants in the way of land.
G40
+404
A third root of Mormonism is its politiMINOR SELECTIONS.
‘
cal self-rule. This root has been fed more
than once with blood. Mormonism has
If we wantto conquer the world for
been on the borders, and has been able ‘the Lord Jesus Christ, we must take men
to do as it pleased because it was out of one by one.—Spurgeon.

Infger part of the stories that have been

told us in books of cruelties to the Gentile
emigrants into Utah are substantially
true. I credit the assertion that the
avenging angels among the Mormons
meant to keep Gentile emigrants out of
the Territory, and that they ‘not infrequently employed murder of unoffending settlers as a political weapon. I
believe that if Brigham Young had had

. Noman has come

ed and original poems, selections of a re-

to true greatness

especially to the interests of our own
benevolent work, a Sunday-school depart

who has not felt in some degree that his
life belongs to his race, and tbat what
God gives him he gives him for mankind.—Rev. Phillips Brooks.

ment embracing hints on the International lessons and notes on general Sundayschool work, Editorials and Editorial

So prone to error is our mortal frame,
“Time could not step without a trace of horror,
If wary
nature on the human heart,
Amid its wild variety of passions,
Had not impressed a soft and Jlelding sense,
That when offenses give resentment
birth,
The kindly dews of penitence may raise

Under no

circumstances,

whether

pain or grief, or disappointment, or

tions of the day, and particularly a department of Denominational News that

makes the Star indispensable in every
of

Freewill Baptist family.

irre-

parable mistake, can it be true that there
is not somethingto be

done

as

well

our life, not a leaden

Go to

cloud

of

remorse

ertson.

erate emigrant population, and it forbids

.

any but the most inefficient parochial
schools. Mormon leaders have usually
been Americans. Ido not accuse all the
leaders of being dishonest. I suppose
that some of them are thoroughly sincere ;
But it would be a miracle, if in a republic
as large as ours, there were not eccentrics
and fools enough to officer Utah—women,
some of them. Thomas
Carlyle said
there were thirty millions of people in

There is a growing - tendency in the
churches to pay undue attention to the
artistic, the elegant, and the ornate in
religious worship. In the sermons, the
music, and all the
appointments. of
houses of worship, the highest artistic
effect, the gratification of the taste of
eople who have more culture than reigion, are often sought at the expense
and sacrifice of the objects for which the
Great Britain, mostly fools. In the United church was instituted,-—the salvation and
States, such is the condition of education spiritual edification of
souls.—Methothat it is no miracle at all that women of dist.
O06
the class which sees visions here should
40+
see visions in Utah, and that under religious excitement and the power of custom,

GATHERINGS.
A special convention to organize a Catholic hierarchy in Bosnia and Herzegovina
will shortly be signed by the Vatican and
Austria.

some of them should atlast crush out the
deepest instincts of the feminine nature
and appear to be content in a life fit only
for beasts.
I am speaking very
cautiously, I am weighing all my syllables, when

1 say that in Southern Utah mothers and
daughters are sometimes wives of one
husband. This is the celestial marriage,
justified a few days ago by a meeting of
women in the tabernacle in Salt Lake
City. This and the things to which it has
led—autterly incapable of being described
in public—are the ghastly babarisms to
which the Gentile ladies of Utah, in a
petition to Congress, have lately called

National attention. I am speaking in
support of their petition. Brigham Young
once once told an audience in the Salt
Lake City Tabernacle that men are not to
be required to take care of their children.
The most odious and abominable form of
the leper’s philosophy is that which puts

I

believe we are not, as an American people, veady to take into the Senate of the
nited States, as successors to men who

have glorified that place, Mormon

repre:

sentatives © with

wives

‘apiece.

More than at any other root,

however,
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running,
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The SUN is the newspaper of of the people. It is
not for the rich man age
st the poor man, or for
the poor men against
the rich man, but it seeks to
do equal justice to all interests in the community.
It is not the organ of any person, class, sect or
party. There need be no mystery about 1ts loves
and
hates. Itis for the honest man a
st the
rogues every time. It is for the honest
Democrat
as against the dishonest Republican, and for the
honest Republican as
t the dishonest Democrat. It does not take ifs cue frem the utterances
of ‘any
politician or political organization. It
gives its support unreservedly when men or measures are in agreement with
the Constitution and
with the principles upon which this republic was
founded for the
people. Whenever the Constitu-

wt

in the outrageous conspiracy of 1876, by which a
man not elected was placed in the President’s office, where he still remains—it speaks out for the
right. That is THE SUN'S idea of independence.
this respect there will be no change in its programme for
THE SUN has fairly earned the hearty hatred of
rascals, frauds, and humbugs of all
sorts and
sizes. It hopes to deserve that hatred not less in
the year 1879 thanin 1878, 1877, or any year gone
by: THE SUN is printed for the men and women
of to-day, whose concern is chiefly with the affairs
of 1-day. It has both the disposition and the ability to
afford its readers the promptest, fullest, and
most accurate in
nce of whatever in the wide
world is worth attention. To this ‘énd the resources belo
to well-established” prosperit;
he
beats
loyed.
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lend an extraordinary significance to the events of
the coming year. . To present with accuracy and
clearness the exact situation in each of its varyin
Phases, and to expound, according to its wellnown methods, the principles that should guide
us through the labyrinth, will be an important
part of THE SUNS work for 1879.
y

eight columns, the price by mail, post-paid, is
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tion and constitutional principles are violated—as

the

Sunday paper, an gghi-page sheet of fifty-six columns, the price is 65 cents a month, or $7.70 a
year, postage
paid,
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ly. A new church with eight members
has been organized at Bangkok, and another at Bangkaboon.
Herman Jacobson of Toronto, Canada,
who recently took oath on the Koran in
a civil suit in that city, alleging himself to
perjury, as it is
follower

its

has

been

arrested

stated

that

he

is

for

not

a

of the Prophet.

Dr. John Hall’s church has bought for
East Side mission the chapel of the

Bread of

Life,

in

Fourteenth

tween First avenue
price paid

was

and

$27,000.

street,

Avenue
The

we need to strike at the ignorance of the
Mormon population. We mustitreat this
Territory with a style of Christian charity

winter, carefully covered

be-

A.

The

chapel

was

with coal ashes,

and thus they attain to great vigor and
furnish thrifty slips for pot plants.
The Board of Managers of

and

Foreign

Missionary

Protestant Episcopal

the Domestic

Society

Church

of

report

the
that

the contributions for the year just closing have been, on the whole, unexpectedly
large and encouraging.
Aside from specials, there have been, for domestic missions, $157,498.28, of which $39,789.45
\

The importance of the Siar in stimulating an interest in the benevolent and religious work of the denomination can not
be over estimated. Will not every minister interest himself to put the Siar into
every family in his parish? The results
would Soon be appavent in the

and activity of his church.

Well

and
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Several
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life

pas-

Among the special attractions in the
next volume will be articles from an able
corps of editorial and special contributors,
sermons, essays, discussions of doctrinal

of

the

Western

correspon-

remarks.
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eminent
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our Zion.

and despondency, but a sky—not perhaps of radiant, but yet of most serene,
and chastened, and manly hope.
There
is a past which is gone forever, but there
is a future which is still our own.—Rob-

emigrants in the great building there,
and you will be reminded of what you see
in the Salt Lake City tabernacle. Mormonism recruits itself from an often illit-
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abused,

under the tyrannies of the Mormon hierarchy, my impression is that I should
have ceased to be a Mormon had I been
brought up one. The subtile operation
of the evil of Mormonism,is to disgust the
Jouoger population with that institution.
f you educate the young Mormon
generations, very soon you will be likely to
have a new revelation from the head of

church

of what you see in Castle Garden.

WE

had had a mother who was ouly an eighth
part of a wife, and had seen her

%

13¢.

52452

newspaper the confidence and friendship of a wid-

angel,

has reached

Morman believers.

in ¢

Winsted, Ct.

heavens fall.
The SUN has been, is, and will continue to be independent of everybody and everything save the
Truth and its own convictions of duty. That is
the only policy which an honest newspaper need
have. That is the policy which has won for this

“The Morning Star”

old, and half of these students are Mormons.
Presbyterians
and
Methodists

of

ignorance,

of Managers ask for the re-

Best Mixed Cards, with name,

50 or 25 0 2 alike 100. Outdt 100, Dowd
& Cor,

readable shape, and to tell the truth though the

ed there an academy; and at Sante Fé
has planted another; and from Lowell,
Mass., a professor has gone to Salt Lake
Academy.
It already has eighty pupils,
although that school is not eight months

his deserts according to the law, he would
five yearsof civil
wur, is no longer ;
Powst in Congress. In the exigencies of po- have passed into the next world earlier
itical strifea time may easily arrive when than he did. So far away on the border
the prize of two Senators and several behind the Rocky Mountains, and close
Representatives will induce the dominant under the Sierras, the power of the
party at Washington to admit Utah with United States was so weak that Brigham
polygamy. The agent of that territory is Young once drove out every
United
.authorized to give the vote of Utah to the States officer from his Territory and then
rty which admits her with her peculiar said, ‘I am and shall be Governor until
institutions. = Mormonisn possessed of God Almighty says, ‘ Brigham, you need
State rights and defying American law is .be Governor no longer.”
God Althe blackest threat in the low, lurid vapor mighty has said that, but the American
which lies behind Pike’s Peak in the sun- church and American politics never said
set. Beyond the Mormon cloud the Chi- it.
:
nesé question spreunds itself across the
A fourth deep root of the Mormon powdeepest Western sky, as a dull, thunder- er is ignorance. Go into that tabernacle
So

su

out his hand to Salt Lake City, and plant-

shall have land. The emigrant harassed
by poverty, finds that he does acquire
roperty in land in Utah, and that he is
indebted for his protection in his home
and for his political privileges to the

We take may be years before

the following report from the: Tribune :
Place before Mormonism the broad
shield of State rights, and very possibly
that defense will be vulnerable only by
the bayonet. It is proper to. discuss this
subject under the shadow of the Christmas tree, because under that tree no leper can lie down and rest. Utah 'once admitted to the Union will govern herself,
and her
peculiar institutions will be out of
the reach
of Congress. Polygamy imitates slavery in seeking to intrench it~ “self behind the Tateful bulwarks of State

ous, copper haze.

This

although not yet on its feet,

have land

Mormon

and unite with the Mormon church,

long, deep Plunges of the sword

Providence for its success!

find

neighbors

Board

boldly, Utah will be in the Union with her

and

will

’

quirements of their domestic missions for
thecoming year, including work among
the Indians and colored people of the South,
the sum of $155,000: and for foreign
mis—
sions, including Greece, Hayti and
Mexico,
and aid to disabled missionaries and widows and orphans of missionaries, the sum
of $135,600.—N. Y. Observer. -

peculiar institutions, and then God knows
whether there may not be need of a civil
contest to set the State in order.
What are we to do for the educational
institutions now springing up in ourWestern intermural basin?
What have we
there already ? Why, Colorado College,
an institution of which I can not mention
the name without petitions to Almight;

gave it to them. Pinched men and women are told that if they will go to America

O-b-0-0-0
4-04

religion.

and

discredited,

must

The

rt both more generously than you did in
owa or even jn Kansas. The conditiong
are very peculiar in Utah, and we need a
peculiar sharpening of our attack; and
unless we sharpen the attack and push it

Mormon agents whispering in the ears of
credulous ignorance that Mr. Smith and

These struggling tides of life, that seem
In wa a
aimless sourse to tend,

slavery

once

Norway and Sweden, and

There is Oné who heeds, who holds them all
In His large love and boundless thought.

ress of the Mormon

be

you

8, 1879.

went for mission work among the Indians
and $14,300.38 for work among the colored people. The receipts for foreign missions amount to - $116,574.65, of which
Greece, Hayti and Mexico receive $11,478,—
74. These contributions have enabled the
committees to do their work without incurring any considerable indebtedness.

Mormonism, so far as it is a system of
thought, becomes a heap of nonsense. have made an excellent beginning in proIn smiting at this key-stone we need to viding education for the Territory. There
use educational weapons.
It takes little is\an Episcopalian school in Utah "with
teachers in it who were
Moreducation to convince a Mormon that he
Give the Mormon
youth edhas been misled by prophets who cover
enough
to awaken
their
their own sins by pretended revelations.
stincts, and they are against the
A second root of Mormonism is its
of the home.
Polygamy is
connection with land speculations, Go
unpopular with th e younger
to; Europe, enter the peasant homes of becoming

‘Who of this crowd to-night shall tread
The dance till daylight gleams again?
‘Who sorrow o’er the untimely dead?
‘Who writhe in throes of mortal pain?
The cold, dark hours, how slow

roots,

well as the minister, and

the first is the hierarchal organization of
the Mormon ecclesiastical power. One
in five of the Mormons is a church officer. The highest officer is not only a
governor possessed of nearly absolute
power, but also a prophet, and he at any
time may receive a revelation reversing
| all past revelations. If you could smite
away the hierarchal organization of Mormonism in its lower ranges, it would still
have power as long as the belief of the
average Mormon in his prophet should
continue. But pulverize that key-stone
and you cause
the whole arch to tumble.
Let the average Mormon be convinced
that his prophet is no more in communion with the Unseen power than any man
may be; let the pretension of the Mormon
hierarchy to enlightenment by revelations

homes repair,

Where childron,pressing

like that with which we have treated
other portions of the West, and with an
even more sternly massed Christian front.
In Utah, there is a linked and audacious
hierarchy to meet you at every step. In
New-Mexico, you are in the
presence of
the Jesuits and of a population long
steeped in Catholicism.
There and in
Utah you must have schools as well as
churches ; you must have the teacher as

amy.
5) Jesus was a pattern to his discikn
ples in this respect.
(4.) Polygamy on earth gives rank in
heaven,
:
;

Let me move slowly tirough the street,
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The contrast between the

sensible

course

‘Wednesday,
and
conduct of many

of

things

on

the
maudlin,
silly
heretofore, when in-

toxicating drinks were furnished at nearly
every reception, was highly enjoyable to
all right-minded people. This reform has
been brought about quietly, mainly through
the influence of leading ladies in Washington society life. It is a blessed omen
under which the New
Year
at the
National Capital has begun.
We hope that many of the churches
are engaged in the work for which the
week of prayer was set apart. Work,
prayer, faith, consecration, on the part of
God's people, whether they be few or
many, will bring the blessing. Above
all, let there be exhibited a spirit of
sincere, exemplary piety, laying aside all
vain display, and laboring as though each
was filled with a sense of the greatness
and blessedness of the work in, hand. If
the church itself can become revived,
there can be no question but sinners will

be drawn into the fold.

For the help of

the latter class,

personal

see that

effort,

visitation and prayer, either in the family
or at the room of the one for whom an
interest

is felt,

be not

neglected.

Such

personal interest shown for the individual
has secured the salvation of many souls.
If desired

results

are

not

witnessed, do

not blame the minister. We have known
churches, whose week-evening prayermeetings would not show an average attendance of over a half dozen for weeks
together,

to

ease

scolding about

their

conscience

the minister's

spirituality, and

forthwith

lick

by

of

recommend a

change. Support your pastor, in ‘church
and prayer-meeting and week-day toil,
as honest Christian men and women
ought to do, and you will speedily find
Jess reason to complain either of him or

“of his work.

But the end for which this

week was set apart—the revival of God's
work and the salvation of soulg—is the

main thing. = Seek it with earnest, awak-

ened, consecrated effort,
praying
as
though God must do it all but working
as though you each must

do

it all,

and

the results may be most blessed.

WORK AND PAY.
The sualvect of ministerial salaries and
one or two other things related thereto,
treated on the first page, is one that it is
highly proper to discuss in a religious
paper, provided that it be done candidly
and intelligently.
;
What our correspondent says about the
wearing of jewelry and other gaudy
articles of clothing, so far as they are

worn to gratify vanity and a love of display,

is

well

said,

and

can not be too

severely rebuked.
The
spectacle
of
Christian ‘people loaded
with jewelry
enough in the aggregate to support all
the Missionary Societies in Christendom is
by no means an edifying one. The persen who is guilty of it should serionsly
ask himself whether he is doing the Lerd’s
will or his own will, and whether he is
following the dictates of a refined and
elevated spiritual taste or the desires of
‘a vain and trifling spirit. Ofall persons
in the world, that of a Christian minister
adorned with an unseemly ; amount of
glittering and eye-bewitching = golden
ornaments, strikes us as the most out of
place.
What our

contributor

says

about.

the

salaries of ministers can reasonably be
said when applied to a good many ministers, but when it is applied to Freewill
Baptist ministers as a class, itis just
precious nonsense. ‘Grant that now and

then a pastor of our city churches

re-

eeives a few dollars more than salury
enough for the most economical living,
with a small margin for the inevitable

“rainy day,” yet itis true of them as a
‘elass that their salaries average barely
enough to give them a comfortable living,

and certainly not enough to fill them with

owe your minister beyond what you have
been accustomed to pay him?
+O
0-8
oF

taries

of fashion

and

folly,

unsatisfied,

unrestful, tossed and weary with

making

multitude rushing down the broad way to
become a prey to foul passion and temptation. How fearfully is our fair land and
other fair lands cursed to-day with the ravages of intemperance and its kindred
vices. Is there hope left? Only in the

And the direct influence of

enough salaries that are

pdid our

iminis-

+ ters,at the sate time that it increased the
grumbling among a good many laymen
that apy salary at all should be required.
What can our correspondent mean when

he says that ‘* a large majority of ministers
are unwilling to share, or have their famiiles share, in the burdens that must be
borne by the furn. and mechanical laborers” ? He surely can not know anything of
- thatburden for souls, that distressed feeling

that often fills the heart, and that anxiety
both for the spiritual welfare of his church
and the temporal

welfare of those

dear

to him, that over-burdens the minister of
God almost daily, Sitting at our desk
this morning we recall scores of min-

gospel.

It is idle for any to suppose that they
can stand approved of God and man on
the ground of mere negative goodness.
They are not vicious or immoral, but are
upright and respectable. Very well so
far, but is this all?

the day .idle?

Are they standing all

While

have put out

their sons and daughters to shop and
and domestic life, and whose
«mot been above letting

the great

moral

harvest is all ready for reaping, and the
Master’s voice is constantly calling for
laborers, will they cherish self-indulgence,

do nothing, yet expect a recompense ?
The human powers are active, and sure

to find employment either for God or
Mammon—never for both, never neutral.
Heuce the fearful danger of indecision

isters who have not only done as much
manual toil each week as the average of and procrastination.
their parishioners, but who

17th inst.

~—RESUMPTION of specie payments has
A OONSECRATED LIFE.
gone into effect very
quietly.
For
.-Such was Judson’s. . Early he gave some weeks gold has been at par, and we
himself to God in no half way offering. are fairly launched on the New Year with
So when the summons drew his heart to paper money worth its face in gold
go to the perishing heathen, though the throughout the country.
A triumph,
churches were indifferent,and even minis- { snrety.-for-the nmch-matigmed greenback
ters were nearly ashamed of the young en- Great financial disasters, failure and ruin
thusiast, he conferred not with flesh and have been freely predicted as the result
blood, but heroically went forth.
He ex- of resumption.
Of course it is yet too
hibited an almost equal devotion, when
early to decide just how much
vain
logic and conscience made him a Baptist prophesy there. has been in these predicon his voyage,—to the giving up of all his tions, but the indications are that the
cherished associations, even the support country will be able to redeem all its
of those who sent him forth. So in the outstanding paperas fast as presented,
spirit of the apostle Paul, whom he re- and keep its faith in every case. Much
sembled in self-denial and toil more per- depends on the patriotic confidence of the
haps than any man in medern times, he people.
Distrust and alarm might easily
braved all hardships by sea and land, by cause 4 panic.
But with every man’s
persecution, prison,
sickness,
Sorrow,
faith strong in his country’s integrity, and
long years of waiting with no visible fruit, in its ability to pay its bills, and his coone loved companion and another falling operation so far as the individual help is
by his side in death, until God gloriously needed, there can be but one result, and
crowned his labor with the zeal of hun- that a splendidly satisfactory one.
The
dreds and thousands converted, and prosevent proves the wisdom of Horace
perous missions established.
2 Greeley’s doctrine, that the way to resume
Never will be forgotten the spectacl
specie payments was to resume.
presented before that vast congregation in
the Bleeker Street church in Utica, N. Y., ——THe Hillsdale Herald discusses a queswhen Judson,bearing the weight of seven- tion of some importance to both teachers
ty years, with the noble struggles. and and pupils. Speakingof the habitof verbaachievements of half a century, present- tim recitation it says: ¢ We hear a great
ed himself before them. Had he come deal of talk, some of it sensinle, and
home to die, or to rest in the evening of much of it trashy and thoughtless, about
life? Not at all. He had come to America the special merit of reciting in one’s own
for his third wife to return to whatever words instead of using the words of the
work and service God still had for him author.” Evep some teachers so far disamong the nations, and his last days courage the habit that many students
‘imagine that incoherent, disconnected,
were his best and most successful.
Another noble example is that of Alex- senseless attempts at recitation are praiseander Duff of Scotland. The modest an- worthy in just the degree that they fail to
nals of our own denomination present not resemble [the text-books.” Either extreme is bad. A too servile confinement
u few men of similar devotion, from Bento the words of the text-book is likely to
jamin Randall to Hosea Quinby.
The
article on “ Our first Yearly Meeting” developa parrot-like knowledge, which
suggested numerous most tender reminis- consists mainly in repeating only what
cences of the fathers in the gospel. somebody else has said. But the attempt
Thank God that so many still survive, do- to be independent of forms and phrases
ing good service for the church and the in text-books is as likely to lead to careworld.
Let the young men emulate lessness and indifference, and in the end
to a superficial knowledge of the subject
their worthy lives.
in hand. As a rule, a carefully prepared
A life truly, fully consecrated to Christ
text-book is such that for purposes of
and humanity is the only safe, happy and
recitation the words of the author can
useful one. It is sad to think of so many
richly endowed,
and with most favored op-- rarely be improved. Enough independent
work, in developing und bringing out the
portunities, living vainly, frivolously, vo-

their life a failure ; or of that still greater

who tills his

bis 79th birthday if he had lived till the

-

future that fills the farmer

such reasoning as our contributor uses
would be to diminish the already small
.

wavering hearts will ere long find plenty
ings of these same sons and daughters to of folly and evil to occupy them,
The invitation and requirement of God
enable them to live comfortably. As for
ministers’ sons and daughters
being to every young man and young woman is,
above the honorable work of milking the Go into my vineyard and labor. Nor has
cows and digging in the soil,it is not one long to seek or far to go. The vineimpossible that some farmers’ sons and yard is at hand, the harvest is near, Each
daughters could be found who would will find enough to do in the immediate
unite with them in exquisite dislike of sphere of life. If there be but the willing
mind and the consecrated life, he will
such business.
3
‘We have said that much, and withhold ever supply the rest. ‘While there is so
a good deal more that might be said, in much to be done there is no time for dejustice to the army of Freewill Baptist lay. Now is the time for full, earnest,
ministers who are as much above either. complete consecration to Christ and his
wanting or taking an exorbitant or ex- cause.
semester
—
travagant salary as many of their parishCURRENT TOPICS.
ioners are below giving it to them. And
we say it as a layman, too, never having ——THE death of Caleb Cushing, which
attained to the hight and excellence of occurred at his homg in Newburyport,
Mass., last Thursday evening, removed
the clerical profession in our life.
But there is a class, too small and one of the most distinguished of the last
weak to merit the expenditure of much generation of statesmen and jurists. Mr.
vital forcein condemning, that enters the Cushing has been identified with the
ministry for the mere item of salary, and history of his country, conspicuously if
whose course therein can not be too not always the most patriotically, - during
severely rebuked. Happily, they
are the last fifty or sixty years. He has
never allowedto remain long in a place, always been active in political life, and
for their desire for money rather than has held many offices of distinction. He
souls, for ease rather than manly Chris- negotiated the first treaty between this
tian labor,
and
for
display
rather country and China, and has been conthan things of eternal substance, is too nected with many of the diplomatic
between
this and other
soon apparent.
Puncture their vanity enterprises
Mr. Cushing attained high
and their greed, and the collapse leaves countries.
professional success as a lawyer, and was
but little behind.
We are in a measure conscious of the the peer of the ablest jurists of his time.
individual hardship with which a good He gave considerable time to literary
deal of the money that goes to the support pursuits, and wrote much for the North
of pastors in these hard times must be American Review, besides writing several
raised.
Wages are low.
One's own volumes, such as ‘Reminiscences of
family needs bread as well as the min- Spain” (the fruits of a tour in Europe),
ister’s. Do one's best, and one can per- *‘ Historical and Political Review of the
haps barely make a living. But the late Revolution in France” (2 vols.), and
workman is worthy of his hire, and “ The Treaty of Washington” (the resurely the devout minister is ‘a workman sult of his experience while serving as
that needeth not to be ashamed” to ask one of the counsel for the United States at
and get an adequate temporal support at the Geneva conference for the settlement
the hands of his parish. We will agree of the Alabama claims), which may still
that no minister should receive a salary be read with profit. Mr. Cushing died
larger than the average yearly income, apparentlyof old age, although he had
been usually well until within a few days
all things included, of his parishioners.
He would have reached
Friends, on that basis, how much do you of his death.

that free and easy feeling towards the
fertile acres.

STAR,

these same ministers draw upon the earn-

One of the pleasantest paragraphs in
the newspapers for many a day was that
in Thursday’s papers which stated that
intoxicating drinks were generally discarded at the New Year's receptions in

‘Washington.
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1879.

Les

fatal device of Satan

There is no more
and

an evil

heart

than that of urging to do nothing'or delay.
Idle hands are sureto

fill them

erelong.

get something

Empty

heads

to

and

details

of

what

has

been

thus learned,

will still be left to the student.
——THERE are fairs and fairs.

indebted

to a correspondent

We

are

for a pro-

gramme of a church fair which the
colored people of a church in Georgia
were to hold last month. The fair was
to embrace

nine

departments,

and

its

special feature was the offering of premiums for the best ayticles in each department, ranging from 50 cents to $35.
To show the practical nature of such a
fair, and the combination of the useful
and ornamental in it, we quote a few
items, as follows :—One dollar is offered

¢ for the best hall bushel of bread-corn”;
‘the fattest and best matched double
team,” $5;

** the best cow

owned

in the

‘‘ the fastest running horse,” $15; ¢ the
fastest trotting horse,” $15; ‘‘the best
drilled military
$25.

It

company

would

seem

in the

as

State,”

though

some

northern carpet-bagger had introduced
the system of New England Agricultural
fairs into the management of affairs
ecclesiastical. But we do not know why
good may not come out of it,
>
—Mg.

H.

Treasury
publishes

A.

Brown,

an ex-Special

Agent of the United States,
a pamphlet in which he shows

pretty conclusively that the much-talked
of adulteration insugaris really a serious
matter. Extensive adulterations in the
refined product, he says, particularly in
soft white sugars, light yellow sugars and
syrups, and the polariscope test, are the
essential elements employed to cheat the
poor man, injure consumers of sugar,
curtail and prescribe home industries, rob
the revenue and perpetuate the® present
system of levying duty, which enables
sugar monopolists to enrich themselves
and their abettors, and continue these
gigantic frauds with impunity. There
really seems to be need of a radical reform in the whole system of grading and
levying duties on sugar. The present
‘tendency is directly against the interests

and health of a large body of ccnsumers.
BRIEF

NOTES.

lege are teaching Maine schools
That speaks well for the schools

this winter,
and the stu-

dents, too.
]
‘What better authority has the Advance
program,

have for spelling horse
own name Advanc?

than

without

It is reported that Rev.

O.

an
P.

for

it would

e, or
iar

its

Gifford,

of

best

nanny

goat,

Cashmere,” $1; ¢‘the best blackberry
jam,” 50 cts. ; ** the best fruit cake,” 50
cts. ; “the best and largest display of
needle-work,” $1; “the best two-horse
wagon,” $1; * the best croquet player,”
$1; ¢“ the best speller in a spelling-bee,”
$1; * the best performer on the piano,”

2;8 ** the most stylish promenader,” $3;

The Dexter

Dear Brethren:—
We must have one or two hundred dollars more, to save our house of worship
at Dexter, Me.

The correspondent who

didn’t print the

complains

programme

of the

that

we

week

of

prayer lust week, ought to have remembered
that it appeared in the issue of December 4, and

also to have reflected that it would have heen
better for him to have saved that paper than
for us to re-print the programme,
©

We have pledged on our

subscription book about $2200, for this
object. Some eleven hundred has been
already collected, and paid on the church
debt.
a

The mortgage on the property of nearly
we fail in saving our interest here to the
cause of Christ. Several hundred dollars
of the amount promised are by parties
outside of Dexter, including the Home
Mission Societies. This promised money
is greatly needed now and must be paid,
or we can not lift the mortgage and save
the property. One half the sum pledged
has been promptly and willingly paid,

and $900 of it endorsed on the morgtage
note, held by the Satings Bank against
the society, and 8 per cent. interest on so
much saved to the society. The remainpaid,

or

we

suffer most serious loss.
‘We have been almost nine months, lab-

coring both night and day, with many
tears, and prayers,

and

exhausting

most generous Christian spirit, from the
intolerable burden of a crushing debt.
help comes pretty soon, ‘we shall feel
where

it is,

as much as we think of the dear brethren
here; and their hous: of worship: as we
can not live much longer on a support
covering less than one half of very pru‘|
dent expenses.
The treasurers of the Home Mission

under

Societies, Rufus Deering, Esq., of Portland, Me., and Rev. Silas Curtis, of Con-

contains eight pages, and is handsomely

made

up. We have generally admired the spirit of
the Universalist, and wish for its successor as

|record
good a
in that respect

Fearing the public: may be misled by the
statements made in one of Rev. Joseph Cook's
late lectures, and by communications publish-

ed in various papers in regard to the
ance work of women,

as

temper-

related

to political

and woman’s suffrage movements,

the Wom-

an’s National Christian Temperance Union has
passed the following resolution :
Resolved, That while we would not trammel our members, in the exercise of their private views, yet we believe that as a society
we
can best subserve the interests of God and
humanity by going before the public with one issue, therefore we deprecate the introduction of
any side question and recommend the presentation of our cause from a Gospel stand-point
that will command the sympathy and co-operation of the Christian church.

cord, N. H., write me of empty

treasur-

¢¢ Star?” as a present at $1.70

takes

won

derfully, and will do good if we can keep
it from abuse.

Denominational Helos,
A Deserving Institution.
Albany,

was

founded

in

1863,

for

the

benefit of the colored youth in South-eastern Ohio, Western Va., and North-eastern

New Hampshire.

The church at East Tilton

has

adopted

to

}
the Sunday-school.
The Portsmouth church has lost a valuable
member by the death of Mr. C. E. Dixon, its
senior deacon.

Interesting memorial

services

were held by the church the last Sunday in
‘
December.
Rev. 8. C. Kimball writes from Center Strafford as follows: —“ I wish to confess before
the church and the world the mighty work of
grace now going on in this place in the name

I have never before

of the Lord Jesus Christ.

powerful an outpouring of the
witnesossed
and
Jackson
Folger,
Bros.
Holy Ghost.

Brown of the Y.C. A., and elders Chesley,
Plammer, and Borchers, have assisted in the
We ask the prayers of all Christians
work.
that this good work may go on among us, and

spread until Christ shall reign in the hearts of
:

all mankind.”
Massachusetts.

Sunday, Dec. 29, was observed as the fourth
anniversary of the organization of the Mt.
the

In the morning,

Vernon church, Lowell.

pastor, Rev. George 8. Ricker, preached a discourse appropriate to the occasion from Gal.
8: 28. In the evening, a very interesting

remimiscences—

to

prayer-meeting—devoted

The following statistics are
was holden.
gleaned from the morning diseourse: During

the year three members of the church have
died, five have been dismissed by letter, and
thirty-two—twenty-five by profession—have
been received to the church. The Sundiyschool reports a total membership of 209, an
average attendance of 116, twelve conversions
and three deaths. The church has contributed
for benevolent purposes the following sums:
Home Missions, $78.54;
Foreign Missions,

$77.74; Education Society, $78.43; other char
ities, $25. 29; total, $255. For parish expenditures, liquidation

of the

debt,

and

all

other

Shall we allow thisstrange state of affairs,

as to be more

| by withholding contributions, se—nueh

been raised—all by voluntary contributions.
The debt of the parish has been so diminished

than

covered

prospe tive

needed,and of pre-eminent service in sav-

year of Chrisfian

ing churches from certain disaster and
shame? Is there no meaning in the Di-

prospects both financial and spiritual,

vine words, ‘‘ Bear ye one another's burdens, and so fulfill the law of Christ"?
Oh, what a blessing to the donors, and
churches in distress, to have these ‘‘empty

treasuries” filled, burdens lifted, and souls

saved thereby from death.
all

our

dear

brethren

Who
will

among

send

= us

help soon, and receive the blessing of the
Lord ?
Dexter, Me., Jan.

J. S. BURGESS.

work

by

with most

hopeful

Wednesday evening, Jan. 1, the pastor and
his wife gave their parishioners and

friends

a

reception which was attended by a very large
gathering. After a few hours of social festivities at their home, the company repaired to
the vestry of the church in the

immediate

vi-

cinity, where a collation was partaken of,
provided by friends. After the collation, Rev.
Smith Baker, pastor of the First Cong.
in behalf of the friends of the pastor,
ed himself and lady with a receipted
the carpets lately purchased for their

church,
presentbill for
parlors.

The pastor responded gratefully and other ad-

1.

0-0-0
494+

The Northern Indiana Yearly Meeting
held its last session with the Day’s Creek
church, Sept. 20—22. The attendance
was not large but the meeting was -quite
interesting. Reports from all the Q. Ms.
were received showing some prosperity
and a determination on the part of all to
work more diligently in the Lord’s vineyard. Our ministering brethren were
most of them present, coming up as
the privilege of meeting

together.

Rev.

Mr. Hosier, late of Ohio, was present and

added much to the interest of the meeting. Conference voted that the collection taken on the Sabbath be sent to the

dresses were made by Superintendent E. A.
Thissell, Dea. B. C. Baldwin, «i. C. Prince,
Esq., and others.
The bill for the carpets,
together with presents of furniture made by
other friends, amounted to more than $100.

The Paige St. Parish has raised over $4,000,
exclusive of pew rents, for liquidation of debt
and other purposes during the past year. An

elegant

mew

organ has been

purchased,

and

other improvements made in the house of
worship.
Rev. E. W, Porter, pastor, and the
people of his parish are working together in

great harmony, and their labors are abundant.
ly rewarded with both financial and spiritual
success.
New

York.

The meeting-house at Prospect was dedicated Dec. 20.
Programme:
Invocation and
reading Scriptures by Rev. A. T. Worden;
Prayer by Rev. 8. Bullock; Sermon by Rev. S.

Aldrich; Dedication

prayer

by

Rev,

J. M.

Langworthy. The Prospect choir furnished
Kentucky.
The colored
people own
Foreign Mission Society.
excellent music. The house is neat, commoeighteen acres of land and have two
The following resolutions were adopt- dious and good, and nearly free from debt.
buildings, a brick Academy two stories
We are sorry to learn that the pastor of the
ed:
7
:
high, 32 feet wide by 46 long, and a
Shelby church has been laid aside by sickness
Resolved,
1.
That
we
earnestly
request
boarding hall three stories with
base- our pastors of the churches of this Y. M. for the past two weeks. The church has been
ment 32 feet wide by 56 long. Prof. C. to urge the heads of families in the supplied by Rev. J. D. Childs, belonging to
=
J. Warring is principal, and the school is churches of their charge to patronize the the Christian denomination.
Rev. Geo, Donnocker writes as follows :—
in a reasonably prosperous condition. It Morning Star. 2. That as aY. M., we deeply sym- “ The church at West Falls is trying to keep
has sent out many teachers and promises
pathize with our Foreign Mission Society up its visibility, and to engage anew in the
to be an important factor in the work of in its present embarrassment and would service of its Master. After an absence of
fitting the colored people once slayes for recommend each Q. M. to urge
the eight years I commenced preaching to them
the duties and responsibilities of citizen- adoption of some systematic method in all again last May, The congregation is on the
ship. Although controlled by F. Baptists | the churches of raising money to meet the increase. We have kept up our prayer and
it is not sectarian. This school needs en- pressing want of the Society. And that covenant meetings....I am also preaching at
we recommend the card system as adopt- Griffinshire, Sunday afternoons, with some
dowment and present help in repairing ed by the last General Conference.
prospects of an increasing interest, and good
buildings and aid in supplying additional
Whereas, Intemperance is one of the being done....Sunday evenings— once in two
teachers.

greatest sing that curse

;

Through

the kindness of Hooker

Brother, Chase & Brother,

&

and Alwalger

& Barry, three Rochester (N. Y.) Fruit
Companies, they have a flourishing young
orchard of some five hundred fruit trees.
This, with the large garden attached,aids
in supporting the institution. In 1877,
Josiah King, proprietor of a Commercial
Office, Pittsburg, Pa., having a sum of
money in trust for needy colored schools,
after examination gave the institution one
‘thousand dollars, a sum sufficient to liquidate the floating debt. Mr: Jackson
Wiley, President of the board of trustees,

is now in
the school
cess. Mr.
only from

Northern Ohio canvassing for
and meeting with some sucWiley comes recommended not
the school itself but also from

the leading citizens of Athens, the county

seat.

The

names

of the Mayor,

Hon.

M.

C.,

C. 8.

the list.

Grosvenor,

:

The school needs about

$1000

for

the

our

Nation,

and

as the hope of its suppression rests
largely on the church, therefore,
esolved. That it is our duty to double
our diligence in laboring
to crush the
monster sin out of our land and nation.
JouN W. RENDEL, Clerk.

but by removal and death
twelve members,

Eastern.
Maine,

holidays:

in Rome.
He was to go thence to Naples, and
then to Athens.
.
Rev. J. F. Bartlett was handsomely remem-

bered by his parishioners in Lisbon, Christ
mas eve.
The
different Sabbath-schools in Anson
united in a Christmas festival at the Free
Baptist church. Rev. H. H. Acterian, the
pastor, gave a brief but interesting address,
We regret to learn that Rev. W. H. Bowen,
of Lewiston, is confined to his house by an
acute attack of sciatic rheumatism.
;
Rev. H. J. White,of the Free Baptist church

in Biddeford, has accepted the call recently extended him by the Free Baptists

of Bath,

to

district

the English alphabet, being then
old.

eleven

years

Some of the same persons who werethen

schools

are now attending our

meetings.
The school-house is generally filled.
The people of that place,on the 11th inst. made
me a donation amounting to about forty dollars....I hope to see permanent good and glorious results through the preached word and

inisters and Churches.
Pres. Cheney spent the Christmas

it is reduced

It is in the same

where, forty-two years ago,I commenced to learn

in the same

and

ensuing year to pay teachers, enclose
ground, shingle and otherwise repair the
buildings. We earnestly hope that Mr.
Wiley may be successful in his canvass,
and that the times will soon change so as
to give courage to this school to press the
question of endowment.
Every colored

commenced his labors there the first Sunday in
January.
The , ladies connected with the Kittery
church have lately held a fair in aid of its fi-

school now

of the South Buxton church.

in operation should be abun-

weeks I preach at N, Boston.
This is but two
miles from where we once had a strong church, *

the power of God attending it. And although
I get my reading through others [Bro. D. is
nearly blind.—Ed.], yet I take as much comfort in studying my sermons through the week
and preaching as ever in my life; and feel

an increasing interest in trying to make others
happy and to make the world better for my
having lived in it.””
Pennsylvania.

On Sunday evening, Dec. 22, Bro.

Wm.

A.

Cantrell, M. D., was ordained to the work of,
the gospel ministry as an evangelist, ‘in the

First F. B. church of Philadelphin,

to. the ‘following

programme

Reading of Scripture, Rev.
Opening prayer, Rev, Thomas
mon,

Rev.

Dr.

Wm.

B.

according

of exercises:

G. M. Orvis;
Armour; Ser-

Orvis;

Ordaining

Thanks are due several Portsmouth

prayer, Rev. G. M. Orvis; Charge to the candidate, Rev. E. W. Rice, Editor of §. A.
World; Right hand of fellowship, Rev. B. H.
Fish, and the benediction was promounced by

(N. H.) gentlemen for donations.
Rev. 8. N. Brooks has been obliged by continued illhealth to resign his position as pasto

pary requirements preceding ordination were
observed, although it does not appear in the

nances.

the candidate.

[It is presumed that

report,—ED.]
NY

i

the

one-sermon system, thus giving more time

purposes a gross sum Of more than $3000 has

soldiers from the battle field, and glad of

Albany Enterprise Academy, located at

account of its churches. Within five years its
membership had been doubled. The church
at Dexter, heavily burdened with debt, reported very encouraging progress in raising funds,
and spiritual life. The churches of the Q. M.
were mostly supplied with able and faithful
ninisters, Institute at Pittsfield bad a full attendance of good scholars. The Q. M. was
declared the best for many years,

ies! ** Just so soon as we havethe funds,
the church at Dexter shall be aided.”

‘Northern Indiana Y. M. :
One of the liberal teachers in a large
Sabbath school has ordered three copies
of the ¢ Morning Star?’ as presents to
members of his class. This offer of the

Bro. B, S.

Gerry, of the Sebee Q. M., gave an interesting

toil,

sacrifice of feelings, strength, and home
enjoyments, for the sole purpose of rescuing this comparatively poor church,
though of excellent character, and of a

public, services of
and sermon
were

earnest, spiritual and instructive.

$1800, we are now working and strugglingto pay, and it must be paid soon, or

which the consolidated New York paper of
that name and the Boston Universalist make
a New Year’s appearance. The new paper

The Christian Leader is the name

|

Bro. C. J. Prescott was ordainaned as evangelist, Dec, 31, after a satisfactory examination, at the church in North Freeport. Revs,
Geo. Plummer, B. M. Edwards and A, S.
Prescott composed the council.
The Exeter Q. M. has just closed a very interesting session at Dexter. The meeting
opened Thursday and continued over the
Sabbath. The social and
prayer, testimony, song

hurch.

obliged to give up the cause

Van Voorhes,

‘the

J.C. STEELE.

Mr. Pentecost’s), Boston, in May.

Ohio Senate, and many others are upon

cts.;

them

Unless the sums promised are paid, and

‘the best pair of pigs under one year
old,” $3; ‘“ the best lamb under one year
50

secure

Pittsfield, Mass., is to enter upen the pastorate
of the Warren Avenue Baptist church (Rev.

'county to be milked on the ground,” $5;
old,”

the seductions of Rome and

upon the side of liberty against the wiles
of their political and social enemies, this
work of education must not be neglected.

ing $900, now due must be

Readers interested in Maine politics will
turn to the last page.
:
About seventy-five students from Bates Col-

spelling programme

dantly sustained and many more organized. If we save our colored population from

the

ordi-

/
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‘

~ Western.

Crandall. The Ministers
and Laymeu's’ Insti- | ing. It will take; this neighborhood wants

a

1

Michigan.

; or
mils
minister 0!

a licensed

Bro. John T. Sifton,

j

mon, Rev, J. M. Crandall, 8. 8. address, L. A. | I see with great pleasure what you are do- |

tute will meet on Tuesday evening, Feb. 18,

it.

C. A. HILTON, ’ Clerk.

| yen

—

»

Iam

not a fanatic,

butI think

we

~

yu.
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tested | Potter ¢h per L E Bates
y hvmas imitated in the | 81 Nervous Complaints, after having,
:
Si
ed close communion, has united with the F. B. | conference was called to order by the clerk.
QM ool per S R Evans
church at Capsc, and is at present assistingthe | Rev, B. M. Edwards was chosen moderator | SIDgIugpractice two hymns imitated in the | jg wonderful curative powers in thoussnds of Otters
tor by holding extra meetings south-west | Pro tem. The committee on nominations re- | French, * Hold the Fort” and “The great | cases, has felt it his duty to make it known to {8 aie oh pos Rev AF Beyant

pastor

of the

village at the Kelley

school-house. | hr qo ator Rev. B. M. Edwards, Ast. Clerk, | audience.

This is explained by the musi- | and a desire to relieve human

4.56

colper Rev J M Crandall

Chet

Actuatedby this motive

by the | his suffering fellows,

A. G. Hill, Ast. | Physician,” were learned and sung

orted for Moderator, Rev.

hoolh

i

8

by

suffering, I will | Peofield ci

grieve B Hart

8.00

Rivington Lord, a graduate of Hillsdale,
class of ’77, bas lefv the study of law and is

devotedly at work

for the Muster,

He has

helped organize a church in Grand Rapids,
and is at present assisted by Rev. M. Myers in
a work of revival.
The last Sunday in the old year President
Durgin of Hillsdale College, preached a sermon to young wen and ladies. Since many
were kept away by the stormehe desire is gen-

erally expressed for the repetition of the sermon.
y
Missouri,
In forwarding the Minutes of the second annual meeting of the
Liberty
Association
of Freewill Baptists, Rev. W. O. Johnson
writes that the three churches recently organized in Polk Co., have a membership of 116, and
are actuated by an earnest desire to promote

religious and denominational welfare. The
Association met with the Pleasant Hill church,
and

its

proceedings

show

a

commendable

spirit of enterprise, and a desire to be
nished with such religious, literary and
itual helps
as will assist them in doing
Master’s work. A Home Mission Board

furspirthe
was

organized, and it is hoped that a good work

may be done through its agency.

:
Norton

have

recently held some very interesting revival
meetings at Masonville.
:
HELP FOR THE NEEDY. Rev. David P.
Lowe is 82 years old. Was ordained in 1829
in Pa. He was a fellow-laborer with those
men of Ged, Williams and Newbold.
Pa.,
Ind., and Wis. shared his former labors. For

he

has

lived

in

Iowa.

Superannuated and infirm, he is an alms-man
of the county.
Where, oh, where is our fund

for superannuated preachers?
There has been a work of divine grace in
the Albany church, in Fayette county, under

the labors of Revs,

preached

Tuesday

city, and who have no

life and labors

of Paul.”

“ What

J.

is that

Wednesday

Mariner,

from

to. thee?

after-

the

follow

words,

thou

by Rev. H. Lockhart, on

‘ Making

ourselves

Thursday afternoon, by

Rev. R. L.

Howard on “God and man working together.”
Very interesting prayer-meetings preceeded
each sermon.

Next session with the Auburn church, commencing March 4, at 2, P, M.
A. M. JONES, Clerk.
SENECA & HURON

sion with the South

Q. M.—Held its last sesBloom

chureh,

Nov,

16,

17. A good season was enjoyed by the dear
brethren and sisters who assembled from all
arts of the Q. M. to meet and greet dear
riends and hear the words of their divine
Master expounded unto them,
Their enjoyment was much increased at the presence of

Eld. Jno. Ashley and wife, of Mich., who had

W. T, Bunton and

R. T.

Valentine.

divine

life.

ny of us in

faces felt to exclaim in the

gave us

beholding

language

Alaska has a population sufficiently large
to need missionary labors. A home for girls
is a necessity if the heathenin that part
of our dominion are to be initiated into
healthy ideas of domestic life. Those who
advocate such a heme say that ‘‘ women
are regarded only as slaves; daughters are
sold for blankets. A girl's fateis to be
murdered in babyhood, or sold to shame
in girlhood.
In this part of our land no
brother protects a sister,

brethren who were journeying
in company
with their divine Master toward Emmaus.
How
our hearts did burn within us at the remembrance of the company and words from them

father

cher-

izhes a daughter; even mothers know no
motherhood.” The Presbyterians have es—
tablished a mission in ‘Alaska under the
leadership of Sheldon Jackson, a hardy
pioneer.

their

of those

no

An

Increase

of Interest.

One of the Board of the Women’s Baptist Home Mission Soclety writes from

Chicago te
the Examiner & Chronicle
in the divine life in former years. The churchthat
the
interest
and enthusiasm in. the
es were well represented by delegates and let~
ters und all expressed great steadfastness in work of the Society increases every month.
the Master's work.
Ten missionaries have recently been apNext session with the Venice church, 3d
pointed to various fields—four to New OrSabbath in Feb., 1879, commencing on Saturday, at 10, A. M.
I. B. STINEBAUGH.
leans,and two each to New Berne,Beaufort
and the Indian Territory—most of whom
ST. CrOIX Q. M.—Held its last session with are now at work in the stations assigned
the Rock Elm ehurch, Dec. 13=—15.
Our meetto them. The work of supplying boxes of
ings were very good, The Master was with
us to own and bless.
;
clothing to missionaries is being pushed
Next session will be with the Cady Creek
with energy. In its first annual report,
church, commencing Feb, 28.
:
L. A. H. WrLCH, Clerk.
this Society acknowledged the receipt of
1 goodsto the amount of nearly $3000, which
were distributed to seventy frontier pastors and missionaries employed by the
American Baptist Home Mission Society.
New Hampshire C. Baptists.
It is hoped that the aid given this year
A copy ofthe
‘‘ Minutes of the New HampWe clip a parashire Baptist Abpniversaries for the year will be twice as much.
graph from
the communication:
¢ Oh,
1878” is at hand. There are seven Asso-

Religions Fiscellany.

@uarterly Bleetings.
WATERLOO Q. M.—Held its last session with
the Jastef church.
The attendance was quite
and the meetings in
>
Cc.
su
which out>denomination have so nobly. taken
advanced ground were ably discussed.
Next session with the Waterloo church,

commencing the 2nd Friday

in Feb., at 2, p,

M. We hope all the churches will be represented at that meeting.
The opening sermon
will be preached o Rev. H. J.
Brown.
IRAM CHAMPLIN, Clerk.

EXETER Q. M.—Held

its last session

with

the church at Dexter, Dec. 13—15.
Owing
to
the roughness of the roads the delegation
from
a distance was small, - The power of God was
manifest in all the meetings.
It was a very
interesting and profitable occasion.
By the

untiring effort of Bro. Burgess, and the liberal

response of the people, a heavy debt has been
lifted from their house, and their prospect for
the future looks favorable.
Next session with the chureh at Hartland,
March 7.
V. D. SWEETLAND, Clerk.
CEDAR VALLEY Q. M.—Held its Jast session
with the Horton church,
Five churches represented ; an interesting session enjoyed.
Rev.
L. E. Bixby from the
Fox River
Q. M., was

present with us and added much to

its

inter-

est. The ministry laboring in the Q. M.
all present.
The following resolutions
unanimously adopted :

were
were

s

Dublin, Salisbury, Milford, Portsmouth,
Newport, and White Mountain.
Of these
the Milford Association is the largest with

a total membership of 2280, and the White
Mountain the smallest with 162. members.

In the State,there are86 C. Baptist church-

és,

108

ship of

ministers,
9210,

members.

There

bath-schools

and a total

of whom

7282

member-

are

resident

are reported in the Sab-

814 teachers,

9319

with an average attendance of 5336. The
item is also recorded that 260 members of
the S. S. were baptized Juring the year.
As to benevolent contributions, the Missionary Union realized $1848.11,the
an’s Foreign Mission, $1074.06, the

WomHome

Mission
Society, $863.26,
and
several
other objects are mentioned, which, together with the $82,114.04 given for Home.

Ob-

jects, make a total of $92,254.03.
Twentysix churches have been granted aid to the
amount

of $2,550.

1.

That in the death of our la-

Loon Lake, the other at

Hague.

was very interesting, and we

The

former

understand

that

they have bad a very thorough revival of religion through the series of meetings directly
following the Hague Q. M.
Our next regular session will be held with
the Putnam church, beginning Friday, Feb. 7,
at 3, P. M.
W. H. H. Davis, Clerk.
SAUK Co. Q. M.—Held its
Déc. session
the church in Big Springs, ¢ Dec. 6—8.
churches were nearly all represented.

reports do not show poy marked change

with
The
The

since

our last meeting.
Ministers in attendance, W.
W. Lee and F.
B. Moulton.
The meetings of
business were harmonious, the preaching full
of instruction, "of tenderness, and entreaty
‘and presented in the spirit of the Master and
a burning love for souls. The social meetin,
on Saturday afternoon was one of spiritua

enjoyment, and all present felt it was
be there.
Next session with the

Feb. 79.

church

in

good to

Sumpter,

D. SriLLwELL, Clerk.

McDoNouGH Q. M.—Held

its Dec.

session

is a matter of grave enquiry whether. the
straitness of the times has not been made
a charitable mantle to cover a multitude of
sins of needless omission.”
A Mission Hall

in Marseilles.

A week or two ago, there was a brief account given in these columns, of the opening of mission

rooms

in

Lyons,

under the management of Mr.

France,

McAll,

Paris. A late number of the London
tian

contains

BED

HUST-W

OTB

‘tianizing work,

garding the opening of the first hall in Marseilles. The authorization from the Minister of the Interior was obtained and in
such terms that they are
allowed
to
they choose,

and it is a glorious fact, which the writer
announces when he says, ‘‘ The gospel is

aN

i

.

it

in

ill-fated

Conference

fruits of revivals.

this

:

year,

the

:

The Presbyterian society of Westfield,N. Y.,

has recently received a very timely and mu-nificent gift. On thanksgiving morning Hon.
G. W. Patterson presented to the society, for a
parsonage, the large, couvenientand attractive place now occupied by the pastor.

Business Fotices,
QUERUS COD LIVER OIL JELLY, A; proved by the Academy of Medicine of New You,
for lung diseases the most mild, bland

and

gists and E. H. TRUEX, 8 Platt St,, New York,
21t45

ER

only child of Consumption, and now gives this
Recipe free for two stamps to pay expenses.
Address CRADDOCK & Co., 1032 Race Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
1352
tli
>

Astonishing

the
the
ab-

THE INDEPENDENT is now publishing the Rev.
Joseph Cook’s famous Boston Monday Lectures,
which are creating so much discussion everywhere.
It will also soon begin the publication of a series
Communism,”

one

EXPOSITION OF 1876, Wandering through the
United States section of this truly wonderful
Exhibition, hyperornamented and over.displayed

collection

$2.25,

situated

in a crowded faubourg where thousands of
working men flock every night.
The hall
proved not half large enough for the number who pressed at the door for admitHONEY CREEK
Q. M.—Held its Dee. session
tance.
‘‘ God has out-passed our weak
with the New Berlin church. For some unfaith, and now, after the first meeting,
accountable reason the attendance was very
small, but the meetings were characterized by . which was held on Nov.
28, we feel sure
the presence of the Masterof assemblies. Rev. that indeed this population is craving for
- M. G. Pett, recently of Kewaunee, Ill, has
the gospel, and will readily receive it.”
{akeh the
Aslonule of the New Berlin and
ochester churches, thus supplying
a want
The
ining portion of the letter is so
received a package

of

mission

cards,

were distributed to the congregation

"They

the last

Subbath in Dec., and we look for good results.
W. A. PHILLIPS, Clerk.

that has been long
felt by ho
ear.
’
Next session with the Honey Creek church,
commencing on Friday, Yeh. 14, at 7, pr. M.

Opening sermon by M. G. Pett,

G. H. HUBBARD,

Clerk.

5)

ROCHESTER Q., M.—Held its last session
with the church at East Penfield, Dec, 183—15.
‘The churches were not represented by very
large delegations, one failed to send even the

actor,
But a very good meeting was enjoyed
by those who did have interest enough to go.

The constitution was so amended as to change
the time of holding the sessions’ from, Friday

10 Wednesday.

:

The next session will therefore meet with
the Hamlin church, beginning on the third
Wednesday in Feb.,at 1, P, M. Opening ser-

full

of-interest, and shows

so

clearly

Pres’t Theo. D. Woolsey, D. D., LL. D.
>
lp

motto Dignis Praemia and displaying, in neat
packages, the medical preparations of the house
J. C. AYER

& Co., Lowell, Mass.

I wag aware of the world-wide reputation of
this eminent firm, for the character and quality of
their goods, and remember
well their agents
in

London,

Churchyard.

Messrs.

Having

NEWBERRY,

in

St.

Paul's

ed to examine the contents of the case, myself,and

the common people ever hear of Christ
gladly, that we can not forbear giving it
entire :

I was surprised to see the delicate perfection o
which they have brought their household remedies. Iwas chagrined at the reflection that, while
we have nt home the most gkilltul and, : pre-emi-

and said, ‘‘ We shall come again!”
The
women promised to send their children to

the Special Children’s Service.
A woman
said, ‘‘ I don’t need going to the theater
any more; this is better and
cheaper.”
Another said, ¢* Ilike that; it does good to

one.”

An old ouvrier, “who

had

become

landlord of a smallhouse by us, said, *¢ Sir,

nently, the best physicians

in the

diseased

rub

For
ete.
Price
B. F.

Kidnews

of the heart, and

by

Seabury

&

PROF.

left.

without

M. YOUNG,

harm.

Log

Co.

tLe Market.

If your grocer has not got

it

send

a

Manufactured

to

the

directions

Book

| Microscopic

Charm,

Faining

valuablé

dress

Baxter &

EKLY
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UNDAY.
CHOY0L
TIME SAVING
Li BRARY
RAROAON

1y42

Tells without the writ
ing of any figures when a
book was taken out, what
number it was, and who
took it out, Enthusiastically endorsed by Librarians who are using it.
Price, only
$1.50.
Send
for Descriptive Circular
and Testimonials.

It aims to be a favorite 1n

while it amuses;

Encyclopedia is the best.
Two
Medals, Paris, 1878. ‘Selling bet-

than ever.

J.T. Trowbridge,
James T. FieldS,
Rebecca H. Davis,

Ag’ts write to T. Ell

wood Zell, Davis

& Co.,

Phil.

4

Schools, Fire Alarms, Farms, ete.
WARRANTED,
Catalogue sent Free.

Edward E. Hale,
Rese Terry Cooke,
Louisa

LY

1yl

OPENING and CLOSING EXERCISES

C. A. Stevens,

Artitles
on
Health, — Biographical
Sketehes,— Religious Articles,—Stories
of Home and School Life,—Tales, Poetry ,——Selections for Declamation,—Aneedotes,
Puzzles,—Sports
and
Pas-

D.D.

times.

Mu=

:

Subscriptiom
Price,
$1.75.
Specimen
copies sent free. Please mention in what paper
you read this advertisement.
:

PERRY
MASON & CO.,
41 Temple Place, Boston.

Paid.

$7.50 per hundred copies.

BIGLOW & MAIN, /HE LATEST WONDER
A Perfect Time-Keeper for 50 cts.
76 East Minth Street, New York.
73 Bandolph Street, Chicago.
tfeow4s

Out of Darkness into Light.
Sidney Martin’s Christmas.

Price 50c.

Pegolar Watch is the Latest Nouders
$200 chronometer

1.00
73.56

20.00

Society.
10.00
5.18

°

L. A. DEMERITTE,

25.00

world, these

Yankee doctors distance us sg far in the line of
popular medicines for family use. They have the
sharpness to take advantage of the high scientific
discoveries among us and make pills and potions
as palatable as they are salutary. -I was told by
# leading druggist in Philadelphia, that Dr. Ayer’s
manufactory was the largest in America, giving
employmentto hundreds, I must go to Lowell
and see it on my way home.— Correspondence of
the London (Eng.) Telegraph.

(LATHBURY.)
$3.00
(PANSY.) $1.50

“Question
~

for

52 Brjomfield
5.00
5.00

A friend Westport Me

will do just what

N. BROOKS, Treas.
Ohio

State Association.
FOR HOME MISSIONS.

Seneca & Huron Q M
For India Bible school from Jacob CChonges=
non int
Mary A Cranston prin 25.00 int
A P Harvey int
.
Rev 8 D Bates int
Harley Bates prin 1.00 int.
Hattie Bates prin 1,00 ing
J E Baker int
Ollie Ulsh int
‘J. W. PARSONS,

Central

Association

24.
Treas.

Receipts.

From Oct 10,1878, to Jan1, 1879.
8 Aldrich int
Phoenix ch per Rays H Durkee
Odessin ¢h
per Rey 8S Nix
Chemung Q M col
*
Odessa ch per E J Ayard

:

Dedrick int for himselfand L A Belden

Tuscarora ch per A V Wells
Rosanna Wright int
Erie Q M col per Wm Russell

DM
Stuart former treas
Potter ch per Mrs A 8'D Bates
Mrs M Wood lugand prin on note
Pendeld ch
per
Missd Plum
Lincoln ch
§
Tuscarora ch per

Rev L A Crandall
"
A V Wells

Adrian ch per Wm Peck

:

7.00
17.00
2.17
2.65
240

1.65

6.00
5.00
8.00

8.77
0.00
57.00

&

indise

31 a toy,
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rice, SO gents.

one address.
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oston, Mass.,

Ayer's Sarsaparilla
FOR PURIFYING THE BLOOD.

[List

This eompound of the
vegetable
altexatives,

/

Sarsaparilla, Dock,

lingia,

awd

Stil

Mandrake

St., Boston.

NEW OPERA! CANTATAS !

series
of
eomplaints
which are wery prevaWagga
alent and afflicting. It
purifies the blood, purges out the lurking humors

OOMIO OPERA BY ARTHUR SULLIVAN,

to troublesome disorders. AYER’S SARSAPARILEA
expels these humors from the blood. When they
are gone, the disorders they produce disappear,

in the system, that undennine health add settle ins

and words unexceptionable, making it very desirable for amateur performance in any town or vil.

lage.

Elegant copy

with yords, music,

retto complete, mailed anywhere

and

libs

for $1.00.

such as Ulcerations

of the

Liver,

Stomach,

Kid-

neys, Lungs, Eruptions and Eruptive Diseases of
8kin, St. Anthony’s Fire, Rose or Erysipelas, Pim.
ples, Pustules, Blotches, Boils, Tumors, Tetter and

Salt Rheum, Scald Head, Ringworm, Ulcers and
TRIAL:
BY
JURY
is a laughable
Sores, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Pain in the Bones,
Operetta by the same author. 50 cts.
‘| Side and head, Female Weakness, Sterility, Leucorrheea arising from internal Ulceration and uter-

Joseph’s Bondage.
Belshazzar,

By CHADWICK.
$1.00
‘
BUTTERFIELD 1.00

Esther.

“

BRADBURRY

350

Three Cantatas which are magnificent when
given with Oriental dress and scenery.
The last
one is easy.

s

4¢ Pauline”
($2.)—‘ Palomita” ($2.)—‘‘ Dia=
mond
cunt
Diamond’?
($1.)
¢ Guardian
Angel” (50 cts.)
‘Lesson
im Charity”
(60

Cts.) Mand Irving’

(60 cts.) are

Operattas re.

uring but a few singers, and are capital for Par
or Performances.
In Press.

The last three are Juveniles,

¢ The Sorcerer,” by SULLIVAN.

#1 OLIVER DITSON
& CO., Boston.

10,60
1
5.8
Ly

{tis 4

not more than § sent to any
SS on receipt of
hy
he Turner Ma

is the most popular hing of the kind ever performed in this country.
Music excellent and easy,
2.00
1.20
80
6.00
40
40
4.00
40

we say.
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2.00
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and
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Watch

DERFUL INSTRUMENT made on SCIENTIFIC

12,00

_ Manchester, N. H.
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Elsen. | Suu E,
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is
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Notes.

|Price
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“Teacher |'s Hellps,
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Schollar's | Quartferlies,
Pelfoubetfs
Nojtes, -

5.00

Missions,

Loe

ersit is a valuable addition to thelr scientific instruments.

apelrs,

Rididle’s

in some respeets better,
isulways cheexact
time of the place the

Ag

1879.

Boloks,

Lesson

Send]
J

for]

|Kindls

To

8 D Meserve E Wakefield N H Christmas
present to Miss Crawford
Madison Bridge Me on debt per M L Hutche

EF

B50

watch, and

can never get out of onder.
It consists of n compass (wo
rth alone more than 50¢
cente , adial andindicaThe instrument

ILLUSTRATED CATALUGUES FREE,SEND FOR ONE
BOSTON; D LOTHROF & CO. PUBLISHERS

Mrs M A Prescoty Candia N H for finishing
room in Myrtle Hall to be called Prescott
rocm and for Li M
Wiaifred Spalding 1,00 Marian Spalding .75
Lewis Spalding 50 H Lester
Horton ,75
-Enilié
Barnes 50 Amelia Turner 50
Julia Reynolds £0 Kittie Mills .50 for
Miss I Phillips’s salary and all of it received for
peizes awarded in the HillsdaleS S Mich

Foreign

.

Hareiet Ri Spotinrd,
A.D.T.
tney,
M, Alcott,

Stories of Adventure,— Letters of Trav=
el,—Editorials upon Current Tepics,—

THE

Post

sensi-

Its reading is adapted to the old and young; is
very comprehensive in its character. It gives

& TIFT, Cincinnati, O.

Send ten cents for one copy by mail,

practical,

Dinah M. Craik,
J. G. Whittier,
Louise C. Moulton,

Charlotte M. Xonge,

BELL FOUNDRY
BUCKEYE
Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches
VANDUZEN

to be judicious,

attracts tor the hour.
It is handsomely illustrated, and has for contributors some of the most attractive writers in
the country.
Among these are:

52 Bromeld st., Boston.
4151

KS

famity—looked

ble, and to have really permanent worth, while it

EBEN. SHUTE,

SOB

every

for eagerly by the young folks, and read with interest by the older. Its purpose is to interest.

FOR FIVE SUNDAYS.

y

J.J. BUTLEB, Treas.
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PAPER FOR
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of

sic, etc.,

"94.56

Dover, N.

Au-

17 Wall Street,

New York.

Society.
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pack
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Chemical
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Arranged with Scripture Selections,

:
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investors.
Ad-
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Co., Publishers,

By J. H. VINCENT,

HP Goff Broadway
O
Con through Rev 8 Curtis
.
Ladies Miss Soc Hillsdale Mich per Mrs

Hillsdale, Mich.

15¢..

! thors, 15c. 25 Flirt Cards, 10¢. Charm

three-cent

SUNDAY SCHOOL.

“ H Graves Springfield Me.
Mrs HB Hutchinson Saco Me.
Rev J Baker Epsom N H.
Wallace W Brown Gilmanton I W N H.
I.A H Welch Lake City Minn.
JM Mathews Burliogton Vi.
Rev A Losee Atlantic Pa.

J W Winsor

Pres=-

JUST PUBLISHED--SENT FREE

FOR

Education

for Holiday

Clintonville, Ct.

stamp to the manufacturers for a sample.
according

On-

about two hundred
Greenwich St, N.Y.
34t51
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The

OTANGE JUDD, Editor of the American Agriculturist, says: “We have been using Prof.
Horsford’s Bread Preparation for a year or two
past, and find it very convenient for quickly
producing light bread, biscuit, cake, etc., and
shall
continue its use. While more convenient than the
usual Cream Tartar and Soda, we fall in with Prof.
Horsford’s idea that it is also more healthful.

MAIL.

Rev M H Tarbox Burnham Mo.
irk
C W Purington Weld Me.
Rev J Malvern Haverhill Mass.
J T Wyatt Maquon Ill,
Rev O H Jane Oakland Wis.
‘WJ Hartsoolt_Vinion Gallia Co O.
Geo Plummer Lisbon Falls Me.
Mrs Jacob Hosmer So Romeo M'ch.
Rev A A WhitakerE Liberty O.
J M Randel Wawaka Ind.
Rev J B Lash BloomvilleO,
'
“J (Steeie Chagrin Falls O.
Mrs L P Curtis Colorado Spr Col.
Rev J H Decker Hillsboro lo.

Yalue free by mail.

est artists,

Preparation

Prof. E. N. Horsford, vy the Rumford
Works, Providence, R. I.
.

re-

ents. Send for circular and sample engraving.
P. W. ZIEGLER & Co., 518 Arch St., Phils,, Pa.

The Cheapest and Best Baking Powder in

J Brown

us

will

Magnificent in all its details. 63 Large Eleant Engravings, all masterpieces by the world’s

HORSEFORD'S

Bread

that sends

address

ceive something of great
Va

Johnson. Ro

DIGESTIBLE BREA

Forwarded.

'W A Phillips Otselic Cen N Y.

Salt Rheum, Burns, Bruises, Corns, Piles,
Will prevent Hands or Lips from Chapping.
25 cents. J.J. PIKE & CO., Chelsea, Mass.
RACKLEY, Agent for Dover.
16t43

all Druggists., Price 25 cts. Sent on

that can be eaten warm,

a leisure hour, I determin-

that

We had great encouragement when the
meeting was over, while standing at the
door. The rough men sought our hand,

Coughs,

price,

Hoyt G W Hoyt—J
C.Hopkins—W B
zz
:
=
>
—PHugg-J B Hanson—J F Heath—M C Henderson—A
Hamblen—Mrs E A Harves—G F Hanson—-W F Higgins—Mrs G Hubbard—Mrs C Hanson-F H Lyford—
C W Knowles—J B Kidder—L N Kibbee—A Libby—8&
Inman—-W W Kurtz—H H Jones—L Lake-D H
Lord
—M Leavitt—Jennie Leitch—G P Lindeman—J H Lucas—Mrs M Lanpher—M D
Lake —J 8 Lugg—B F
Moore—~W H Matchell-A K Morton-J Malvern—J
Morgan—G W Mathews—Mrs J Merrill—8 Morgan—
G W New —B Morey—L M Mower—W
Neal—D
Morrill-H W Moore- A If Morrell-T
F Maxim—J
Nason—L Martin—Mrs I, Nutting—Mrs H Oxnard—M
Phillips—A D Smith—H P Parmalee—A
Rich—Geo
Plummer—S 8S Priesi—J Petton—G R Pease—C B Peck
ham—A 8 Phillips—A F Prluney-8 W Porter—R
Robertson—M E Richardson—E
andall-Mrs A
B
Smith—Mrs N P Reede—ME Root—S Riney—H Stiles
~dJ 8cott—G W Russell-J Rohinson—E Richardson—
S Summerlin—A M Staley—Mrs M E $¥mith—J Small—
S Famith—I P Smart—B H Sterens—Mrs L Spencer —
MS Thompson—F
Stevens—M P
Stockwell—F W
Smith—N St Claire~C Sanderson—J Trueworthy—B
Townsend—A VanSchoonover—A Vail—J L Sinclair—
Mrs F P Sargent—H Vanaken—S E Morrill—M Prester
—S A Pope—J
Pinkhan—S M
Page—A A Paige—dJ
Rushton—W M
Ruggles-(3 8 Rogers—S Stanclift—N
P Sanborn—J Stuart—S I Simmons—Mrs S A Topping
—=Mrs AN True—M E Taibot—G W Young—S Wales—
O Webster—J 8 Willlanis—B M Ward—A V Wells—T
Wells—G Wheeler—D C Wheeler—J Y Wentworth—
H HWallace—Mrs J Wood--M BR Weyeneth—C
Weaver—U Waterman—J H Walrath—&
Whitney—D
B
Winkley—E Webster—J H Yeoman,

Rev W H Yeoman Richmond Me.
Rev Geo Donnoker W Falls N Y.
Rev B F Jefferson So Strafford Vt.
A A Moulton Rio Grande O.
Revd Runnels Tamworth I
WN H.
Rev O Pitts Corin~h Me.
Rev A D Jones E Albany Me,
J N Robertson Monroe Me. .
C Bridge Gardiner Me.
J C Robinson Burns Ill,

IN NEED!
UNEQUALED

their

—N Gammen—JE George—~G A Green—A L Gerrish
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with
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IN QUALITY |
IN QUANTITY |
IN STYLE!

can be made with

M Bean—Mrs E Brown—M

Books

A FRIEND

or Gent

Clerk.

ins

as the most of it is, I came on an elegant glass
case, whose modesty was the more conspicuous
from its neighbor’s finery, surmounted by the

of DR.

in combination

—H Hazen—J W

of the most important questions of the day, by Ex-

capable of holding about 250, and

Q. M.

and

E Aldrich—J 8 Burgess—C Budge—~O F Bailey—

Aux Topsham Me

solutely, a Worcester’s Unabridged Quarto Pictorial Dictionary, which retails everywhere for $10,
and is, of course, a household necessity.

and

Colds

Addresses.

do Court Stph Auburn Me

Offer.

THE INDEPENDENT, of New York, probably
ablest and largest religious newspaper in
world, offers in another column to give away,

of articles on ** Socialism

lected

H H Aidrich—R E Anderson—J H Allen—J H Buckminster—Miss RB Austin—-O Bick ford—A Burnham—N
Biglow—I Burnham—B F Brown-S
D Bates—8 H
Barrett—J W Burgin—~N P Beehe—A Burgess—T D
Bassett—J W Barker—W H Brown—J Berry—Mrs J
M Burley—S Bradley—B Butler—R
W. Barker—M
Bring
Ww Bolter—S8 Bickford— C Csmpbell -8 Curtis
—J H Chadbourne—8 W Cowell-L G_Clark—Mrs L
-G-Cobb~-W-Colegrove—C H Clurk—1 F Clifford=G H
Child—E Crosby—D Carr—W H Cutting— C W Calvin
—R Cross—M J Clark—J Chamberlin- A Cotton—Mrs
G C Dolley—G I.Drown—S
N Dix—J M
Davis—LJ
Douglass—~L H Danie's—I Davis—W
G Davis—M »
Eastman—J Edgecomb—E G Ezstmau—C RE
G C Chase
—C C Chandler—L A Crandail-C D Dudley
IH Ellingwood—S Drown—S Dudley—C 8 Frost—
W Fifie/d—T French—B H Fish—B Fogg—T J Furguson—E Fales—Mrs A Fletcher—J C Férris— Georgiavilie R I-C Gond—B Goodrich—F C Grant—G A Green

Western

A Man of a Thousand.
When death was hourly expected, all remedies
having failed, and Dr. H. James was experiment.
ing with Indian Hemp, he accidentally cured his

An

which

Whooping cough, affections

Letters Received.

W Bnrnham—B

=W

:

nutri-

tious form in which Cod Liver Oil can be used,
with more benefit secured to thé patient than with
double the quantity of any liquid oil. The most
delicate stomach will not reject it. Sold by drug.
EAN

nal elements

E,N.FERNALD

Money

Johnson’s Anodyme Liniment will
positively prevent this terrible disease, and will
if
tively cure nine cases in ten. Information that
will save Juagy lives sent free by mail. Don’t delay a moment. Prevention is better than cure.
For sale everywhere.
I.8. JOHNSON & CO., Bangor, Maine.

ber, possess the most extraordinary pain-re.
lieving, strenghening
and curative properties.
ny Physical in your own locality will conf
e
above statement. For Lame
Back, Rheu:
matism, Female Weakness, Stubborn and Neg

toc whom all contributions
from the churches for our eneyalent Societies should
be sent) Lewiston, Me.

The Nashville Christian Advocate reports |
that there have been 8,500 accessions to the
Methodist Episcopal Church, South, in the:

Rev. J. W. Barr, pastor of the Otselic church,

ingathering of souls.

Post-Office

the

as it had been up to these last times.” The
mission labors were commenced in a room

provinces,

G. 8. RICKER,

DIPTHERIA!

BENSON'S CAPGINE
POROUS PLASTERS
WONDERFUL REMEDY.

A

Y
eB

|

:

There is no comparison betweenit and the
ommon slow-acting porous plaster. It is in
every way superior to all other exterternal rem
edies including
liniments - and the so-called
electrical appliances. Itcontains new medici

es are requested to send full delegations,

the vicar of Plumstead, who escaped, while
his children were lost, supports the movements,and $10,000 have been already subscribed.
Colonel Shorter is building a female college in Rome, Ga., to cost $75,000, which he
will present to the Baptists of that State.

Carolina

oa

Programme of MASS. Q. M. to be held with the Mt.
Vernon church, Lowell, Jan, 15 and 16.
Wednesday,
9—11, Devotional exercises and business, 11-12; Discussion, How to Study the Hible, opened by J. Malvern
and K, W. Porter. Afternoon, Devotional exercises
and discussion,
Hindrances to Sunday-school work,
. M. Durgin and J.L. Hammett. Sermon at 7 1-2, by
Rev, A, L. Houghton, Thursday morning, Report of
Tjssionats agent and address Ww J. ho
oman’s
meeting.addresses by Mrs, E,
W. Porter and Mrs. D.F.
Smith, Sermon ats, P, M.,Rev.A, P, Tracey. Devotional and other exercises during the session. Church=

Princess Alice. The site chosen overlooks
the scene of the calamity. Rev. Mr. Rowley,

North

at Saco,
the 1st
» SMITH, Clerk.

HOULTON Q.M, will hold its next session with
the 2ud Hodgdon church, Jan,'17—19,
F.H. PECKHAM, Clerk.

a memo-

steamer,

held

Y

E 1
Heo aad

=
Ld

4
[WN

Breows2

Mary Richard-

ADVERTISEMENTS.

the 2nd Corinth
DICKEY. Clerk.

ERIE Q, M. will held its next session with the West
Falls church, commencing Jan. 10,
G. DONNOCKER.

rial church at Plumstead to commemorate the
terrible disaster to the

he

IT. Barrett

Miss

Died

McDONOUGH Q. M. will be held with the German
church, commencing Friday
evening before the lst
Sabbath in March. Rev, Charles Steere will
preach
the opening sermon,
W. A, PHILLIPS, Clerk,

land.”

England to erect

will

Rev.8.

Near Forestville, Iowa, Dec, 27, Sadle, davghter of
Leander and Lorana Bush, aged 2 years and 6 months,

WASHINGTON Q. M, will toeet with the Waterford
shurch, commencing Jan, 31, instead of Keb, 7, as was
published a few weeks ago,
W. PARKER, Clerk.

atives of every nationality in our country,
that our land may
traly be, what it

See advertisement of THE INDEPENDENT 1n this
paper.

by law in the

YORK Co.Q. M.
Wednesday in Feb.

3 pe

with the Otselic church,
It was one of good
interest.
All the churches were represented,
and a revival spirit seemed to prevail,
We
hope in our next to be able to report a large

no more hindered

CORINTH Q, M. willbe held with
church, Jan, 17-19,
CHESTER

nese, the Scandinavians,and the represent-

It is proposed

In Rutland, O., Dec. 15, by

Judge Arthur Merrill, of R., and
son, of Dumfreese, Scotland.

MISS, 80C.

WOLFBORO Q. M. will hold its next session with the
2ud Ossipee church ator near Ossipee Center,
:
:
AD. FAIRBANKS, Clerk,

carried to the ignorant and degraded wom
en and children among the Freed peo-ple, the Indians, the Mexicans, the Chi-

has been called, a Christian

HOME

«< HE

©

fensfctory Snarreaono.}

Treas,

Married

All money contributed for mission work in Maine,
should besent directly to Rufus Deering, Portland,
Me.
5250
Per order of Ez, Com.

until the gospel has been

of

Chris-

a letter from R. Saillens, re-

hold meetings when and where

oye

ME.F.B.

REV.

348.30

C.A HILTON,

Hotices and Bppointments,

es would become a helper in this Chris-

‘scholars,

The Secretary of the Convention in his
mented brother, Rev, L. Inman, we have lost
report makes some rather ‘ blue” refleca true and tried fellow-laborer, a safe and wise tions over the work of the past year. ‘‘ At
counselor, a fearless and outspoken advocate
the last annual meeting of the Cofivenof truth, a true friend in adversity and a faithful laborer in the gospel field.
tion,” he says, ‘‘it was strongly urged
2. That while we deeply feel the loss as a Q.
that we should put forth more vigorous
M., we can but feel that our loss is his eternal
goin; he being permitted to enter into his and aggressive movements
in behalf of
rest.
our home work, and we had fondly hoped
3, That we deeply sympathize with his famto realize this result. But we have struck
ily and friends in the loss they have sustained,
and tender them our sympathy and prayers
out no new paths, entered no new ‘fields,
in this hour of trial.
4, That a copy of these resolutions be sent organized no new methods, and emgloyed
of
to the family of our deceased brother and to no new agencies for the prosecution
the Morning Star for publication.
new enterprises.” We
hope the SecreNext session with the Mitchell church, Feb.
tary has not got ‘‘ new” on the brain, and
14-16.
H. C. INMAN, Clerk.
-80 has not seen or clearly recognized the
LAKE GEORGE Q. M.—Has had two ex- encouraging features of the year’s work.
tra Q. M. sessions since our last report, one at But his mind is level when he says, ‘‘ It
Resolved,

ac-

Alaska.

me.”

Wednesday evening, by Rev. C. F. Penney, on
¢ Doing good to others.” Thursday morning,
a name,”

at all of

quiring a knowledge of the truth.
We
look confidently to the Lord for our support and that of this mission; and we are
sure, as the work is of him, that he will
set it upon the hearts of his children.

dur-

evening,

by Rev. W. H. Bowen, D. D., on *
Launching
out into the depths of God's love.” Wednesday morning, by Rev. Mr. Yeoman, on * The
noon, by Rev.

means

Block,

Powers’

SHERAR 149

W.

ochester, N. Y.

itants. All the Christians of Marseilles
are ready to join us in the work.
We
want to give them more to do. We are
much concerned also about the numerous
Italians and Spaniards who" live in this

much ShoOuraSement to prove steadfast in the

;

Rev. L. E. Bixby, of Kingston, Ill, is assisting Rev. D. Thomson in a series of meet-

the last thirty years

interesting sermons were

ing the session as follows:

labored with us in foriner years, and

Iowa.

ings, near Horton.
Rev. O, E. Baker and Rev. R.

churches. Rev. E. Manson was appointed to
look after the churches in Hallowell and 8,
Gardiner. A mission
committee, consisting of Revs, A. Libby, B, M. Edwards, E. G.
Page. C. F. Penney and 'W. H. Bowen was
appointed to look after all missionary work in
the Q. M. and to act as council to any church
wishing for advice in settling pastors, &c.
Very

piper, W.

One hall is not sufficient for 850,000 inh be

Island

Great

Island and

Orr’s

the

Theological department at Hillsdale, sixteen | with

]

20)
XH
oonrry’

16.37
20.71
10,00

.
read from many of the churches, Revival | apywhere in this old land of the trouba- | ¢ipe, with full directions for preparing and us- | Rochester @ M ¢ol
at the next session of the Oxford Q. M.,
lish,” Sent by | Dividend on L Bouton life ins policy
ing, in German, French or
J
dour.
d in the | interest was reported in several places. Rev.
1
oa
Soc Harrisburg ch per F D Boyer
Wom Miss
. Of the twenty-four men catalogue
J
thi
mail 1 by addressing with stamp, naming
Ands now this is but a small beginnin:
labo;
to. labor
‘missionary. to.
A. Libby was appointed d*missi
are engaged in regular pastoral work.

El

130

tent per W ¢! Fairbanks
Encouraging letters were | cal and artistic taste which still exists ev- | send free of chargeto all who desire it, this re- | Brockport House

Bro. 8. will be recommended for Q. M. license | Rey, R. D. Frost.

ne

250

hav- | EJ Morgan int

©,

;

:

ir

Ditson & Ce.
922 Chestnut St., Phila.

ine diseases, Dropsy, Dyspepsia, Emaciation and
General Debility, With their departure health re
turns.
PREPARED BY

DR. J.C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass.
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
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Nothing
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work for Agents.
isa splendid
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dress fr. 8S. GOODSPEED
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THE
ing all sorts of antics ; he would tell of a
starving family, an expiring mother, all

“ SIXTY MINUTES MAKE AN HOUR."
¢¢ Sixty seconds make a minute,—sixty

of whom

minutes

THE END.

save and then if we gave it to him we
might see him the next minute tossing it
for a toy balloon, or trying to make a

Ends in the great gray sea;
The acorn, for ever and ever,
Strives upward to the tree.
The rainbow, the sky adorning,
Shines promise through the storm;
The glimmer of coming morning
Through midnight gloom will form.

** just one soldo, Signors,” would

bargain with

it for a tin horn, a whistle,

or a pop gun.

:

Ihe truth must

be told, but I am over-

come with shame to be obliged to confess,that it was to this depraved creature,

By time all knots are riven,

that Jackets

Complex although they be,
And peace will at last be given,

and that, after giving

Let faith inspire the soul.

3

Seek the right; though the wrong be tempting!
Speak truth at any cost;
:
‘Vain is all weak exempting
‘When once the gem is lost.
Let strong hand and keen eye be ready

The heavy clouds may be raining,
But with evening comes the light;

Through the dark are low winds complaining,
Yet the sunshine gilds the hight;

And love has its hidden treasure
For the patient and the poor;

And time gives his fullest measure
To the workers who endure;

And the Word that no law has shaken
Has the future pledge supplied;

For we know that when we “ awaken”
‘We shall be * satisfied.”
— Tinsley’s Magazine.
od
40+

SONG.
Listen, listen, listen while I sing—
There’s mirth, mirth in everything!

In laughing eyes’ quick glance,

|

In dashing through a dance,

Mirth does my charmed soul entrance!
Listen, listen, listen while I sing—
There’s joy, joy in everything!

In bubbling of fresh streams,
In flashing sunlight beams,
Joy sparkles through my pensive dreams!
Listen, listen, listen while I sing—

There’s hope, hope in everything!
In gloom and chill and night,

‘When lost the guiding light,
Hope rises ever bright!
Listen, listen, listen while I sing
There’s love, love in everything!

If mirth and hope must die,
—&8t. Nicholas.

Sumily Circle. |
JAJZETS ABROAD.
SIGMA.

CHAPTER VI.
JACKETS IN ROME.
It was frequently my happy privilege,
after our arrival in Rome, to be the companion and.custodian of Jackets on numerous walks and excursions about the
city; and I observed that wherever we
went, we seemed to be the center

attrac-

tion to all the vagabond class—known as
Lazzaroni in Naples—that throng the

Mecca.

To be

surrounded by them on the Piazza di
Spagna, or the Spanish Staircase, was a
matter of course; but to be followed

besieged with a score or more;

and

to see

them spring up along one’s path, and
appear allat once, like the drmed warriors from the dragen’s teeth sown by

Cadmus, was, even to put it in the mildest form, disagreeable. This marked attention on the part of the vagahonds

first

aroused my surprise, then curiosity, then
suspicion ; which last it is needless to
say fell upon Jackets. Then I found
that it was a favorite amusement of our
generous prodigal, to drop a soldo—penny—occasionally as he went, and watch
the swarm of beggars, large and small,
old and young, scramble for it. Although disliking to chill Jackets’ benev-

olent impulses, yet, it seemed necessary

to insist that he should not entice such a
ragged retinue to attend us wherever we

went, therefore soldo scattering

was

un-

conditionally forbidden.
But that did
not remove the difficulty. If you do not
scatter pennies in the path of the Roman
beggar, his modesty does not by any
means prevent his asking you for them.
For a time they were more pertinacious
before.

If, on

returning

from

a

walk, I could get into the house without
admitting two or three’ of the most persevering of the troop, I considered myself
_ fortunate.

of all,

I found

him

to boot, all because of the dirty,bedraggled tassle thatadorned the cap of Lizippo.
But that cap was sent with energy over

Thought earnest and fancy steady
Bear best unto the close.

streets of that European

most

the child a soldo

ing him his best silk pocket handkerchief

For plain and ambushed foes ;

BY

attracted

and Jackets soon after hidden behind an
orange tree in the Pincian gardens playing marbles, each chattering in his own
language as contentedly as if they had
been brothers. Nor is it to the credit of
my hero that he went so far as in a
moment. of lessened vigilance on my part,
to trade caps with the young Roman, giv-

, Then, though the path may be dreary,
Look onward to the goal;
Though the heart and head be weary,

Still I can upward fly,
Love lifts me to the sky!

was

one day to get rid of him,

Dear; both to you and me.

than

STAR, JANUARY

Poetry.
The courseof the weariest river

—

MORNING

However, after continued and

© . obstinate refusalto have anything

to do

with therll, they dropped off one by one,
until at last we were left in comparative
peace.
Comparative, but not absolute. ‘Whenever we went out, of one thing we might

be certain, that Lizippo would be watch‘ing for us, and lying in wait, ready to

spring uponus the momentwe stepped into the street. Lizippo,a tiny specimen of
humanity scarcely older than Jackets.

I can see him now, in his queer dress;

a pair of scarlet, velveteen trousers out
at both knegs, a sheep-skin jacket, and a

cap, all shoying marks of contact with

both dust-heap and gutter, and peeping
“out from this odd costume, between the

white wool of the sheep-skin, and the
rim of the scarlet cap, a pair of great

and green ‘‘ tidy” which she had found on
her Christmas Tree, and the darkbrown curls fell over the dark-brown
eyes, and she began to think of nothing
‘at all. And while she was quietly think-

ing of nothing at all, she suddenly heard,
to her great amazement,

a tiny

voice—as

“And

I, Nellie dear,” said a queer

sprite with a pointed cap, and on the point
a jolly little

bell,

‘fell

into

the

brook

with you one August afternoon when you

cat—re-

JoHN LOTHROP MOTLEY,
is

based

Boston:
pp. 278.

on

a

I

remember, I remember,” said

Nel-

lie; ¢¢ I wish I had some now.”
‘I was with you, dear one,” murmured

ached with a terrible pain,

and

between

But, as

you suggest, perhaps I can take a more Just
view of the whole pictureof the eventful strug-

A Memoir. ' By

Oliver Wendell Holmes,
ton, Osgood & Co. 16mo.
This Memoir

plans or the capacities of generals.

Hough($1.50).

biographical

sketch of Mr. Motley prepared by the author
for the proceedings of the Massachusetts Historical Society. It isnot an elaborate or ex.
haustive work, A full record of such a life
could not be compressed within these narrow

were trying to catch a frog. Ketchunk!
how scared the frog-folks were when you
tumbled in among them !” and the sprite limits. But itis at the same time a fairly
laughed, and the jolly liitle bell laughed, complete narrative of its illustrious subject.
It is not written partially, as we say of pen
and Nellie laughed loudest of all.
It re“And 1,” cried another, tossing its pictures that are made only to flatter,
veals the man as he was, Dr. Holmes was a
head and trying to pout, ‘‘sat by your school-mute and a life-long intimate friend of
side when you were sent from the supper- Motley, knowing him well, and he has admitable because you were naughty and rably presented him in these pages. The material in the book is drawn from various sourewould n't say ¢ please.’ ”
es. Members of the historian’s family,friends
*t And I,"lisped aroly-poly,cunning wee
and acquaintances
have contributed letters
thing, ‘‘when you said, ¢ Please—please— | and reminiscences, and these Dr. Holmes has
please,’ and grandma gave you a slice of strung upon the thread of his own vivid and
bread-and-butter, but yon couldn’t see the faithful narrative, making a book that will interest and delight the hosts of admirers that
butter for the apple-jelly.”

*¢ Snow-and-cream,” her favorite

ing a ruined bonnet, there, a French

ma-

dame murmuring most, villainous terms

with the softest accent against the enfant
every

side gentlemen examining limp linen and

spattered hats ; and tucking the disgraced:

er that.

I heard her sobs of repentance,

and her vows
do so again,

‘never—never—never’
and

saw

the

smiles

to

come

back and chase away the clouds, when all
was joy and peace once more.”
“I danced with her in thé meadow,”

or more leaves or sprays.

this republic abounds

the general

Week in Rome. :

of its toes, and holding its arms above its
head as though it were about to fly, ‘one
summer day,—the day she gathered dai-

; CORRECTION.

CE

sies and dandelions,~—and sang a sweet and

RUETIR

SEER

Tu chidpter five’ of «Jackets a nest in the
apple-tree. + In.that nest
prin d ‘‘ awawas” should
ananas ~—a 80rt of pine-apple.
were four baby-birds, and they ‘peeped

Abroad,” the Wo
have been *

Joyous song in answer to the bird that had

|i:

natural

of a conquering army
Sun.

sang a graceful elf, standing on the tips devastates it.— N.Y.

(To be continued.)

Every part

with

of

pro-

ductions, which can be turned into profitable and salable wares by the ingenuity,
taste, invention, and industry of women.
And the woman who creates a new industry for her neighborhood is greater than

Jackets under his arm, he attended us

face was besmeared with the undevoured
part of ‘his recent meal; he would affirm |’
redntd
?
andl

that he’ was 100 ‘weak to” stand,’ ladghifig|

brown-

Fiterary Bebicho.

cherish Mr. Motley’s name with .great love,
The volume is neatly bound in a style uniform
with the memoir of the late General Bartlett,
and has marginal notes on each page that will

greatly aid the reader and make the book more
convenient for reference.
A finely executed
portrait of Mr. Motley, revealing something of
the rare grace and beauty of counténatice that
characterized him, is inserted at. the opening

le at this great distance than do: those absoutely acting and suffering on the scene.
Nor

can I resist the desire to prophesy any more
than you can do, knowing that I may prove

utterly mistaken. I say, then, that one great
danger comes from the chance of foreign inter-

ference.

Our

What will prevent that?

utterly

some great and
ing

defeating

the Confederates

conclusive battle; or,

Our possession of the cotton-ports and
them to European trade; or,

;

in

open-

most unequivocal policy of slave emanci-

pation,

Any one of these three conditions would
stave off
nition by foreign powers, until
we had ourselves abandoned the attempt to reduce the South to obedience.
x
|. The last measure is to my mind the most im| PO rtant. The South has, by going to war
with the United States government, thrust ine
to our hands ‘against our will the invincible
weapon which constitutional reasons had hitherto forbidden us to employ.
At the same
time it has given us the power to remedy a
great wrong to four millions of the human race,
n which we bad hitherto been obliged to acquiesce, We are threatened with national annihilation, and defied to use the only means of
national presery ition,

e question is distinctly
proposed to us
Shall slavery die, or the Ay % Republic? It is
most astounding to me that there ean be two
opinions in the Bree States as to the answer,
If we do fall, we

deserve

our

fate.

At the

beginning of the contest, constitutional seruples mightbe respectable.
But now we are

Jehiing

Yo Sub uate the South; that is, Slav
e are fighting
for nothing else that I

know of.
We are
Who wishes

fighting

for

the

Union.

to destroy the Union? The slavepeat the words, ¢ Sixty minutes make an your moans, you made a prayer to the
holder, nobody else. ~ Are we to spend twelve
hundred
millions,
and raise six hundred thou:
hour,” and peeping through the cloud of good God for help.”
sand soldiers, in order to protect slavery? It
of
the
volume.
;
*
“1
am
the
Hour,”
said
a
merry,
twink|
hair that veiled her eyes, she saw a wee.
really does seem to me too simple for a
John Lothrop Motley was born in Dorchesment.
Iam anxiously waiting for the comin
figure standing before her, dressed in ling, bird-like spirit with holly berries hang- ter, Mass., April
15, 1814. He was delicate as Columbus who will set this egg
of ours on en
‘white, with a daisy in its bosom, and a ing all over it, ‘* that looked on when you
a child, but precocious, and early gave prom- by smashing in the slavery end.
We shall be
played
games
with
your
brothers
just
besnowdrop clinging to its pale, golden
ise of the rare mental qualities that he after- rolling about in every direction until that is
done.
I
don’t
know
thal
itis
to
be done by
curls.
a Gi
fore you hung up your stocking on Christ- wards exhibited. He was a great reader, fond
roclamation, Rather perhaps by facts. . . .
of
plays
and
declamation,
remarkably sensiIt had a round, cheery, baby-face, with mas Eve.”
ell, I console myself with thinking that the
people—the American people ut least—is about
*“ And I saw you take it down the next tive, and net wholly void of irritableness. as
a dimple in one rosy cheek, and another
wise collectively as less numerous collecHe had as boyhood '
in the rosy chin, and its eyes were as blue morning filled almost to bursting with Phillips and Thomas Goldplaymates Wendell tions of individuals, and that the people has
house.
He ran races’ on the Capitoline,
Appleton, both of really declared emancipation, and is only puzplayed hide and seek in the Forum, and as the eyes of a kitten when it is only a good things to eat,” said another, with a whom contribute interesting reminiscences
After
all, it
to zling how to carry it'into effect.
face like a doll's plam-pudding, and little the Memoir. He attended school at Jamaica seems to be a law of Providence, that progress
foot-ballin the palace of the Caesars. What few weeks old.
Plain and Round Hill, and at the latter place should be by a spiral movement; so that when
did he,an American boy of the nineteenth
Dancing in at a holein one of the win- black currants for eyes.
it’ seems most tortuous, we may perhaps be
“And I —;"
‘but at that moment he was for a time under the care of George going ahead.
century, care for Cesar or any of those dow-panes, and thence to the floor on a
I am firm in the faith that
Bancroft, under whom he began the study of slavery is now wr
ng itselfto death. With
people ? Yet it must be confessed those long, slanting sunbeam, came other wee Nellie's arithmetic fell from her lap with
German, At the age of thirteen, young Mot- slavery in its pristine vigor, 1 shoald think
old ruins of marble and tufa made figures, followed by still smaller ones, a bang! and away fled the Seconds, and ley entered Harvard, but was never
Union neither possible nor desira scholar the restored
charming play-grounds.
and the smaller ones followed again Minutes, and Hours, up the long, slanting of high class rank. He studied in his own able. Don’ understand me as pot taking into
account
all the strategical considerations
i way, wrote much, read many novels, was gay against premature governmental
We were standing before one of the by comical mites no highér than Nel- sunbeam, and out of the window.
utterances on
this
great
subject.
But are’ there any trustand
jovial
with
a
few
intimate friends, but
And when Nellie in a great hurry leantemples of the Forum one day, and Papa lies thimble.
worthy
friends to the Union among
the slave*Vandecker was discoursing learnedly up“Oh, you darlings!” cried Nellie, ed out to look after them, she saw nothing haughty and cynical among people in general, holders? Should we lose many
Kentuckians
and wus at length rusticated for inattention to and Virginians who are now with us. ir we
on the ruins when Jackets,whom we had
“how glad I am to see you! Are you but the snow, and two street-sparrows his studies.
This sobered him a little, but he boldly confiscated the slaves of all rebels?—and
fairies?”
picking up crumbs, and chatting noisily never devoted himself assiduously
forgotten,called out’ impatiently, ¢* Mamto the col- a confiscation of property which has legs and
¢¢ No, dear,” replied the baby-faced one, to each other.—
ma, Neo,look,see,Dackets great big dolly.
St. Nicholas for January.
lege curriculum, and the Phi Beta Kappa rules 80 confiscates itself, at command, is not only a
legal, but would prove a very
practical meashad to be slightly stretched to admit him to ure in time of war, In brief,
Papa come and cawy her home for Dack- with a bright smile. ‘ We are Hours,
the time is fast
membership. It was only as a brilliant young approaching, I think, when * Thorough”
ets.”
Minates, and Seconds; and we belong to
HOME TOPIOS.
4
sheuM be written on all our banners. Slavery
¢¢ Shades of Cicero!” ejaculated Papa the year that is almost gone. I don’t supCONCERNING THE CARE OF FINGER man that he now excelled, giving but little will never accept a subordinate position. The
promise of the rare powers of concentration,
grext Republic and Slavery can not both surpose you can remember
the Minutes and Nas. Scarcely any personal peculiarity and careful
Vandecker, ¢¢ what next ?” There was
and painstaking study that he aftvive. We have been defied to mortal combat,
Jackets standing tip-toe on a prostrate Seconds, your acquaintance with them is more noticeable or more indicative of erwards developed. Shortly after graduation, and yet we hesitate to strike. These are my
poor
thoughts on this great subject. Perhaps
Corinthian pillar trying to force roasted was so very slight; they stay such a short character than the finger nails. There he wrote a novel, ‘‘ Morton’s Hope,” that was
you will think them crude.
I was much
severely
criticised,
and it was therefore more
chestnuts between the parted lips of a time, no one can become well acquainted are some who believe that palmistry, or
strack with what you quote from Mr. Consurprising that he should be able to produce way, that if emancipation. was
proclaimed on
with them, sixty minutes and three thou- the reading of character from the hand,
colossal statue of Juno.
On her marble
| the Upper Misneslbpt _it_ woul
be knownto
| the essays that he
shoulders-rested a-scarf, and Jackets's | 82nd and six hundred seconds coming and | can be reduced
to a science,
just as much | ufed
the negroes of Louisianain advance of the telto some of ghe leading Reviews.
egraph.
And
if
once
the
blacks
had
leave to
cap set on one side of her head, partly going during the visit of one hour; but I as phrenology. If so, it would necessaIn the autumn’6f 1841, Mr. Motley received run, how many whites weuld have to stay at
covering one eye, gave the majestic am sure you can remember me and my rily be an obscure science to the majority the appointment of Secretary of Legation to home to guard their dissolving property?
queen of Olympus such a clownish, tipsy sisters and cousins,—that is, some of us. of people, but the signs of character indi- ‘the Russian Mission, but St. Petersburg life
The explanations of the reasons for Mr. Motlook, that it would have hardly surprised It would be impossible for you to remem- cated by the finger nails may be read by was irksome to him, and he soon retucned to ley’s retirement from the Austrian Court in
us to have seen her start off and hop ber us all.”
all with a very little study. In the first his native country. He was deeply interested 1866, and from the English Court in 1870, are
in the campaign of 1844, and the election of highly interesting. It will be remembered
across the Forum, on her . remaining de‘ Why, how many sisters and cousins place, the shape of the nail is very signif Mr. Polk over
Henry Clay led him to indulge that Mr. Motley was suddenly recalled from the
formed foot. All studyof Roman histo- have you, you cunning tot ?” asked Nellie. icant. The slender, tapering nail of a very discouraged feelings over the future of English Mission, with no sufficient public reary was postponed, and we went home
*¢ Twenty-three sisters, and eight thou- rosy-pink hue, with a shell-like, transpar- our country. In the Massachusetts Houseof son assigned:
:
leaving Jackets's “ big dolly” behind, sand seven hundred and thirty-six cousins.” ent edge, is always the accompaniment of Representatives in 1849, he prepared an elabThe recall of a minister under such circumstan-:es is an unusual, if not an unprecedent‘¢ Good gracious ! and my stars!” ex- a refined nature. Broad, stubby nails, of orate report as Chairman of the committee on ed
greatly to that young gentleman's soroccurrence.
The government which apeducation,
which
was
speedily
demolished
by
claimed Nellie. ‘ What a awful,--a very a yellowish-white color, and with opaque,
Tow.
points a citizen to _represefit the country ata
George 8. Boutwell, then a young member foreign court assunies a very
serious obligation
I never heard of muddy-looking edges, indicate natural from Groton. But he
During Holy Week, we went to St. awful large family!
was gradually forming to him. The next administration may turn
such
a
thing.
It
stands
to
reason”—Nellie
him
out
and
nothing
will
be
thought
of it. He
coarseness, though they often accompany his'mind for the great work of writing the
Peters to see the Pope, and lear the
he obliged to ask for his passports and
¢¢ Miser ere” sung, and Jackets went with borrowed this expression from her papa— great good nature, while the other variety ‘Rise ofthe Dutch Republic,” reading much, may
leave all at once if war is threatened
between
a as frequently goes with a sharp, shrewish visiting Europe for sturdy, and finally bringing his own country and that which he represents.
us. At first he behaved like a veritable “that I could n't remember—such.
He may, of course, be recalled for gross missaint; watching
the proceedings with young memory as I have—only six, going temper. The care of the nails is one of out a work that,—although the London pub- conduct.
But his dismissalis a very serious
lishers to whom he carried the manuscript rematter to him personally,snd not to be thought
great solemnity and decorum,and we were on seven—the half or quarter of so many the most revealing marks of personal fused it, and he
bore the expense of publicaof
on
the
ground
of Duskion or caprice,
Marstrange to say, thrown off guard com- hundreds and thousands, even if I'd met habits, and one of the most important of tion himself—gave him at _once a world-wide riage
is a simple business, but divorce is a very
the
minor
operations
of
the
toilet.
Nails
them
all,
which
I
don’t
believe
I
have.”
pletely by his quiet behavior. We wereall
The world wants to know the
may be greatly improved, both in shape reputation. He had achieved a master-piece. differentof thing.
it; the law demands its justification.
so interested in the ceremonies, straining
¢¢ That's just what 1 was about to say,” and color, by proper attention. The best The *¢ History of the United Netherlands” and reason
It
was
a
great
blow
to Mr, Motley, a cause of
our eyes that we might see the Pope, and said the Hour, shaking its light curls appliance is a nail brush used in water his ¢* Life of John of Barneveld” followed in indignation to those who were interested in
him, a surprise and a mystery to the world in
‘our ears to catch the first notes of the softly ; ¢“ we don’t expect you to remem- softened by the addition of a little borax the course of time, each adding to and fortify- general,
»
ing the reputation that his first historical work
and
really
fine
toilet
soap.
In
well*¢ Miserere” that we only became aware/of ber very many of us, and you're right in
When he, bis friends, and the publie, all
gave hin,
brushed
and
well-cared-for
nails
the
little
startled by this unexpected treatment, looked
the fact that Jackets had gone, by a thinking you have not known us all. In curtain-like rim which surrounds them is
to find an explanation of it, one was found
While Mr. Motley was studying in Germany,
slight disturbance near the entrance. He fact, but half of our number have been well pushed or rolled back, displaying
which seemed to many quite sufficient.
Mr.
after he was graduated from Harvard, he beSumner had heen prominent among those who
had slipped away, and was’ lost in -the introduced to you. The other half glid- generally a delicate little crescent at the came intimately acquainte
had favored his appointment.
A very serious
d with Bismarck,
crowd, but the emotion that that discov- ed eye
were sleeping, root. The skin of the finger should never the future German Premier. Bismarck caused breach had taken place between the President
be
allowed
to
grow
up
on
the
nail.
In
and
Mr.
Sumner
on
the
important
San Doery caused us ‘was more than equalled’ and s
were so much alike that paring and trimming the shape given the following letter, referring to his acquaintmingo
question,
It wasa quarrel, neither
ance
with
Motley,
to
be
seat to. Dr. Holmes, more nor less, at least so far as the President
by what ‘we experienced the next mo-- you could n't tell us apart, and a few of should always be as long an oval as poswas concerned. The proposed San Dominment at the spectacle that met our search- our relations have yetto visit you,—that sible. Tocut a nail squarely off gives and it appears in the volume before us:
I met Motley at Gottingen in 1832, T am not go treaty had just been rejected by the Senate,
ing eyes.
is, if you stay up long enough to receive the finger-end a stubby look. The cor- sure
on
the thirtieth day of June, and immediately
if at the beginning of Easter Term or
ners should be carefully and closely cut, Michaelma
thereupon,~the very next duy,~the letter res Term.
He
kept
Aloft, on the marble basin containing them. The last will fly away as the clock and the center left rather long
company
with
so as to German students, though
questing Mr. Motley’s resignation was issued
more addicted to by the Executive. The fuct was interpreted
the holy water which devout Catholics strikes twelve, and the midnight bells give the long oval shape.
In cleaning study than we members of the
fighting clubs
as implying something more than a mere coonly dare touch with the finger and ring merrily to welcome the birth of the the nails the knife should never scrape oft (corps), Although not having mastered yet incidence.
It was theught that Sumner’s friend,
German language, he exercised » marked
the inner ‘substance of the nail, as’ this the
°°}
who
had been supported by him as a candidate
apply to the foreliead in making the sign New Year.”
attraction
by
a
conversati
on
sparkling
with for high office, who shared
renders the edge opaque and muddy in wit, humor,
many of his politi¢¢ Oh dear, no,” said Nellie; “I sha’n’t
and originality. In autumn of cal ideas and feelings, who was his intimate
of the cross, sat the little reprobate.
appearance, whereas it should be trans- 1833, having both
of us migrated from Got~
see
that
one.
I
goto
bed
zackly
eight,
He had ‘¢ kwimed” there by the toes and
parent. The natl is susceptible of a high tingen to Berlin for the prosecution of our associate, his fellow-townsman, his companion
mn scholarship and cultivation, his sympathetic
arms of the marble cherubs supporting less on par-tic-u-lar ’casions. = But you degree of polish by rubbing with the studies, we became fellow-lodgers in the house co-laborer
in many ways, bad been accounted
No.
161
Friedrich
Strasse.
There
we lived in and dealt with as the ally of an enemy, and
towel when drying the hands. The habit
the basin, and sat gazing with pride and have n't told me who you are yet ?”
the closest intimacy, sharing meals and out~
that the shaft which struck to the heart of the
“I am the Hour that was with you the of biting the nails is one against which door e
satisfaction into the faces of those around
ise. Motley, by that time, had arsensitive Envoy had glanced from the @s tri.
children should be carefully guarded.
alking German fluently; he occupied plex
bim, perfectly quiet until a priest, horri- morning, nearly a year ago, when your It is ruinous to the very structure of the rived
of the obdurate Senator,
himself not only in translating
Goethe’s . poem
fied at the sacrilegious act, tried to get baby-brother broke the beautiful wax doll nail, and once acquired is one of the most “ Faust,” but tried his hand even in composin
Dr. Holmes subsequently says:
verses.
Enthusiastic admirer
of
Santa Claus had brought you, and you difficult habits
to break. This is evidenced German
him down, and then ensued the struggle
The two successive administrations, which
Shakespeare, Byron, Goetle, he used to spice
treated Mr. Motley in a manner unworthy of
and commotion before mentioned. Jack- forced back the tears when you saw his by the fact that some men and women, his conversation’ abundantly with
Ee
their position and cruel, if not
fatal to him,
but more especially men, have a habit of
these his favorite authors.
pertinaets considered the rights of His Majesty rosebud mouth begin to tremble, and tak- biting their nails when reading or study- from
cious arguer, so much so that sometimes he have been heard, directly or through their advocates.
I
have
attempted:
to
show
that the
infringed upon, and splashed the water ing him in your arms told him ¢ Baa, baa, ing, of which they are perfectly uncon- watched my awakening in order to continue a
on some topic of science, poetry, or defence set up for their action is anything but
right and left, in trying to keep his en- black sheep,’ until he fell asleep.”
scious. Not
a few lawyers and clergy- discussion
satisfactory. A later
generation will sit in
practical life, cut short by the chime of the
emy, the priest,at bay. Just as the priest
¢¢ I remember,” said Nellie, her face all men occurto mind whose nails are al- small hours, he never lost his mild and amia- judgment upon thé evidence more calmly than
our
own,
It
is
not
for
a
friend,like the writer,
Our faithfyl companion
had succeeded in getting Jackets down aglow, ‘‘ and mamma kissed me as she most a deformity as a result of this habit. ble temper.
was
to anticipate its decision, but unless the rea— Boston Transcript.
Count Alexander
Keyserling, a native of sons alleged to justify
his treatment, and
from off his perch, Papa Vandecker had took baby Willie and called me her ‘own
Courland, who has since achieved distinction
which have so much the air of afterthoughts,
botanist.
a
as
made his way through the sprinkled brave little daughter.’
Home INGENUITY.
Taste, talent, and
shall seem stronger to that future tribunal than
Motley having entered the diplomatic service
do to him, the verdict will be that Mr.
crowd and {ook the young offender into
ingenuity caninventlucrative occupations of his country, we had frequently the oppor they
“And I am the Hour,” said a small,
Motley was twice sacrificedto personal feelings
tunity of renewing our friend)
custody.
:
intercourse;
which should never have been cherished by
grave body in a plain, dull, gray dress out of the most trivial objects. For inFrankfurt he used to stay with me, the welthe heads of the government, and should nevWhat a sight he was! Wet from head that had n't even a bow of ribbon on it,— stance, there is a lady residing in East atcome
guest of my wife ; we also met at Vienna,
have been countenanced by their chief ade
to foot, grimy and streaked with dust and with marks of tears on its cheeks, and a ‘Windsor Hill, Connecticut, who has built and, later, here. The last time I saw him was i)visers.
1872, at Varzin, at the celebration of my
dirt, for in the struggle he had come funny red tip to its nose, ‘that stayed up a lucrative business by collecting and “in silver
wedding,” namely, the twenty-fifth
The
remaining portions of the Memoir,
down most ignominiously upon hands with you when you were being punished pressing the ferns, with which that local- anniversary.
.
dealing with incidents néar the close of Mr.
The most striking feature of his handsome
and feet, and was quite , out of breath for telling —"
ity abounds. She sends her circulars all and delicate appearance was uncommonly Motley’s life, are full of interest if not of palarge
with his tirade against the disturber of
and beautiful eyes. He never entered a thos. The death of Mrs. Motley in 1874 was
‘¢ Don’t mention it, please,” interrupted over the country, advertising for orders drawing-r
oom without exciting the curiosity
the great affliction of his life. He never ralhis peace.
a bright-faced, pleasant-looking Hour, in for pressed climbing ferns, adiatum, and and sympathy of the lad ies.
lied from it, and in a little over two years he
What a forlorn creature he looked, to a sky-blue robe with a wreath of the tini- other varieties, and autumn leaves, which
The war
be sure! No wonder that, meeting with est chrysanthemums around its head. will be sent by mail or express, at prices Motley’s of the rebellion aroused all Mr. followed her to the spirit world. The closing
chapter, setting forth the character, labors and
patriotism, and made him one of the
irate glances, and wrathful mutterings “ What's the use, of talking about it? varying from four cents a spray to fifty most useful
reward of the historiun and statesman, friend,
and powerful defenders of his
from all sides, Papa Vandecker was glad
It is n’t a cheerful subject,
and I've cents, $1, $2 and $3 per hundred, with a country’s cause that it had in Europe. He companion, husband and father, is full of gento escape. Here, one lady was bemoan- no doubt Nellie always told the truth aft- liberal discount on orders for one thousand early foresaw the impending crisis of the tle and tender passages, with all of which the

home without any unnecessary delay.
And that is why we did not see the Pope,
or hear ** Miserere,” though we spent Holy

all the time, and capering about perform-

sang

was put into a close carriage, and taken
home, where he was kept a mourning
captive for several days.
Jackets was a very Vandal in Rome;
no place was to him venerable or sacred.
Though he might open his round eyes in
wonder at our stories of gladiators
and savage beasts, yet it was plain to
see that he only thought of the arches of
the Colosseum as making a capital play-

of himself.

had eaten nothing for a week, though his

hour,”

clear and sweet as the tinkling of the sil- an Hoar, with kind gentle eyes, and low,
ver bell that hung from the necklace of pitying voice, ‘‘when your poor head

who has spoiled her dress; and on

of hunger,” and would assure us that he

an

out and twittered when they heard Nelhe
sing.”
‘Yes, yes, indeed !” cried Nellie, “and
what big mouths they had!”

the wall of the Pincio, in spite of the
protestations and sobs of Jackets, who

black eyes, set in a dark, little face of
unusual beauty and uncleanness. Hig
whole aspect was so comical, that the
very sight of him made one laugh in Spite,

He was invariably * dying

make.

haired Nellie, on the afternoon of the
very last day of the year, as she rocked
to and fro in her small rocking-chair—a
gift from Santa Claus,—beating
her
breast with her little fist as though to
beat the lesson so firmly in that it never
could get out again by any chance (I
think it would have been far more sensi:
ble to have pounded on ber head for that
purpose) ,—** sixty seconds make a minute,—sixty minutes make an hour,” over
and over again, until the childish voice
grew fainter and fainter, and the last
¢¢ hour” never got farther than *‘ ou.”
Then Nellie ceased rocking, and her
head fell back against the pretty scarlet

8, 1879.

EE
a

that

aman

slave question, and was not unprepared for the

an inch wide, and with ‘a

common

hone

‘in what is called

single stitch, making a‘thick, round mat.
With proper arrangement, of colors

‘can be made very attractive.

these

and feeling of the reader will readi-

ly accord. The book can be profitably read by
all young men of to-day, especially if they need:
the stimulus of an example of patient, hardworking, faithful service as the means of

ablest efforts were put forth to correct and
inform English public opinion on the merits

into the little studied books of Ezra

RuGs. One of the simplest ways of of the points at issue. To show how he graspmaking a rug of flannel, merino, etc., is ed the situation we copy from a letter that he
to cut the materials in strips about half wrote from Vienna, in February, 1862, to. Dr.

crochet hook: crochet

judgment

final outbreak. But his fuith was firm through
all the dark days of the war, and he confidently awaited, but not in indifference or idleness,
the victory of the North, He was pained and
surprised that England should be found so full
of sympathy for secession, and some of his

Holmes :

wi

The ides of March will be

upon

us

before

this letter reaches you. We have got to squash
the rebellion soon or. be squashed foréver as a

nation.

I don’t pretend

to

judge military

suc-

cess.
In going back into the

Old

Testament

and:

and Ne-

hemiah, Sunday-school teachers will find valuable aid in The National 8. S. Teacher.
In the number for January,the books are treat-

ed as to the chronology and history of the times,
besides full bidgraphical ‘and geographical
notes, and explanations of antiquities.” The
expository comments are.

likewise full,

helpful «and : inspiring.~—Chieago:
Blackmer, & Lyon Publishing Co.
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Adams,
.
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Duke of Buccleugh he securred the appointment of sheriff of Selkirkshire. This

THINGS TO REMEMBER.
‘Who would not be honest if they
sweets.— Charles Reade.
Even the weakest man

is

knew its

strong

enough to

enforen his convictions.—Goethe.
he show of coldness is more easy and true
thoy the show of warmth.— Richter.
to eternal beatitudeis open to him
Wh “Without omission, speaketh truth,—
Veda.
r
jthout labor and seriousness the best

— Richter.
Malye the world dies.

He who gives up the smallest part

¥
i
;
and crowning privilege or rather

Richter.
he lasting

pe

of a se-

power.—

his

in

longer

no

cret has the rest

of

friendship is constancy.—South.

are more learned in the principles of
than skilled in the performance of it.=
a
Bovee.
He that hath wife and children hath given
hostages to fortune; for they are impediments
to great enterprises, either of virtue or mis

chief.—~Bacon, Our eyesight is the most exquisite of our
senses, Tet it does not serve us to discern wisdom; if it did, what a glow of love would she

kindle within us.—Plato.

good for us to think no graceor blessing

every

day

foe

ae of

us.—

it through

blessed some one else with
Rev. Phillips Brooks.
a

has

(iod

that

aware

till we are

ours

wid

saying and

doing,

from

imitation,

Pr and

Bow

that which has no root whatever in. their se-

rious convictions.— Channing.

Let no man think lightly of evil, saying in
his heart, it will not come nigh me.
Let no

man think lightly of good, saying in his heart,

it will not benefit me, Even by the falling of
water drops a water-pot is filled.— Buddha.
1 feel a kind of reverence for the first books
of young authors. There is so much aspiration in

them,

so

much

audacious

hope

and

trembling fear, so much of the heart’s history,

that all errors

and

short-comings

are,

while, lost sight of in the amiable
tions of the youth.—Longfellow.

for a

self-asser-

wealthy solicitor, who

was

allied to

the

famous border family of the Scotts of
Hardon, which in turn was an off-shoot
from the great houseof Buccleugh, a
«circumstance in which the poet took much
pride. His mother was Anne Rutherford,
daughter of a medical professor in the
university of Edinburgh. Walter was a
weakly child, but he grew to be a very
vigorous and healthy man.
A lameness
in the right leg, first contracted when he

was but eighteen months of age, was the

«cause of his being sent away to pass in
the country many of those years which
most boys pass at school. From the
time he was three years old until he entered the high school of Edinburgh in

1779,

he lived with his paternal grandfather
on a farm in Roxburghshire, a border
country between the river Tweed and
the Cheviot hills. Better to him than
would have been days spent at school
were the years of sojourn in this wild,
beautiful region. The poetical nature

of the lame, delicate boy drank

in deep

draughts of inspiration from every breeze
that whispered among the grass cushion-

tleck of moonlight on the gray

Every

ruins of

Dryburgh nestling among dark yew trees
stimulated the young lad’s imagination.
He took infinite delight in listening to
and treasuring up the legendary tales and
stories of border warfare that he heard
from

the lips of cottagers, herdsmen, and

ancient dames. The genius that was
afterward to enrich the literature of our
- language
thus
received its nurture
and its discipline under the most auspicious influences.
Scott's school education was mostly
acquired at the ‘university of Edinburgh.
He did nothing remarkable in the class
rooms and his scholarship was ranked
low. But he was passionately fond of
reading, and the books which touched his
fancy or his feelings made an indelible
impression on him. Forty years afterwards he remembered the infinite delight
with which, at the age of thirteen ,stretch«ed under a plane-tree in a garden sloping
down to the Tweed at Kelso, he had first
vead Percy’s Reliques of Ancient Poetry.
Travels, poetry, the old romances he read
with avidity. He took especial delight
inj such writers as Spencer, Boccaccio,
and Froissart. He loved to tell stories as
well

as

read them,

and

he

was

very

popular among his school-mates, on accountof hispowers asa story-teller ;many
a time he kept them from their lessens
by his thrilling relation of some medieval

legend

or a stern chronicle

of border

war.
Scott would willingly have entered

once upon the vocation of romance writer
and poet of
chivalry, but his father
destined him for sterner business, and in

May, 1786, took him into

his office as an

apprentice. When his apprenticeship
.was duly served he prepared himself for

in that rural district sank
dignity of Scott the sheriff.

below

the

In the summer of 1804, Scott

removed

to Ahestiel, a little farm on the Tweed,
where he calmly settled down as a man
of letters, his literary life broken only
now and then by his magisterial duties
and the stirring details of military drills
on

Portabella

sands,

for he now

wore

scarlet as quarter-master of the Edinburgh
Light Horse. It was at this house that
he wrote the Lay of the Last Minstrel, his
first great poem. He was thirty-four
years of age when this was published, and
it 1aised the sheriff of Selkirkshire at
once to an exalted rank among British
poets.

Active and

ambitious,

Scott did

not rest here. His noble picture of wild
border life was
followed, after a short

strong

for him;

he still

He married, in 1797, Charlotte Margaret

Carpenter, a young lady of French descent. He had already published some
translations from the German and several
original

ballards,

and

feeling

assured

that he should not succeed at the bar he

looked around for somé
government
office.
Through the influence of the

and

Mrs,

Mundt,

merely the names,

but the

passions of past ages, Scott stands withIvanhoe is generally

considered the

best of his novels, and it will probably
please you the most. After it comes
Kenilworth, brilliant with the splendor of
Elizabeth

and

her

court,

pathetic with

the unfortunate doom of Amy Robsart.
The fortunes of Nigel,
dealing with
London life in the reign of James the
First, Peveril of the Peak, a story of the
era of the Restoration,
and Quentin
Durward, which carries us back to the
days of Louis the Eleventh of France, and

his great rival, Charles of Burgundy, are
the most interesting of the others. In all
of these, Scott's great forte of ‘picturesque
description is found in its most powerful
vein.

Byron once said

of these novels

couched in flowing verse of eight syllables, and colored with the brightest hues
of Scottish and knightly life. Marmion,

selves, and

of Flodden
in

terizes

1810,

Marmion.

Scott's three
of the Lake,

is more

refined and

In the

former, Scott

reached the culmination of his poetical
genius. His other poems lack the fire,
the grace and the elegance

of his former

works,

rushed

and

when

his assertion

roborated
tury.

by the

Field, is the most

Byron

likea

meteor across the literary heavens, Scott
knew that his prestige was past. Fortunate for us was it that Scott did not
attempt to write poetry all his life.
A mind so active and powerful as
Scott's was not one,however,to sit quietly

down in defeat. He acknowledged that
he could not write poetry as well as
Byron, but he struck out a new path in
which neither Byron nor any other living

has

been

cor-

verdict of half a cen-

hg

a

an oe

PARAGRAPHS,
Never

decide

ou regret it.

any matter hastily, lest

Those persons who decide

bi
make about one hit to four
blunders.
A western poet, who had expressed a
wish to die ‘‘ amidst the grand
solitude
of the eternal mountain-tops,” was killed
by the explosion of a pint of chea
kerosene.
aya
ei
An out-of-town man, traveling in a
street-car, pulled the bell-strap vigorous]
and made the bell ring at each end.
* What are you ringing at both ends
for?
said the conductor. ¢ Because I
wish the thing to stop at both ends.”
A ‘little six-year-old, upon findinga
lone and solitary stick of candy in his
stocking on Christmas morning, mournfully exclaimed,
‘‘Gracious! if I had
been born twins, I'd only got half this
much !"— Norristown Herald.

man could keep pace with him. In 1805, | __* What news to-day!” said a merchant
he had commenced a novel intended to | to his friend, lately. ‘ What news?”
illustrate
the

Highland

scenery

troublous days of

and life

in

1745, but threw it

aside when about one-third written. Scott
stumbled upon these half forgotten sheets
one day in 1813,

and in

a moment of in-

spiration the thought flashed upon him
that it might pay to finish them. He sat
down to work, and in three weeks he
had written Waverly, or "Tis Sixty Years
Since. The novel was published by
John Ballantyne, in whose printing establishment the fortunate author had long
been a silent partner. Its success was

immediate.

ment,

Elated

by this encourage-

Scott worked upon

valuable

persist-

Scott did not ‘acknowledge the authorship
until 1827, although the world

before determined

had

long

that no one but. the

author of Marmion could have written
Ivanhoe or Kenilworth.
Scott was now rapidly accumulating a
fortune, and the dreamof being a Tweed-

side laird which he had cherished from
earliest youth now seemed on the verge of

consummation.

In 1811 he had changed

his residence further down the valley of
the Tweed, near Melrose, where he
built by degrees a goodly mansion whick
has since been called ¢A gothic romance in stone.” He added to the estate
by purchase year by year, and in the
growth of Abbotsford his dream of a baronial manor seemed likely to be fultilled.
His pen yielded him a large income which
he spent freely. The master of Abbotsford was hospitable and he entertained
many visitors of rank and genius under
his roof. Byron was an intimate friend,
and Moore was hardly less appreciated.
He kept up an unbroken correspondence
with Southey, and besides serving him

various ways, procured
for him in 1813,

after

in

the laureateship
having

refused

involving Scott himself in the crash.
His liabilities were estimated at $75,000,
and at the age of fifty-six he set to work
to pay the vast debt with his pen. Novel
after novel he dashed off, and his power
of description, his resource of invention
never seemed greater. He also wrote
voluminous

works,

volumes

way, and in the midst of his

of

toil there

came a day when he fell speechless in
his drawing-room under a stroke of
paralysis. This occurred on the 15th of
February, 1830, and Scott was never
himself again. He tried a voyage to the

Mediterranean,
Naples

and lived at Rome

for about

six months.

On

and
his

way home down the Rhine his relentless

malady struck him a mortal blow.
earnest
and it

responded the other. ‘‘ Nothing, only
things grow better—people are getting
on their legs again.” ¢ On their legs?’
said the first. ‘I don’t see how you can
make that out.” ‘ Why,
yes,” replied
the other;

‘folks that

used

to

ride are

obliged to walk now ; is not that getting
on
their legs again!”
3
An honest Hibernian, trundling a handcart containing all his movables, was
accosted by a friend with:
¢ Well,
Patrick, you are moving again,
I see.”
‘ Faith, I am,” replied

he.

¢ The

times

are 80 hard, it's a dale cheaper hiring
hand-carts than paying rints.’’
The London Zelegraph says: It is
not poverty, it is beer,
that
the children of knowledge,

has robbed
of liberty,

morality, health and long life. It is not
poverty that fills our hospitals and jails;
it is gin. By the time that a child can use
itshands,and

earn eighteen pence a week,

it is offered up on the altar of the great
god Gin.”
An old bachelor said: ¢‘ There's more
jewelry worn nowadays than when I was
young. But there's one piece that I
always admired which I don't often see
now." ¢ What is that?” asked a young
lady. “A thimble,” was the reply.
He was regarded with contempt and
scorn by every lady in the room for the
rest of the evening.
Bret Harte is said to have written the
¢¢ Heathen Chinee ” in an hour of idleness
and threw it carelessly into his desk.
One day, months after,:the printer of the
Overland Monthly wanted copy enough
to fill out a page or two, and Mr. Harte,
searching among his papers, happened to
find these neglected verses. They were
printed with some misgivings on his part
—a very unnecessary misgiving he found
as soon as the magazine appeared.

His

wish was to die at Abbotsford,
was gratified. Surrounded by

his children and his grand-children the

this household has ‘been taken, and left the
parents Vellmigh broken-hearted. But there
8 One above who can heal the wound that has
been made if they only trustin him. The
sickness of Horace was of but short duration, hut he bore

NOTICE.

Obituaries

should

be

sons who do

not patronize

the

is but just that CASH should

Morning

accompany

at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER
words. VERSES are inadmissible.

Star,
the

LINE

it

copy

of eight

MRS. OLIVIA, wife

second daughter.

Drake,

died

Both their remaining

here converted to

Christ;

chil-

and

the

family of four were ba tized, and united with
the first F. B. church,
Rev. 1. Z. Haning being
the pastor. At the time of her decease, Mrs.

D. was a member of the M. E. church, there
being no church of her choice in the place of

her last residence. When her son, T. H.,was
an infant, she gave him to the Lord; and she
rejoiced in the answer

he entered the

to her

sacred

prayers,

ministry.

was always the home for the faithful

dor of the

cross.

She

loved

all

when

Her house
embassa-

saints for

Jesus’ sake. The Scriptures were her delight;
and her memory was early well stored with

their precious words.
her useful in the

With the gifts to make

church,

few

women

have

used their opportunities more earnestly for
Christ than she did. * She hath done what

she could,” Her husband,
with whom she
Journeyed so pleasantly for forty-six years of
married life, and their two children, with

many

other relatives and friends,will miss her,

until they,too,shall reach *‘ Home at last.”

« H. D.

GEORGE DANA died Nov. 20, of diphtheria,
ed 3 years and 7 months.

ELEN

AUGUSTA

died in Dec., of diphthe-

rin, aged 10 years. Her hope in Jesus was
clear and she gave herself up to die calmly ex-

horting those around to meet her in heaven.
MARY

whom

ALICE, only

surviving

now the attention of

gat TE
ni

who

i
;

rei,

No

other

known

cures
in its various forms.

averial ever thing,
site

can

cured by. using Fond'sneuHxtract,
[4]
8 ofot th the
Neu ral
ia. head, stotach or bowels,
cured by tho free
use of the
i nat,
0 other medicine will cure as

Sy
:
Hemorrhages.

For
stanchin
sicing
the

\ Sxternal or internal,
te
it is always reliable,
and is used by Physicians of all schools with

ag
8
Inv;

Diphtheria and

Sore

Throat.
spletex Smit tse.
the
early stagesof the Fo
it will
ed,

uray aostiol and cure Shem. Do not delay
on appearance of
first
sym
of these Jangerous diseases. ; hin

meetings last winter, he was ready when an
opportunity was given to stand up “for Jesus;
profession of faith.
but never made a public
if he trusted in
In his sickness when asked
answered in the
promptly
Jesus, he always

Catarr h. cifio for this prevalen 54]
distpossingsomplaiits uickly relieves cold
in the head, &o. Our
NasalSyringe is of
essential service in these cases.

affirmative, A very large concourse of people
witnessed the last sad rites of respect paid to
Com.
the departed one.
Mgs. ANNA T., wife of Luther M. Caverly, diedin Strafford, N. H., Oct. 3, aged 381
years and 1 month.
She was daughter of
Jesse Berry. She leaves
a husband, an infant

child, a father, two brothers, and one sister to

mourn,

but not as those without

hope.

She

was beloved by all her friends. She died in
peace.
,
R. MCDONALD.
BENJAMIN BOWLES quietly and

calmly

0

N. H., Nov. 12. He had for many years been
an earnest worker in the Master’s service, and
long a resident of Whitefield.
He died at the
advanced age
of 81. He was a constant subscriber for the Morning
Star almost from the
commencement of its light. He leaves a com-

panion, brothers and sisters and other relatives
to lament his departure, byt their loss is his
ineffable gain,
G, H. PINKHAM.

*

; and

in 1870, and

united

with

the

Round

Pond

church in 1877, from whose membership she
is greatly missed.
She possessed a meek spirit

and was

loved by

all

who

knew

her.

was ever ready to lend a helping hand

She

to

the

suffering ones around. A husband and three
small children are left to meurn.
A. MITCHELL.
wo
aL AM, WEES died B Garland,
e.,

Aug.

13, ag:

The deceased
was

years

an

‘months.

never healthy,

in —conse-

quence of which she seemed low-spirited until she hoped in the merey of God
in the fall
of 74; and from that period was cheerful and
happy, seeming to live in constant peace.
She was baptized by the pastor and received
into the Garland F. B. church, June 7, 1875,
and was an ornament to the chureh while she
lived. From
early
childhood she
possessed
those amiable qualities which rendered her
agreeable and won for her a large cirele of

friends.
her

May the blessing

mother, brothers and

feel their loss.

is

the

only s

Bruises.

ing and pbs

Ag

The most obstinate eases are healed and
cured with astonishing rapidity.
3

For

allay-

Burns and Scalds.
"5.2"
a
Pin fis un val od and shod be
of accidents.

?

Inflamed

or Sore

Eyes.

It can be used without the slightest fear of
harm, quickly
allaying all inflammation
and
soreness
wi

who

P i les
ly

ince

iaseasiy aos

efficacious, and mothers who have once used
it will never be without it.

Female Com plaints. "tik
need be called in for
the majority of female
diseases if the Extract is used. The pampiled which accompanies each bottle gives
directions how it should be applied,
Any one can use it without fear of harm.

t je

QAUTION.

t

Hu: been imitated.
The genuine arti

EXTRACT

POND’S

cle has the words “ Pond’s Extract,” blown in the glass,
and Company’s trade-mark on surrounding wrapper.

It

-is never
in bulk.
None ether is
genuine. Always
insist on having Pond's Extract.
Take no other pre.
paration, however much you may be pressed.

Prices 50c.; $1.00, and $1.75.
PREPARED

ONLY

P0ND’S EXTRACT CO.

in

the good

work, and

daughter,

to

the family was

of all clumsy and Expensive

known.

greatly missed in the family and neighborood.
May the church of which our sister
was a member be stirred up to greater faithfulness, and may we all be ready to meet her in

heaven at last.

suffering

she

was

sustained

by

a humble

trust in her Saviour. Her life, though from
choice single and secluded, was
neither unpleasant nor useless. The last forty years were
spent in her sister’s family in whose welfare
she was deeply interested, and by
whom she
was dearly loved, especially by the daughters
for whom she manifested a motherly
interest
and affection. She indulged the
Christian’s
hope in early life and felt its sustaining power
in her struggles with disease and death, often
expressing
a readiness to depart and be at
rest. In view of the separation, she bade her
friends
. trust in Jesus, and quietly ‘passed
away, exchanging the sorrows of earth for the
joys of heaven.
May her peaceful death Kkindle a rainbow of light to cheer her friends as
they descend the death valley.
I. M. BEDELL.
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fo
'ortland,

per day at home, Samples worth
#0 frée. Address STINSON & Co.

Me.

1y3

}

HARP-ETTE.

i

Lhe; worker can make 32 a day at home,

ugusta,

Sweet

Home,” “ Last

Rose

of Summer,”

‘Sweet

Bye and Bye,” ‘Old Folks at Home,” ‘Hold the
Fort,” and ALL the favorite melodies ef the day.
Perfect satisfaction
ranteed. Every one who
purchoses endorses
them and recomménds them to
their neighbors.
Think of it—no more tedious
monthsof study
to master music! Here is a su.
perb musical instrument all ready for use,'and requiring no practice to
play perfectly.
Send at
once and in the HARP'E you will have “a
thing of beauty and a Joy forever.”

MANUFACTURED AND SOLD BY
GEO. STINSON & C0., Portland. Maine,
$0 whom all orders should be addressed.

A&r- In writing mention that ou saw this adver.
tisement in the Morning Star, y
13U8

©.
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Educational.
EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—New Hampton,

N.

H.

Rev.

A.

B.

Meservey,

Ph.

principal, with eight associate teachers. Regular
courses of study for both sexes. Connected with
the Institution is the best commercial college in
New England.
Telegraphy a specialty.
Best
teacher of Penmanship in the State.
EXpenses
less than in any other of like grade. Four terms
of 10 weeks each. Winter Term begins Nov. 18,
1878. Spring Term begins Feb. 3, 1879. Summer
Term

begins

26.

Apr. 21:

Summer Term

closes

June

Send for Catalogue to
REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.

Mise
CENTRAL INSTITUTE. — Pittsfield,
Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, Classical, Scientific courses of study for both sexes.
Fall board of teachers. Expenses low. — Winter
term begin Monday Nov. 4, 1878. Spring term
begins
Monday, Jan. 27, 187). Summer term be.
Monday,

Apr.

a Catalogue,

14,

1879.

Fall

term

begins

rd

:

with

com-

J reparaiony, Normal, Classical

VW HITESTOWN

Rooms from

$2

to $4

gins

SEMINARY.—Spring term be-

Mar. 24,

§1879.

This Institution is one of

the largest and best in the State. Terms moderate.
Send for Catalogue.
.
J. 8. GARDNER, Principal,
Whitestown, Oneida
Co., N. Y:
ILLSDALE
ate,

COLLEGE.—Michigan.

Scientific,

Theological,

Collegi-

Commercial, Pre-

paratory, Music and Art
Departments. Elective
studies. Admits both sexes,
Best of religious influences.
Thorough and cheap.
Finest college
buildings

in

the

Northwest.

and library fees, only

uition,

$15 a year.

incidental

Board,$2 to

$2.25 a week.
Room, 40 to 75 cents a week.
Scholarship for Commercial course, unlimited time, $30.
Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.

Fal] Term commences Sept. 4.

For Catalogue address,
D. W. C. DURGIN, President,

Hillsdale, Mich.

ALLAN'S ANTI-FAT is the great Temedy for Corpulency. It is purely vegetable and perfectly
harmless.
1t acts on the food
in the stomach, preventing
its cone
version into fat. Taken according
to directions, it
will reduce a fat
from 2 to

om 108

reduced her weight from
pounds to 192
isa general improvement in health,”
A
le}
Wri
from Bossays: “Without special ch
or attention to
diet, two bottles of Allan's Anti-Fat reduced me four
and one-quarter pounds.” The well-known Whole«
sale Druggists, SMITH, DOOLITTLE & SMITH, of Bose
ton, Mass., write as follows: * Allan’s Anti-Fat has
reduced a lady in our city seven pounds in three
weeks.” A gentleman in St. Louis writes: “Allan's
Anti-Fat reduced me twelve pounds in three weeks,
and altogether I have lost twenty-five Jonas since
commencing
its use.” Messrs. POWELL & PLIMPTON,
‘Wholesale
Druggists, of Buffalo, N. Y., write: “To
THE PROPRIETORS OF ALLAN'S ANTI-FAT: Gentlemen,—The Jollowing report is from the lady who used
Allan’s Anti-Fat.
¢It (the Anti-Fat) had the desired
effect, reducing
the fai from two to five pounds a
week until I had lost twenty-five pounds.
I hope
never to regain what I have lost.””” Anti-Fatis an
unexcelled
blood-purifier.
It promotes digestion,
curing dyspepsia, and is also a
potent remedy
for
rheumatism. Sold by druggists.
Pamphlet on
Obes
ity sent on receipt
o Samp.
BOTANIC MEDICINE CO., PROP'RS, Buffalo, N.Y.

WOMAN

By
sary
sand
have
tive
To
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SON,

FURNISHING UNDERTAKES R
CHEAPEST

PLACE
TO

IN PORTLAND

Caskets, Coffinis, Shrouds, ete.,

METALIC BURIAL CASES
PORTLAND,

the thorough

manner

in which

instruction

is im-

arted.
e courses of study are the Normal,
ommercial, College Preparatory and two College
SUSrses vie, : Slash and Seishifies po
2,50
, (inclu
room ren
m
to
Je week. For further information appiy to Rev. Z. HANING, Pres. of Trustees, Rio
Grande, Gallia Co., Ohio.

IDGEVILLE
will

Annual
ment

open

COLLEGE.—The
March

12,

1878,

Spring

and

meeting of Trustees May 28.

Thursday, May

the Secretary,
Ridgeville, Indiana.

30.

For

IKE SEMINARY.—Pike,
York.

Term

close

y 30.

Commence-

catalogue

address

M. REED,

Wyoming

This school was never

in

Co., New

better

condi-

tion for doing thorough work in Academic Instruction. No primary instruction. With three carefully arranged courses of study. The Classical,

ments

Street,

MAINE.

COLLEGIATE

ton, Muscatine Ce.,

for the coming

For full catalogue
!

I6wa.

year.

INSTITUTE.—WilSpecial

arrange-

Winter term begins

Dec. 10, 1878. For garlicuiars address the Principal, CLARENCE E.
BROCKWAY,or A. O. MUDGE,
Secretary.
Wilton Junction, Iowa.

(3 REEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY,
WaTERBURY CENTER, VT.
.
Winter term of twelve weeks begins December
3d, 1878.
Two courses of study.
Instruetions
thorough. Expenses low. Students in this vicin.
ity giveus your patronage. For further informa.
toin address,
LizziE COLLEY, Principal.
7

ORTHWOOD SEMINARY.—Northwood, N. H.
J. H. HUTCHINS, A. B., Principal, with a
complete board of assistants. For
er partie
ulars address the Principal, or E. TASKER, Sec.
retary.
Winter Term commences Tuesday, Dec. 3, 1878.
Northwood Ridge, N. H., Dec. 2, 1878,

J

=2anos ACADEMY-—Pupils fitted for business, scientific schools or the best Sulloges.
Fall Term begins August 20, 1878. J. W. HUTCHINS, A.B. Principal. For further
particulars,
address
the
principal, or ELIHU
HAYES,
Sec. Trustees.

W. Lebanon, Me., July 25, 1878.

NcHoLs LATIN SCHOOL.—The special work
of the school is to prepare the students for col.
lege, and every effort is made to do this in as thorough a manner as possible. Expenses are moder.
ate. Send for a Catalogue.
J
y
A. M. JONES, Sec.,
Lewiston, Me.
YNDON
LITERARY
INSTITUTE.—J.
BROWN, A. M., Principal, with competent

sistants.
Winter term begins

8S.
as.

Dec. 3, 1878

Spring term begins
Mar. 11, 1679
Fall term begins
A first-class school.
study,—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’, English and
Classical. Send for Catalogue. Address,
I. W. SANBORN, Sec. & Treas.,
Lyndonville, Vt.
ATES

BUY

No. 138 Exchahge

824.4 GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
0., Ohio. The college year consists of four
terms of ten weeks each.
Fall jorm will begin Aug. 30 1878. This new
Institution is al
y acq
g a reputation for

ILTON

Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription

S. S. RICH

ST VIRGINIA
COLLEGE.—Flemington,
Taylor Co., West Virginia. This Institution
offers to students important and peculiar advantagos For particular
information, send for a circuto Rev. W. COLEGROVE, A. M., President.

IRVING B. SMITH

an immense Jiactice at the World's Di
and Invalids’
Hotel, having treated many
thoucases of those diseases peculiar to woman, L
been enabledto perfect a most potent and posi
remedy for these diseases.
designate this natural specific, I have named it

wld N.Y.
by Druggistn. pen
andFavorite
Invalids Disgoription
Hotel, Buffalo,

ARES
ACADEMY .—Center Strafford, N. H.
Rooms for self-boarding and board in private
1amilies at reasonable rates. Two full courses,
English and Classical.
For further information
s the Principal, Rev. 8. C. KIMBALL, A. M.

Seminary and Roglish Course.
address the Principal.

The term, however, is but a feeble expression ot
my high appreciation of its value, based upon per=
sonal observation. I have, while witnessing its posi=
tive results in the special diseases incident to the
organism of woman, singled it out as the climax or
ero
gem of my medical career. On its merits,
as a positive, safe, and effectual remedy for this class
A’ Revolution in Music.
Of
ases, and one that will, at all times and under
PATENT APPLIED FOR.
all circumstances, act kindly, I am willing to stake
my Tepittation as a physician: and so confident am
THE HARP-ETTE is a new instrument which
I that it will not disappoint the most sanguine ex=
meets a want long felt by the public. The deli.
pectations of a single invalid lady who uses it for any
cious music of the HARP is here produced by any
of the allments for which I recommend it. that I offer
one, main woman or child, even though entirely
and sell it undér A POSITIVE GUARAN!'
(For
conditions, see pamphlet Niabping bottle.)
orant of music. The strings are numbere:
The following are aiong those
diseases in which
m one to ten, and the music which accompanies
my Favorite Prescription has worked cures, as if by
the instrument is numbered in like manner, in:
magic, and with a certainty never before attained by
stead of being printed in notes. Thus, if you wish
any medicine: Leucorrheea, Excessive Flowing,
to play ‘ Home, Sweet Home,” or any other tune,
Painful Monthly Periods, Suppressions when from
unnatural causes, Irregularities, Weak Back, Proyou have only to glance at the music to ascertain
lapsus, or Falling of the Uterus, Anteversion and
the number of the note and pick the string which
Retroversion,
Bearing-down
nsations, Internal
is correspondingly numbered.
Heat, Nervous Depression,
Debility, Despondency,
With
this instrument any one can play all the
Threatened Miscarriage,
hronic “Con estion, Ine
pulgr airs of the day, or in fact any music which
flammation and Ulceration ot the Uterus, mpotency.
as ever been published. No training is required.
Barrenness, or Sterility, and Female Weakness.
i
i Hot extol His ed cine as 3. cure-all,” hut it
It can be played upon at once as well as after
admirably
Ss a
ness of purpose,
ng a
months of practice. Everybody appreciates the
most
perfect specific incall chronic diseases of fhe
music of the harp. If is the king of musical mstrusexual
system of woman. 1t will not disappoint, nor
ments, and this is a perfect harp in miniature—the | will ft do harm, In any state or condition.
same dellcious tones—and should be in every famThose who desire further information on these sube
{ets can obtain it in THE PEOPLE'S COMMON SENSE
ily in the land. Any one who can read this adverEDICAL ADVISER, #4 hook of over 900 pages, sent,
tisement can play it at once as well as the most |.
Jost-paid on receipt of $1.50. It treats minutely of
accomplished musician, KElegautly finished, and
osc diSeases peculiar to Females, and gives much
an ornament
to any room. A strong, durable in.
valuable advice in regard to the management of
strument, which will last a lifetime.” Can not get
those affections.
a
out of order. 8
ly Ske
in a strong
box,
.
y
M.
D,, Prop'r,
Wo.
I}
and sent free to
address on receipt of $2.00.

We also send with it a large lot of music numbered as expleined above.
¢ list includes * Home,

heretofore

Price 76 sents,

er term.
Winter term begins Nov. 28, 1878.
Spring term begins Feb. 18, 1879. For further information address the Principal.

DaAvIDp Mooby.
at the resiDrew, of
80 years.
of intense

inventions

prove it.

from $2 to $2.50 per week.

Miss ABIGAIL CAVERLY died

dence of her sister, Mrs. Timoth
Barrington, N. H., Dec. 9, aged
During an illness of four
years

Try one and

and Scientific course of study for both sexes. The
boarding house is being repaired, and no expense
| Will be spared necessary to the comfort and well:
i
Yen,

wife,

will be’

ORK;

is a simple device for holding the board while ironing. Instantly attached to a table, it firmly holds
any ordinary
board, elevated above the table, giving space between for the loose portion of the
garment, while ironing on the board. Ada;
to
ironing Ladies’ Skirts, Shirt Bosoms and Infants’
Dresses. Ata very trifling cost it takes the place

petent assistants.

deceased. Sister Collins was converted nearly fifty years since, and was ever a faithful

out to meeting for some time past she was ever

prices, oe TATA

Square,

THE LAUNDRY JACK!

Deacon Stephen Collins,of the Goshen church,

interested

styles,

nion

13t45

of

Although not able to go

Ad

ARSONFILD SEMINARY.
Rev. T. F. MILLETT, Principal,

New York and London.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS,

MRS. ABIAH COLLINS died in Newbury,
N. H., August 30, aged 76 years and 6 months.

and a good mother.

with

3

gins

honorably till death. He, with his companlon, wasever at the prayer and conference
meetings until 2 1-2 years
ago she passed
away.
This blow fell heavily on Bro. B.
We trust they rest above. The Morning Star
shone in their home until the family was |
broken up.
“Com.

member of the church of Christ, a true

3

OTHER AMERICA
HIGH
\
\
SIT ne AuaRD
ents.
Latest CATA-

Monday, Aug. 18, 1879, Sendto the Secretary for

BY

heavily

wife

hiohy

RA
5 HAMLIN.
SO
N OCI 80. hf Home 0
‘abash Avenue, CHICAGO,

LOGUES.

For Broken Breast, Sore

his death, He was chosen deacon of the 1st
Sangeryille church, which office he filled

the

152
aden
Oy

an

1873;
Paris, 1867,
NO
ORGANS EVER
ATTAINED
AX
WORLD'S
or
payments
ng

Blind,
eding
Itching.
BI
Ig
ur Liohin SL
when other medicines have failed,

Nipples,

The award at Paris is the

OLUCostly Outi free, Address TEUE & Co.,

DEA. CYRUS BAILEY died in South Sangerville, Me., Dec. 18, at the home of his son,
after 20 months’ confinement, aged 78 years
and 6 months.
Bro. B. was converted in this
vicinity muny years ago and united with the
F. B. church of which he was a member at

and

season.

one
leading manufacturers of the Fond: were. dn competition,
At Every Won
’s
osition
for twelve years the
MASON Po RAMEN
ORGANS
‘have been awarded Hi hest Honers,

Faceache. wus %2amaces

L. HUTCHINS,

She was
a native of Weare,

resent

est

in the
power of the
‘and distincti
is the onONLY
GOL MMBAL
well
to American musical instruments, PARTY

to directions its effect is simply wonderful.

of God. rest upon.

sisters

Have the honor to announce. the above awards for their

Earache, Toothache, and

MRs: MAHALA C., wife of Tho. Riggs, died

near East Cape Girardeau, Ill., Nov.
20, aged
381 years and 8 months.
She professed religion

Extract

nes

t
SILVER MED(orALcases) do, 187
MASON & HAMLIN
CABINET ORGANS

Sores, Ulcers,
Wounds
H
It is healing, cool-

left

the sphere of his earthly labors, at Franconia,

GOLD M EDAL ~ Esa

avrom:
un blcel
e 9f tlie'Qw
0.
ur
Nasa

Fins,
Yes
and Inhalers are material
aids in cases of internal bleeding,

The Great MUSICAL INVENTION of the AGE

of Dennis

in Bainbridge, Ross Co., Ohio, Dec. 8th. She
was born in Washington county, Pa., Feb. 17
18156. Her parents’ names were Artemas and
Eliza Day. When fifteen years of age, she
ave her heart to God, and united with the
resbyterian church.
Shortly after her marriage to Dennis Drake, they removed to Ohio,
Tr seftled in Albany, Athens Co., where they
dwelt for many years.
Here they lost their
dren were

J

and when informed of the near approach of
death he $iprossed a wish to live, but was
ready to die. Duringa series of religious

h
PARTICULAR

THE GREAT

AND HEMORRHAGES,

and patiently;

it manfully

-

PAIN DESTROYER AND
SPECIFIC
FOR INFLAMMATORY DISEASES

of

one

The loved

to learn,
quick

formed and

and

years

Harvard, Neb., August 27, aged 19

ADVERTISEMENTS.

BRIEF and for the public. For the excess over
ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by per-

Ei

to his

"HORACE L., only son of Oren and Jerusha
Soule, died at the residence of his parents in

@brtunries.

it

himself. With Coleridge and Hogge he
was also on terms of unwavering friendship.

began to melt away. But such an intense
mental strain began to have its effect
after a while. The strong
frame gave

nature was too

Bulwer

that they constituted a library in them-.

stady he donned the wig and gown of a history and of biography, and his debts

found opportunities for his favorite literary recreations, and after a few years he
wholly relinquished the practice of law
for more congenial and illustrioug toils.
Several events. are recorded of him be“fore his first great work was published.

line.

interval, by another picturesque romance,

‘Scottish advocate.

of his

lar

out a peer.

more

the bent

such

and was confined

characters, the manners, the thoughts and

Scott the poet

the bar,and atter six years of professional
But

no

before his

fever,

house, and was not
permitted to perform the
mournful duty of following the remains of his
loved ones to the grave, Such was his critical condition that he was not told when dear
Helen died lest the scale should tip dowhward.
Then the Jrandmother was smitten with diphtheria,but recovered. Thus in so short time
this dear family have been affiicted beyond the

the puzzled Scotehman.

In 1826 the house of Ballantyne failed,
at

was

department in English letters

with lung

RR RATERS a

POND'S EXTRACT

of

27 dave, Horace was an only child, and fast
nearing the sphere of manhood. He was of a
uiet, retiring disposition, and made many
iends. For one of his age, he was well in-

honest native whom he interrogated.
¢ Mebbe ye mean Maister Scott the

ence of true genius. A hisiorical novel
appeared about once a year, whose title
page bore the words “ By the author of
Waverly.” The whole series thus came
to be known as the Waverly Novels.

Tweed.

historic romance, for there

in consumption

the blood,aged
6 yearsand 6 months. All were
children of E. O. and Sarah A. Fisher. When
little Georgie died, the father was prostrated

array, not

from the

ed crags of Sandy Knowe or stirred the
silver

his wife.
Scott maybe said to have created the

disease, which terminated

SRG ITT

L

Se
a
turned, died Dec. 12, of the same

sherry (sheriff),” doubtfully suggested

no information of such a person

ripples

the

child would go to sleep, Sept. 21, 1832.
He was buried in Dryburgh Abbey beside

;
affectionately

common lot of human suffering, Let us ask
God to sanctify this great
ction to their
good. They are a worthy Christian family.

mine that he had ino

of

as a

(Louise Muhlbach) the two next greatest
names in the department
of historic
fiction, may exceed him in psychological,
impassionate fervor and dramatic conception, but in the calling upin a living

graceful, but lacks the vigor that charac-

Iv.
Ina house at the head of the College
Wyndjia Edinburgh, Walter Scott was
born, on the 15th of August, 1771. He
was a younger son of Walter Scott, a

calmly

Some years later a gentleman of never yot been surpassed in this particu-

tained.

cultivated taste, who was traveling in that
neighborhood, inquired for the residence
of Mr. Scott the poet, He could obtain

published

COLBY.

away,

the high literary fame he afterwards ob- time. ‘And it is safe to say that he has

spirited and splendid of
great poems. The Lady

WalterSeott.

of a
Scott
death.
better

appreciated by his Scotch neighbors than

a tale

SOME LATER ENGLISH WRITERS,
BY FRED wuYRON

appointment, together with that
clerkship in the Court of Sessions,
held till within a year before his
And this local distinction was

passed

ALT)

z

Witerary MWascellanyg,

great man

Ph
ERA
—

COLLEGE

THEOLOGICAL

SCHOOL.

—For further information address the Pres.
ident, O. 1B. CHENEY, | D. Dp, or Prof. JOHN FULINTO!

WORT
APHAM

A

n,

»Lawisten,

es

Milnp., Hows, Sus.

INSTITUTE.-—North

Scituate,

R.

This Institution enters upon its fifti
Sept. 2, 1878. For further particulars ad
the Principal.
J. W. STOCKBRIDGE.
No Scituate, R. I.

I.

D.
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Summary,

tinue to rise

I

OURRENT EVENTS.

AER A

in

comsequence of a rapid

| thaw, the Rhone, Saone
principally affected.

and

Loire

Gen. Grant's reception by the city
Dublin on Friday, is described as one

Prussia has 8,223 doctors,
Gladstone is in his seventieth year,

Maine Politics.
the heartiest kind. The city was crowded
AUGUSTA, Jan. 3, 1879.
with strangers from all parts of the counIt has been twenty-three years since Maine try, including many distinguished people
The enthusiasm manifested
had a Democratic Governor, and for twenty- from abroad.
two consecutive years the State has been ruled was tremendous, and cheer after cheer
by a Republican administration. The intro- rent the air as the General rode, through
duction of the Greenback elememt in the cam- the streets. Bunting was profusely displayed in all quarters.
The recgption by
paign of last year in the form of a third party,
the corporation was of the most dignified
changed the political status of the Legislature but cordial description.
A grand banquet
for 1879—defeated the Republican candidate took place in the evening.
for Governor, and threw the election into the
It seems as though the government of
hands of the representatives of the people.
The * agony of suspense” which the politi- Russia was doing wtat it could to destroy
Unless its auntocracy can be vircians of the State have so long borne, was end- itself.
«4 this forenoon, and the problem which the tuaily modifled by the introduction of conparty newspapers of the State have figured stitutional features, revolution seems to
Yo solved at be inevitable. The way students are beupon for the last three on
12 o’clock to-day, when of the
\two constitu- ing persecuted sounds strange in these
tional candidates sent to the Senate from the nineteenth century days.
News comes
the House, from which the former were that many of the Russian students arrestto make their choice,
Dr. Alonzo Garce- ed for participation in recent disturbances
It is relon,
of Lewiston, receiving a majority of have been banished to Siberia.
veterinary institute at
all the votes, was declared by the President of ported that the
Charkoff,

the Senate, Governor of the State of Maine,
for the current political year. It only remains
now for the Docter to signify his acceptance,
subscribe to the necessary oath of office, and
take his seat in the Gubernatorial chair. This

where

the

students’

The revenue of Great

There was an increase in the
last month of $1,233,000.
The floor of the Pantheon at

Boston is dealing out free soup to

grave won’t be robbed.—
New

ace cars of New

agitation

He graduated from Bowdoin College in 1836.
Later he graduated from .the Medical College
of Ohjo. He has been a member of the Legislature, Mayor of Lewiston, Surgeon-General

house

lawyer by

profession.

visitor

is M. F. Frank,
is only 387 years
College in ’65, a

The

Senate is Col. J. Manchester
gusta,

Republican.

A

President

of the

Haynes,

of Au-

gentleman

There is, indeed,

graceful and efficient presiding officer.

on the

opening day of the session,by W. W. Thomas,
of Portland, congratulating the country on the
resumption of specie payment and instructing
the Senators and members of Congress from
ward steps in this matter, was after

service pays its way;

showing that hard-money Democrats and Greenbackers alike, were one in their opposition
toits passage. I quote this to show how complete is the fusion of the two elements that
make up what is called the * opposition party” in the Legislature.
C.F. P.

Ex-Secretary of the Navy

from the

spectable sources, that with
of kid gloves, hosiery, fans,
mantels and a class of hand
laces and embroideries, the
‘can already compete with

most re-

the exceptions
fine porcelain,
work, such as
United States
all European

manufactures : only requiring now

the

trees.

tablishing of their markets
for an unlimited production of an immense variety of

manufactured

articles.”

(General

development is to work out for

A correspondent of the Philadelphia

well worth putting against a deal

the

of that

we

good deal of weather last week.

had &
Snow

and high winds with extreme cold characterizes the reports.

In

New

in

killed

by

a

the

York

State

colder

than

at any

time last winter. I

cold

Ten convicts in the penitentiary at Dubuque,
Ia., broke out «f the
stone-cutters’
shed,
Thursday, and made a desperateeffort for liberty, the yard being enclosed only by a board
stockade. One was shot dead by the guard,and
another was shot through the bowels and will

die. The remainder escaped from the
but two were shot by the guards, both

yard,
drop-

ping withbroken legs.
Five others were soon
recaptured, and only one is now at liberty.
Latest

News.

The fire in the establishment of the St. Louis
Beef Canning Company was subdued Sunday
night, after a loss of from $75,000 to $100,000
on stock. About 800 men are thrown out of
employment.
Total loss,” $150,000.—Two
children named Nolan were found frozen to
death in bed, Saturday, near Crawfordsville,
Ind.
The brutal father came home intoxicated

in the night and threw the clothes off the bed.

‘Cultivator, '

and

thawing.

Moncasi,
the would-be

assassin

of King

Al-

phonso of Spain,
was executed at Madrid on
Saturday morning.——The Viceroy of India

telegraphs to the British government

that the

Ameer of Afghanistan has gone to St. Petersburg.
The governor of Khost has submitted
to the English forces under General Roberts.

Advices from

Jellalabad

Khan is preparing

for

state

flight,

that
and

southern column it is learned that

Yakoob
from

the

the

invad-

ers are within three days’ march of Candahar.
——A London dispatch of Monday states: The
weather is again cold. There has been a daily
increase of popular distr:
in every
quarter
during the week,
Friday, at Manchester,

there were 3000 applications from heads of
families, representing 18,500 persons, to the
relief committee, and Saturday 4000 fresh applications.

EE
a
aE
THE FOUR PER CENT.

BONDS,

This

‘continues in great favor with all classes

vestors,

The absolute

loan
of in-

security it offers,

its

and

careful investors in all parts of the country.
The Maverick National Bank of Bostou was
the first bank to publicly announce, their appointment as government agent for the sub-

Have them

dry

They also keep

air,

treated

thus,

been

partially

drawn

naturally, to drench them
and

out of them,

so

remain

—Prairie Farmer.

(From

i

ed.

shap-

on long sleeves

and has
be hoped

American

and

«A

air contained

a brush, then

sandpaper

tion of government securities.
In this they
| have been eminently successful, and the immense volume of their business enubles them

to give every advantage to those having any

transactions in government bonds.

ing present investments; we are: glad ‘te . call
the attention of our readersto the safety and

government.

A German

composition for this pur-

pose consists of phosphorous, four parts;

ter, ten; fine glue, six: red ochre

wa-

glue to form a paste.

Plated silver is obtained by rolling together
a plateof copper of the first quality and one of

silver; these are either welded or simply united by placing their hot and clean surfaces together, wetted with a concentrated solution of
nitrate of silver. The two metals

and

drawn

of rolls,

and

are reduced

out about equally by the pressure
long

sheets

ered metal are thus obtained.

or

bands

of

sil-

of the

R.

and

Mary

Mares

Dope,

SusaN

COOLIDGE,

JuLiAN
HAWTHORNE,
CELIA THAXTER,
Mrs. Burnerr, (author of *f That Lass
o’ Lowrie's”), and many others,pronounced
the finest number of St. NICHOLAS ever issued, is included in a subscription for 1879,
or will be sent, post-paid, for 25 cents.
PRICE, $3.00 A YEAR.

in check, P. O. money

Send stamp

order,

Post-oflice,
with remit

or registered.

for

particulars.

Great invention.
Verry

&

Harper,

teow?

ll

:

: For particulars regarding Electric Belts, address
PULVERMACHER GALVANIC CO., New York,
N.Y.
eow20

nearly 2,000,000 oranges last year,
half

of them rotted on the

More than

ground, and

were

used in fattening hogs, This grove was formmerly owned by General Hardee,

Melted snow produces

its bulk of water.

about one-eight o

:

Eastern

not

be

°

MEAT.

0.
common
to good....
Spring Lambs choice, # ID.........

8

Spring Lambs, common to good ¥ It
eals, choice
#
I1h.......... “rasanved

0%
8
5
4
7

&
8

Jd

5
&

3&5
Ja
s

Fair to goodueevereines cassansrnsens 6 @ 7
COMMON. vs iarsstirsssanens
senses 3 85
Worcester county ehoiCe..cieeereesese. 9 @ 10
PORK.—Old mess not over $750, and sales of

@ $11; and

we

plate at $11 @ $12 ¥ bbl.

DRED HAMS. —0%

&

74c

for

City

and

Wes-

LARD.—~Boston and Western steam at 6 @ 6c;
kettle rendered at Gi; @ 6c ¥ Ib.
DRESSED
HOGS ~33
@ 8%c,
wn occasional

heavy at dc; City dressed 4 gic

# lb.

A GIFT
WORTHY OF A ROTHSCHILD.

ONE

FOR

CENT.

A copy of Brown’s
perean Almanac tor

Illustrated Shakes1879,
together with a

copy of his illustrated paper, the Growing World,
which is devoted to natnral history, will be sent
fo any one free who will send his address on a one
cent postal card. Address Dr. O. P, BROWN, 21
Grand St., Jersey City, N. J.

1879.

REGISTER.

1879

The Register for 1879 is now ready for folivery.
In addition to all the matter heretofore
ad in
the Register, the Memoranda blanks are now
par
tially filled by eronological dates of denomination.
al events. Price same as formerly.
Single copy, including postage,
-.
.11
By the dozen,
EL
96
“"

se

including postage,

'«

1.08

=
=
(i.
id.
including postage,
wl
Send orders to REV.
I. D,
STEWART,

-

.

7.00
Ry

Bythe hundred,
“

“

’

‘

Dover,

N.

H,

k= Money will be refunded if more are ordered
than can be sold, when the balance is returned.
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THE

MORNING

STAR

|

TrrMS: $2.50 per year; or, if paid in ads
vance, $2,20.
;
REMITTANCES must be made in money-orders or bank-checks

if possible,

or

in

a

registered letter and at our risk and expense.
n writing to this office, persons will please
designate their STATE, as well as town; and
give both the old and new address when they

order a change in the direction of their paper.
The Star
goes to pres Tuesday morning,
and communications
or for insertion ought to be

here on Saturday previous.
Each subscriber will please notice the date
of payment on the label of his paper,

allow it to be in arrears.
Address,

Rev.

and

not

I. D. STEWART,
DOVER, N. IH.

ROYAL Bowber
Absolutely

Lagoon and Indian River, Florida, produced

«4 90c¢;

all
to

Sudden Changes of the Weather often
cause Pulmonary,
Bronchial,
and Asthmatic
troubles. * Brown's Bronchial Troches”? will al
lay irritation which induces coughing, oftentimes
giving immediate relief. 28¢ a box.

Lock Box 80, Madison, Ind.

or-

der named, are incorporated with the liquified

to run through the year;

HEARING RESTORED.

or red lead,

five ; smalt, two. . The ingredients, in_ the

opening chapters of

SCRIBNER & C0., 748 & 746 Broadway, NY

apply a

As this is

the season of the year when capitalists, trustees and persons of every class are seeking the
best methods of employing funds, and. chang-

convenience of this very popular loan

coat of shellac varnish,

the

letter, to

dry burnt

and

GIFT.

subscribe direct should write name,
County, and State, in full, and send

umber, one pound; dry burnt sienna, one
und
lamp-black,
one
quarter
pound.
bake until well
mixed. = Apply one coat

with

by

A SERIAL FOR GIRLS,
by Susan CooLpGE,
begins in February,
while the entire volume will be crowded
with good things by the best writers and
artists.
THE CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY NUMBER,
containing contributions from Joux G.
WHITTIER, CHARLES DUDLEY
WARNER,

tance

‘Walnut stain for pine and white woods:

85

Whites can

new ¥ @ $050 ¥ bbl.
Western clear $950 @ $10
to the trade,
BEEF.—Western mess and extra mess at £950

Subscriptions received on above terms by
booksellers and postmasters. Persons wishing

in

by one

Rose

Seedlings 80 @ 850; Chenangoes.

Sweets $275 @ $3 ¥ bbl.

8 $12¥ ton.

November and December numbers free
to all mew subscribers after December
31st, 1878, who begin their subscriptions
with the January, 1879, number.

man on the platform; it will run ten or twelve
miles without charging the tank.

very thin sized shellac, one gallon;

Sold

A SERIAL FOR BOYS.
Jory
FerLrowsume,” by Frank

Stockton,

operated

over 75¢;

HAY AND STRAW.—Choice
grades of Eastern:
and Northern, from £15 @ #17 ¥ ton. Low and
medium grades $10 @ $14 ¥ ton. Rye Straw $11

The November number, the first of the

cess where a large volume of lightis wanted
in one spot, as in large factories.
"A new method has been invented for propelling the ‘street cars in New York; it isan encompressed

reliable.

YEAR'S

volume, contains

Edison and others are not yet entirely satisfacs
tory.
The electric light, however, is, a suc-

tanks under the seats,

and

to

ONIONS.—Not over 82 50 ¥ bblAPPLES.—Green $1 25 # bbl. Dried, quartered:

Nov. and Dec.. 1878, FREE.

The inventions for the distribution of electric light in small lamps for domestic use by

declined

and sliced 3 @ 5c # 1b, Svaborated 6@8Sc® Ib,
CRANBERRIES —$8 @ 88 50 # bbl for choice.

On and after. January lst. 1879, new
subscribers to St. NicuonAs for the year
1879 will be entitled to the numbers for

Iron sufficiently pure to be drawn out into
bars and welded
is termed malleable iron.
A pound of coal is capable of eyaporating
from five to seven pounds of water in common
boilers placed over the fire.
A lubricator is now manufactured from
soapstone dust carefully prepared chemically,
and then mixed with common grease or lard
for heavy bearings.
A surveyor’s chain, called Gunter’s after
the name of the person’ who adopted it, is 4
rods long or 66 feat
long, made of No. 6 to No.
9 wire, and h
{nks. Ten of these square
chains are equal to oie
acre.

gine. worked by

70 & 75¢.

Publications.

A NEW

Cultivator.)

85¢c; Northern

Prolifics 85 @ 90c; Jackson
quoted

“St. Nicholas has not its equal among the CRildrew’s magazines
all over the world. —THE
CHURCHMAN.
Special Announcement,

THE WORKSHOP.

have

Yellow Eyes @1 85 @ 82 # bu.
ge POTATOES
Choice Matne Central Rose feadily

St. ‘Nicholas for Girls & Boys.

* 40+

(From

Western

a 24e.
BEANS.—Choice Western Pea #150 @ 81.55, and
the best hand picked Northern ean not be sold at
over 81 60 ¥ bu. Choice Mediums $140 @ $1 45;

FRESH

It is safe

at

Feet at 15 @ $1530

Beef, hind quartérs, choice,¥ 1b..... wed
@
common to good++ ......... 5 a
D>
fore quarters, choice.
..e.... i%e
Do
common to good. .sveeciiesss +8
@
MULLON, CX Renssssrsassessssnsnsaninnsnsd 6 @

New

sea, England, the course extends over a pe-

deliy-

@ 39c¢; No 2 white

is vii to say the least. It becomes doubly
so when
we reflect that obesity is a disease.

slender,

riod of two]years,the first of which is devoted
to darning, patching and knitting, and the second to cutting out, which is taught on paper patterns. At the breaking-up party most of the
children wore paper dresses cut by themselves,
the committee in charge of the college having
hit upon the plan of allowing the pupils to fit
by their own measure, so the patterns might
afterwards be useful to them.

bushel,

EGGS.—The hizbest price for Eastern 26¢,North-

druggists.

a high, arched instep, and it is to
this lady has the mate to it. but

$15; Fine

gre nt over 24 @ 2c.

csmmand

obesity.

as the correspondent
from whose letter this information is obtained gives no light on the subject,itis impossible
to say with certainty
that she does.
§
At the Whitelands Training College, Chel-

¥

simply because of so much surplus avoidupois,

The smallest foot in Washington belongs to the
is small,

49¢

Western 158 1%¢, and desirable ladle i
13 @
15¢, but most of the Western stock is slow of sale
at £9 @ lic ¥ 1b.
&
CHEESE. —Fine factory 8% 8 8c # 1b. Fair to
Sood 7 @ 8c.

ciated
by consumption holding a convention
to compare their relative weights.
There is
but one ground upon which we would advocate another fat men’s convention, and that is
that they will meet to discuss the merits of
Allan’s Anti-fat, the only known remedy for

afflicted with spinal cur-

No land extra white 850

FEED.—Shorts at

colored
:

Belles

@

ton; Middiags at 816 @ 817 ¥ ton.
BARLEY .~=Prices nominally the same.
BUTTER «After passin
fine fall lots which
radily command 22 @ 23¢, and strictly choice
daitiesal 17 & 19¢, it 18 difficult to get over 15c.
Choice creameries 25 @ 280. Choice dairy packed

‘What would we think ofas many persons ema-

vature, and flowers of such a kind as never
blossomed on earth.
One great yuestion is settled for the winter.
It

% The

sales of new at 45

at 333 @ 84}¢c, and No 2 mixed and No 3 white
82 $ 33¢ ¥ bushel.
:
RY © .—Sales at 60 § 62¢ ¥ bishel

We can see some
pleasure, if no reason, in
the convening of a baby show, but we confess
we could never see the slightest cause, reasonable or otherwise, for a fat men’s convention,
unless it be the fact that misery loves company.
For
fifty or a hundred men,
whose
several weights range from two hundred to
three hundred pounds, to hold a convention

last year are now placed just above the elbow
to head the flowing duchess sleeve.
The fever for art embroidery has reached
some women who know nothing either of
botany or natural history, and the results are

wife.

ery.

THE FAT MEN'S OONVENTION.
(

Babies’ hoods of flannel or serge are worked
all over with stars or daisies.
Pepper casters of Longwy ware, with silver
mountings, are pretty trifles.
English children are wearing frocks made
with a yoke and loose sleeves and bound round
the waist by a sash.

Italian minister’s

highly
:

ington have organized a cooking club and
hold receptions at which all the refreshments
furnished are prepared by their own hands.

Boston Transcript.)

flocks of butterflies

prefer a

themselves

The square lace cuffs used

BUCKWHEAT FLOUR.—At #1 90 @ $2 # 100 Ibs.

CoRN.—The

Old Coin prices quite nominal
0AT8.—No 1 at 85% for cash and January

to

Kitchen.”
turban

fancy brands.

A number of leading sotlety belles at Wash-

'

newest breakfast caps are

RYE FLOUR.—Sales at §3 25 @ $3 50 ¢ bbl.

OAT MEAL. —Sales at 8450 @ $4 75 for common
Western, and 85 @ £550 & bbl for favorite and

In London markets the Newton Pippin
the favorite American apple, and last year
sold as high as $15 a barrel. With this excep-

O--b
4

"A"

CORN MEAL.—Sales at $2 30 @ $2 40 ¥ bbl.

the walls of the cellar mn which it was situat-

tion, the Englishmen
apple.

¢

from $4 @ 4 50 # bb. ; and Western common extras
at $3 75 ah 254 bbl.
Western supers at 83 @
$3 25 ¥ bbl.

ed.

i
&

its 85,000

never before failed, dropped out the other
night with a tremendous noise, taking the
pump nearly out of sight and undermining

or else carefully cover them when frost may he
feared. Thus, dahlias, cannas and other herbaceous plants may be made to do duty in the
West for a month longer than usual, ‘since we
often have a few frosty nights, and after that
a long season of beautiful weather for weeks.

Report.

uincy Market, Boston.

deep, which has been used for 30 years and

until

yet.

FLOUR.—Patent Wisconsin and Minnesota $6 25
@ $8¥ bbl. Winter wheat Patents rema:z: at 86 00
@ $7 ¥ bbl. Winter wheats at #5 @ $6 for St.
Louis: 5 @ $550 for Ilhnois and Indiana; and
$475 @ $525 ¥ bbl for Michigan and Ohio. Bakers Minnesota at #4 26 @ 8525. Wisconsin extras

The bottom of an. Augusta, Me., well, 40 feet

they regain their matural color. When they
are removed, clip off all such parts as are
blackened. The better way, however, in the
fall, is to remove all tender plants to the house

time may be is yet to be

SATURDAY, Jan. 4."
Re,
by HILTON BROS & CO., Commission
Merchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
9
beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No 3

her soil is all

which he hopes soon

that

.

many years a sheep-ruiser in California, prooses to establisha large ranch or sheep farmat
ridgeton, and has already imported about 300

fine Fetoester sheep,
increase greatly.

remote

Boston Produce

Legis-

a
she will raise wheat enough
for the whole State,
;
Robert A. Barnard of Bridgeton, Me., for

with cold water.

let them

enough to supply

than to

determined, but itis safe to say that it has not
arrived.

loads, and sell them for ten cents per dozen.
Aroostook County, Maine, has this year
eople and the papers say, when

rather

rate. As long as
accumulating this
From present aplittle probability of
for seme time to

Prices are too 1ow, business is to dull ana

ever near or

from Joplin, Mo., in what is called Indian
Territory. The hunters kill the birds by cart-

“from a fine-nosed watering pot, and immediately cover again

av-

H. Wilson of Abdallah Park, Cynthiana,
bas purchased six two-year thoroughtrotting colts the get of the famous Smugfrom Colonel Russell of Milton, Muss.

produced wheat

The

money is too plenty to give much ground for any
such expectation at present. Higher rates can on
ly come from increased activity in business with
increased profits, such as will render the use of
money more advantageous to the borrower. How-

barrels per day

In accordance with an act of the last

except the tender ones will come out all right.
It is even better that they be not watered
while frozen. The proper way is, when the
frost has

an

come.

lature, Governor Smith,of Georgia; has leased
the State convicts for a term of twenty years at
an annnal rate of $25,000.
There is an enormous pigeon roost not far

all

terial.

show

W.
Ky.,
bred
gler,

to

The records of the department

from the recent report of Sec. Sherman,

erage of over one thousand
during the entire year.

:

After

present to use their surplus on call

tie it up for months at a low
they ean keep idle funds from
policy is, perhaps, a good one.
pearances, however, there is
any sustained advance in rates

which

have been exported from this country,

know how to save them, + Cold water will do
it, but it must not be applied in the light. Cover them so they may be entirely dark and excluded from the

upon

the whole mass.

banks are still supplying all legitimate calls on fa.
vorable terms to the borrowers.
They are still inclined to dideriminate against paper which will
pay less than four ‘per cent; preferring for the

The sprigs have all budded and give promise
of thrift,
:
Since last October, 896,000 barrels of apples

SAVING FROSTED PLANTS. As the season
of frostis approaching when tender plants

Some matches are made without sulphur,
thus avoiding the offensive smell of that}ma-

that the Maverick National Bank has done the
principle business for New England, and that
only two banks in the whole country have exceeded it in amount,
Upon assuming this
agency they established a United States bond
departmentas a branch of their business, affording to hanks*and individuals every descrip-

There is an ouk tree in Texas

out

advantage

work till it has affected

have been grafted sprigs of pine, holly, dogwood, elm, ash, walnut, apple and
peach.

The

in spring white and tender.

it is of

feathers

their coal mines.

set as thickly as convenient in the natural condition. They are then covered with a few inches of straw, and with the same thickness of

are liable 10 be frozen,

at of 88,880

France makes 700,000 tons of excellent fuel,
and Belgium 500,000 tons from the debris of

are carefully lifted 'with adhering soil, and

them.

of itself, although not adding much if any to the
amount of money available, is yet an incentive to
greater business activity. It puts money into new
chanels, even'if the money is withdrawn from old
ones, and the change renders necessary new in.
vestments on the one side, while perhaps inducing
a rearragement on the other. It leads to the payment of debts and the wiping out of old scores,
and the money thus expended does not lie idle aft.
erwards, but like leven continues to do its good

and producing yearly $298,000,000 bricks.

well in a very

against

been

In Philadelphia there are seventy-one brick
yards, with an invested capital of $2,305,000,

Y. Herald.

plowing

1,000,000 barrels of flour have

for sale in St. Louis, at $500,

Just before the ground freezes, a deep furrow
is plowed on a dry, sandy knoll, the cabbages

by

In the meantime there is a good deal of shifting of

fands threugh the payment of dividends, and this

at Buffalo during the past season.

A feather cloak made

HEADING CABBAGES IN WINTER. A writer

soil, partly

where they are before deciding what they will do.

of the quail, prairie chicken and wild duck is

when

heads form during winter, and they come

of

‘Wheat bran is so cheap in some parts of
Minnesotathat it is used in locomotives in
place of coal.
y
A severe form of the epizootic has made its
appearance at North Amherst, O., and has
done great damage among horses.

on dry

scription and sale of this loan.
This was
about a year ago, and since that time their
sales have aggregated many millions of dollars.

ut Washington,

Nearly
received

in the Rural New- Yorker says he often sets
out cabbages so late in the season that the
heads are but half-formed when winter sets in.

——The Cornish Bank at Truro, Cornwall,
England, has
suspended,
with
liabilities
amounting, it is thought, to £1,000,000,—

ed, is attracting the attention of prudent

poet, for if he bad been made, he. would most
a8
iY daa been made a: better one.—Am,

\

dam-

Government Printing Office and took from

Yes, Walt Whitman must have been born a

"stopped all out-door lahor in

Scotland. | nd il ‘probably again stop
railway travel. The rivers in France con-

seriously

aged Honore block, one of the largest and
finest buildings in the city, on the corner of
Dearborn and Adams streets, occupied by the
post-office, Gen. Sheridan’s head-quarters, the
Chicago and Alton railroad offices and a number of large law firms. The losson the building is $100,000, and the whole loss is estimatel
as high as
$600,000.
Gen. Sheridan’s quarters were ruined, but itis thought
thut the papers of the head-quarters are all
right, being in a safe.

hours of eleven and one,a thief entered the

Taylor, are found in ncerology of 1878 for
this country,
The most conspicuous per—
sons who passed away in Europe during
the year were Pius IX., Victor Immanuel,
Dr. Per@igabn and George Heuty Lewes.

. ported... A heavy snow-storm and extrema

A fire at Chicago, Saturday,

been
ship
ice at
pro-

ness with which these bonds may be. convert-

especially
the trains were badly blocked
up. The mercury stood 3 below zero in made any show to.spéak of. | .- =
New York city Friday morning, which is | Gideon Wells, Benjamin F Wade, Willpind than for es
md 14 degrees iam C. Bryant, Joseph Henry and Bayard
_ the northwest the thermometer ings
15 to 80 degrees below zero, the ares of
cold ‘extendingto the Rocky Mountains.
Several cases of freezing to death are re-

that the Swedish Arctic expedition has
lost, but advices from Berlin are that one
from the expedition is blocked in the
East Cape, and that a relief expedition is
jected, to reach there next summer.

the

between

chimney in the top.

The Swedish consul at San Francisco reports

entire exemption from all taxation, the frequency of its interest payments, and the readi.

have they dropped out of public notice of
late. A news item says that, the New
England Greenbackers met at Boston on
Tuesday and
organized
a Greenbacklabor party. About 75 delegates were
present and every State except Maine represented.
These last words sound a
little curious, as Maine is the , only New
England State where Greenbackism has

fortunate and especially the sore-heads.

say,

a

them

probably, 20 vines, each

MARKETS.

Financial.
(From the Boston Advertiser.)
SATURDAY EVENING, Jail, 4,
The money markets presents no new feature of
interest to-day.
Itis rather too early in the year
for any new movementto be started, business
men generally requiring a little time to determine

sented in the wine interest of Calilornia.

straw on the . ground,
covering with dry
straw and then with earth, leaving a straw

ry.

It is getting to be quite newsy to hear
morality
This is of a meeting of Greenbackers, so suddenly

ercaking at home on the part. of the un-

As Mark Twain might

was

Times

says that there are those who know that Anna
Dickinson has made her last appearance as un
actress, notwithstanding the
declarations that
her return to the platform is only tempora-

the safe of the disbursing clerk a package
of currency containing $10,000, intended
for paying off employes and for the pur—
chase of material. The thief escaped without observation, but it is thought that the
money will soon be recovered.
:

new continent what Rome did for the old,
with the advantage of her best experience, the later discoveries ‘of science, a

better religion, a more humane
and a broader code of justice.”

Goss

At Washington, Thursday,

Hazen

thinks that many signs are at hand which
point to a prolonged period of peaceful
prosperity far greater than the: country
has ever experienced in the past, and that,
‘¢ it is probable our part in the progress of
human

William

Borie sailed from

the uncle’s scalp adorned an Indian belt. * °

struck

falling chimney.
About ninety feet of
steamer wharf was carried away.

depu-

cle mined in Montana and then left him, when

the city from the south-east, and occupying a narrow path, tore through several
blocks,
unroofing
and
blowing
down
houses and outbuildings and uprooting

es-

gath-

A comparison of the tax-levy of 1877 and
1878, of Boston, shows a reduction the past
year of $928.202. The debt of the city hus been
reduced $670,293. There has been a shrinkage in valuation of $163,827,859, .
J. P. Mason, a lucky blacksmithat. Elk City,
Kan,, has fallen heir to $162,000, which his un-

says: About
midst of a

storm of wind and rain, a tornado

that

ever subscribed
ina single
day before. ——

exchange for mutilated notes, as the law
forbids this after the restoration of specie
payments.
A Santa Barbara dispatch
9, P. M., Wednesday, in the

in-

Philadelphia for Liverpool, Thursday, to acCompany ex-President Grant on his trip around
the world.
;
The subscriptions. to the government four
per cent. loan, Thursday, reached $8,590,150—a
larger amount by over four millions than was

half

issued

against a member,

There will be an election for provincial
ties Feb. 1.

Somebody has

nation than $5 will hereafter be

decided,

ering of the crops is proceeding undisturbed.

The news in regard to resumption can
be summed up in a line. At New York the
government received more gold than it
paid out and the demand for the metal
was light all over the country.
It is
worth noticing in this connection that no
more national bank-notes of less denomi-

Gen. W.B. Hazen has written a long
letter to the New York
Zribune, from
' Vienna, reviewing this nation as it appears to a citizen abroad. We have room
for only a sentence or two:
¢ I doubt if
it is realized in America how successful
our people have been in their manufac-

court has

The interior of Cuba is quiet, and the

is

a

Arkan-

subscriptions made on Sunday can not be collected by law,

made the computation that if the remaining States did as well, the Department
would have a surpius of ten millions a year
instead of the five millions of deficiency
which now has to be made good from the
general treasury.

* the table by the same vote; the yeas and nays

Tam informed

and

by merchants, were burned in Helena,

the suit ofa church

same

there

two

millions from these States.

dis-

cussion passed by a strict party vote, and on
being sent to the House was there laid upon

tures.

indeed,

surplus revenue of about

back-

some

the

chiefly

’

with whom constitutional traditions count
for very little. And the Earl of Beacons—
field is one of these.”
;
New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Michigan are the
only States in the Union where the postal

and legislative experience, who makes a most

Maine to use their influence against any

to

buildings, occupied

The Indiana supreme

effect in England, but there are statesmen

of culture

A resolution presented in the Senate,

a tradition

|

ss, Tuesday, involving a property loss of $95,

of government with those of England.
But no American President would involve
the country in war, without even going
through the forms consulting the representatives of the people on the subject.

in every

piling

cool, dry cellar —XN.

Eight two-story

of the State during:the rebellion, and was type.”
;
Democratic candidate for Congress in the
It is stated on good authority that the
Second Congressional district in 1868. He was
formerly a Republican. He is now and has failures of the year just past will be nearbeen for several years a member of the Board ly 5,000 more in number in Great Britain
in 1877. The London
of Fellows of Bates College, of which Institu- than they were
Times of Dec. 31, says that * not only
tion he has always been a true friend.
The interest and various uncertainties, cen- have wages been reduced and many thousands of artisans thrown out of employtering in the organization and action of the
ment, but many thousands also of those
present Legislature, have drawn together the
above the artisan class are either in actual
largest assembly ever known at the Capitol for want or on the confines of it.”
a similar occasion. The union formed between |
Those who) see the superiority of the
the Greenback party and the Democrats gives
a majority of 20 in the House, and an easy ‘English government over that of the Unitworking majority in joint convention of both ed States had better weigh these words of
the Penn Monthly, while speaking of the
branches.
Afghan war: ‘ Some among us are dis‘With the exception of the Senate, the board
is swept clean of present incumbents of office, posed to contrast unfavorably our methods

and new faces will greet the
department of the State.
The speaker of the House
- of Portland, Democrat. He
of age, a graduate of Tufts

kept perfectly by

The first narrow-guage train ever run over
the whole length of the Erie railway left Buf-

dist book concern, is in jail at Zanesville, O.,
for swindling pastors, Sunday-schools, ete.

the world could be stopped, the public
would be no loser, and the Treasury would
be a great gainer.
A large part of the
stuff which is printed is never read, and,
| -of-eourse; —never—otught—to—be—put—in

are

with other straw to keep from further freezing

‘Wallace Evans, a bogus agent of the Metho-

in

to resist the

Bacon is incorrect.
Dr. Francis Bacon, who
has been suffering from erysipelas, is better.

volving a loss of $100,000; insurance, $75,000.

talk about the government printing establishment at
Washington.
If
fotrfifths,” it says,
of the enormous work

designed

The report of the serious illness of Rev. Dr.

The entire south side of Chicago street, in
Tigi. Ill, was destroyed by fire, recently, in-

meeting-

was

put into the heap, just as winter sets in, and,
when the earth-cavering is well frozen, cover

falo, Monday night week.

$60,000.
It takes the 7ribune of New York, to

done by this greatest publishing

:

Jeff Davis has completed and will soon pub-

W. Boyd, formerly of Charlestown,
is pastor.

of those who clamored and voted for fiat mon-

to

lish his autobiography in two volumes.
The wives of fifteen of the present diplomat~
iccorps in Washington are American girls,

The estimated Ioss is $100,000, which is the
amount of insurance on the edifice, The
other was the new Presbyterian church at
Quincy, Ill., involving a property loss of

campaign of 1878. Upon this issue it was
fought. Other questions were subordinate, Mr.
Smith was the recognized, accepted candidate

pal-

York manufacture.

in-

must be kept dry and as near the treezing
point as possible without being frozen. If
slightly frozen they are not injured if the
thawing is gradual and inthe dark.
They

Philadelphia Times.

The first steamer of a line from Halifax
Havana leaves the former port Jan, 25.

originally

ings are made between the claws, and extend
to other parts of the foot.
2
ONIONS.
Onions to be kept successfully

poor

Zealand has recently bought three

They were

little or no friction to wear down the foot; the
horn therefore grows, it overlaps the sole, it is
unequally pressed upon, it breaks and open-

was reher

which produces more than 500 lbs. of grapes
48 An average crop.
Texxs has an area which exeeeds that of the
German empire by: 60,000 square miles.
The sum of $60,000,000 is said to be repre-

California has,

THE

being

the feet of sheep for such soils as tend to soft-

wear and ted to which the foot in such
situations woul}
be exposed. If the sheep is
turned on to soft and marshy ground, there is

during the severe winter months.
Grandfather *78,
good-bye; shake; hope your

houses were burned on Friday.
One was
the Second Baptist church in St. Louis,
Mo., just completed, of which the Rev. W.

Honest money was the leading question in- the

eyy—and as the money question was the supreme issue in the campaign, when it came to
be a choice between the two men, there was
but one thing for honest money Senators to
do, and that was, to elect Garcelon.
Mr. Garcelon was born in Lewiston in 1813.

two

Rome

are

It is estimated that the State of Delgware has
5,000,000 bearing peach trees.

edge of the crust,

debt

seed

shipped to Europe.

THIS AND THAT.
FEET OF SHEEP.
Nature never designed
en and relax them,

was

national

cently flooded ly arise in the Tiber.

George William Curtis says in Harper's
Weekly : ** Sneers at © reconciliation’ may
be amusing and popular, but the statesmanship of reconciliation is the only kind
that deserves the name.
When Sir Robert
ready for delivery.
The vote in the House upon the names to be Peel had decided that the time had come
sent up to the Senate was: Connor and Robie, for Roman Catholic-emancipation; -he did
not hold out for alittle continued nagging;
54 votes, Garcelon and Smith, 85 votes,—a
he supported complete relief. He was destrict party result, all the Republicans voting nounced
for betraying
the Protestant
for Connor and Robie, all the Democrats and cause, for bringing in Rome, for assassiGreenbackers for Garcelon and Smith. The nating his party.
But the public man
two last names were sent to the Senate, when whose convictions can not withstand ridithe ballot resulted in 21 for Garcelon and 10 cule and abuse will never hold the place in
for Smith, all the Republicans voting solid for history and the grateful regard of the
English speaking people that Sir Robert
Garcelen and the opposition for Smith, with
Peel holds.”

By a curlons coincidence

in 1878

£1,803,485 above that of 1877.

lature have adjourned till that time. This
will give some opportunity for the preparation of the Inangural Address, unless, as has
been said, it, with that of the two other constitutional
candidates,
has been
sometime

the exception of Madigan,
Senator
from
Aroostook, who cast his vote for Gareelo..
The choice of the Republicans for Garcelon
in preference to Smith turned solely upon the
sounder position upon the money ‘question
which the former occupied in‘ the campaign.

Britain

Large quantities of clover

habitants of the mountains or of extensive and
arid plains. The horn and particularly the

Transcript.
" There were 4356 deaths from diphtheria in
Boston last year,
Dean Stanley comtemplates re-visiting America shortly.
.

originated, will be. removed outside the
town.
The technical institute at Tschugujeff will be closed altogether. The medical academy will issue Instructions forbidding deliberations of students without
permission from the academical authorities.

he will probably do on Wednesday of next
week (Jan, 8), as both branches of the Legis-

=

Epping,
N. H., prohibits ths sale of lager
beer.
:
The new Michigan capitol at Lansing was
dedicated Wednesday.
“ Going to keep a diary?” asks the Boston

of
of

ITEMS.

Boral and Domestic,

Miscellaneous.

being

L 4

Peles

1

Sail

\

Pure.
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“ROYAL " has a larger gale than all other baking powders combined=-beeause of its unquestioned «
Purity, Uniform Strength Healthfulness and Efficacy, Prepared from GRAPE CREAM TARTAR,
imported expressly for this peerless powder direct from the Wihe district of 'rance, it has
roeived |
the indorsement and recommendation of the New York Board of Health, and

of eminent

physicians

and scientific men everywhere, No family having once used the Royal Baking Powder wil 1 ever be
without it.
ROYAL has taken the place of Boda, Saleratus and Yedst : more convenient, makes third more”
bread never sours nor cakes, never put up in paper packages. In tin cans only of Grocers.

